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^dXUTQY\i\YVU_VQ^QdY_^dXUbUQbUS_^db_fUbcYUcQ^T
YcceUcdXQdXQfUQfUbicX_bd\YVUc`Q^DXU`QddUb^dXUcU
TQicYcV_bQ^YcceU_bQcdbQibU]Qb[d_RU^_dYSUTRiQVUg
_fUbjUQ\_ecY^TYfYTeQ\c`eR\YSYcUTY^dXUc_SYQ\]UTYQ±
dXU^UgS_\\_aeYQ\Yc]Yc²W_Y^WfYbQ\³±Q^TdXU^_edbQWUT
_fUbY^dXUU\USdb_^YS_b]_bUY^VbUaeU^d\idXU`bY^d]UTYQ
DXUYcceUXQcQ\YVUc`Q^_VQ^idXY^WRUdgUU^#&Q^T$(
X_ebcQ^TYcdXU^V_bW_ddU^_^\id_RUbU`\QSUTRidXU^Uhd
YdU]_V_edbQWU
<QcdgUU[GUcd2U^WQ\Uh`UbYU^SUTceSXQdXbUUTQi
_edbQWU_fUbQbU]Qb[RiDbY^Q]__\3_^WbUcc=@=QXeQ
=QYdbQDXU=@gX_Q\c_S_]RY^UcXUbS_^cdYdeU^Si
bUc`_^cYRY\YdYUcQ^T^QdY_^Q\`eR\YSc`UQ[Y^Wb_\UcgYdXdXU
]_bUTQe^dY^W`_cd_VRUY^WdXU`bUcYTU^d_VdXU>QTYQ
TYcdbYSdD=3gQce^TUbdQ[Y^WQ]UUdY^W_V`_\\Y^WR__dX
S_]]YddUUcY^`bU`QbQdY_^V_b^UhdiUQbµc1ccU]R\i`_\\c
DXUcUUfU^dcY^fQbYQR\idU^Td_RUSXQ_dYS^_d\UQcd
RUSQecUd__]Q^i`U_`\UgQ^dd_RUcUQdUT_^dXUTQYc
Q^TdXU]UTYQY^cYcdc_^QSSUcc9dgQcdXYc\QcdYcceUdXQd
`b_f_[UT=QXeQd_Qc[gXidXU²dg_`QYcU]UTYQ³XQT
RUU^WbQ^dUTQSSUcc1\QcY^dXYcQWU_V_fUbY^dbecYfU^Ucc
c_]U_^UbUS_bTUTXUb_edRebcd_^fYTU_Q^TSYbSe\QdUTYd
DXUbUce\dcgUbU`bUTYSdQR\UDQ[Y^W_^dXU]UTYQQcQ
S_\\USdYfUYcQ[Y^d_dQ[Y^W_^dXU]YWXd_VQdbQTUe^Y_^DXU
_edS_]USQ^^UfUbRUcQdYcVQSd_biV_bQ^iY^TYfYTeQ\\UQcd_V
Q\\Q`_\YdYSYQ^DXU=@V_b;bYcX^Q^QWQbgQc]UbSY\Ucc\i
RUbQdUT_^`bY^dDFQ^TdXUc_SYQ\]UTYQDXUQ^WUb_VdXU
Z_eb^Q\YcdcgQcS_]`\U]U^dUTRi2U^WQ\Y´Y^dU\\USdeQ\cµgX_
VbecdbQdbQdUTRidXUYbY^QRY\Ydid_QddQS[dXUD=3TYbUSd\i±
RUSQecUYd]QiU^Te`XU\`Y^WdXU2:@Y^GUcd2U^WQ\±
SX_cUd_TYbUSddXUYbVYbUQd_^UUbbQ^d=@DXUigUbUXU\`UT
RidXUVQSddXQdc_]UD=3\UQTUbcgUbUWbeTWY^W\iV_bSUT
d_S_^SUTUdXQd=QXeQcX_e\TXQfURUU^QRYd]_bUSQbUVe\
gYdXXUbSX_YSU_Vg_bTc
D_SedQ\_^Wcd_bi
cX_bddXU=@YcceUTQ
<h^f]Tg_TaXT]RT
aeQ\YVYUTQ`_\_WiQ^TdXU
P[b^bdVVTbcbcWPccWT YcceUaeYdU`bUTYSdQR\i
VQTUTQgQi8_gUfUb^_d
RUV_bUc_]U]UTYQ
X\_^acP]RT^UcWT
`\QdV_b]cY^TYSQdUTdXQd
\TSXPX]\^d[SX]V
cXUgY\\RUR_iS_ddUT?V
S_ebcUdXUR_iS_ddg_^µd
_dQ[XR^_X]X^]Xb
\QcdQ^T\YVUgY\\WUdRQS[d_
Va^bb[h^eTabcPcTSQh ^_b]Q\=QXeQd__gY\\
bUQ``UQbY^dXU]UTYQ8Ub
_^[XcXRXP]b?T^_[TX]
4U\XYQ``UQ\gY\\RUY^dQSd
RUSQecUdXU²^QdY_^Q\³
_dQ[XR[XUT\PhUTT[
]UTYQT_Uc^µdSQbUQVYW
XaaXcPcTSPccWT\TSXP³b X_gdXU²bUWY_^Q\³]UTYQ
S_^TeSdc2_dX_`UbQdUY^
d]T]SX]V¯P]STeT] cU`QbQdUe^YfUbcUc
DXU[UbVeVV\U_fUb
]TTS[Tbb¯W^bcX[Xch
=QXeQ=QYdbQµce^WeQbTUT
S_]]U^d]QiRU
c^fPaSbcWT\CWT
Y^dUbUcdY^WRedYdT_UcdXb_g
[PaVTa`dTbcX^]Xb)
Q\YWXd_^dXUdb_eR\UT
S^TbcWTR^eTaPVT^UP bU\QdY_^cRUdgUU^dXU
]UTYQQ^T`_\YdYSYQ^cDXU
D=3\UQTUbVU\ddXQddXU
\TSXP^aVP]XbPcX^]
]UTYQgQcRUY^WQ`Ucd
bWP_T_dQ[XR
DXYcYce^TUbcdQ^TQR\U2ed
_TaRT_cX^]^aXb_dQ[XR dXUbUgQcQXY^d_VX_cdY\Ydi
d__Y^XUbbU]Qb[dXQd
ceWWUcdUTcXU]QiXQfU
^_X]X^]\^d[STSQh
S_^cYTUbUTdXU]UTYQd_RU
_T^_[T³b^f]
^_^ce``_bdYfU9VdXYc
Xi`_dXUcYcYcS_bbUSdYdYc
Tg_TaXT]RTb.8
RYjQbbUDXUS_^cU^cecY^Q
_Tab^]P[[hQT[XTeTcWPc \QbWUcUSdY_^_VY^V_b]UT
_`Y^Y_^Y^GUcd2U^WQ\Yc
XcXbcWT[PccTaCWT
dXQddXU]UTYQYc_fUb
\TSXPXbX\_^acP]cQdc ce``_bdYfU_V3XYUV=Y^YcdUb
=Q]QdQ2Q^UbZUUDXUi
]^cRT]caP[c^_T^_[T³b QddbYRedUdXYcd_dXU
WU^Ub_ecQTfUbdYcY^W
e^cX]V_aTUTaT]RTb
`Qdb_^QWUdXUCdQdU
7_fUb^]U^dXQcUhdU^TUT
d_dXU2U^WQ\Y]UTYQ`QbdYSe\Qb\iQdQdY]U_dXUbQTfUbdYcY^W
bUfU^eUcQbUT_g^9^cX_bddXUiQbUbU`QiY^WdXUD=3
7_fUb^]U^dV_bdXU]_^UdQbi\YVU\Y^UdXQdXQcRUU^dXb_g^Qd
dXU]
9T_^µd[^_gdXUUhdU^dd_gXYSXZ_eb^Q\Ycdcg_b[Y^WY^
]UTYQ_bWQ^YcQdY_^cVQf_ebUTRidXU3XYUV=Y^YcdUbQSdeQ\\i
ce``_bddXUUTYd_bYQ\cdQ^SU_VdXUYb`b_`bYUd_bc=i_g^
Uh`UbYU^SUgYdXdXU]UTYQceWWUcdcdXQddXUbUYcQTUWbUU_V
Q\YU^QdY_^RUSQecUZ_eb^Q\YcdcRUY^WVYUbSU\i_`Y^Y_^QdUT
Q^TgYdXQcU\VY]QWU_VY^dU\\USdeQ\Y^TU`U^TU^SUT_^µd\Y[U
RUY^WTYSdQdUTd_DXYc]QiUh`\QY^dXUVUb_SYdigYdXgXYSX
=QYdbQµccdbQiS_]]U^dgQcQddQS[UT9dQ\c_Uh`\QY^cgXiQ
\QbWU^e]RUb_VY^TYfYTeQ\cY^f_\fUTY^dXUSe\debQ\\YVU_V
2U^WQ\Z_Y^UTY^dXU_edbQWUDXUYbdQbWUdgQc^µdbUQ\\i_^U
Y^TYfYTeQ\DXUbUQ\V_Sec_VdXUYbQddQS[gQcdXU=Q]QdQ
7_fUb^]U^d8_gUfUbRUSQecUdXYcgQc^µd`_ccYR\UWYfU^
dXUS_^cdbQY^dcdXQdRY^TdXU]UTYQY^dXUCdQdUdXUWe^c
gUbUY^cdUQTdbQY^UT_^=QYdbQDXYcYcQVQ]Y\YQb`QddUb^Y^
d_dQ\YdQbYQ^cdQdUcQ^TYdYcQ]ecY^Wd_cUUYdRUY^WbU`\YSQdUT
Y^QS_b^Ub_V9^TYQ
=i_g^Uh`UbYU^SUQ\c_ceWWUcdcdXQddXUY]`_bdQ^SU_V
dXU]UTYQY^]_e\TY^W`eR\YS_`Y^Y_^YcWb_cc\i_fUbcdQdUT
Ri`_\YdYSYQ^c@U_`\UY^`eR\YS\YVU]QiVUU\YbbYdQdUTQddXU
]UTYQµce^U^TY^W±Q^TUfU^^UUT\Ucc±X_cdY\Ydid_gQbTc
dXU]DXU;_\[QdQRQcUTCWTCT[TVaP_WQTQY\igXUbU9
XQfURUU^gbYdY^WQV_bd^YWXd\iS_\e]^cY^SU" #±
gYdX_ed9]QiQTTQ^iXY^d_VSU^c_bcXY`±YcYbbQdY_^Q\\i
Q^dY>QbU^TbQ=_TYY^YdcUTYd_bYQ\fYUgc9dcVb_^d`QWUcQbU
_VdU^`Q]`X\UdUUbY^WTYQdbYRUcQWQY^cd=_TYQbUQc_^gXi
dXUD=3\_fUcYd8_gUfUbY^XYWX\YWXdY^WUfUbidXY^W
Q\\UWUT\iUfY\QR_eddXU=_TY7_fUb^]U^dYdW\_ccUc_fUb
\_SQ\^UgcdXQd`bUcU^dcdXUCdQdU7_fUb^]U^dY^Q^
e^VQf_ebQR\U\YWXdDXU\QbWUbaeUcdY_^Yc*T_UcdXUS_fUbQWU
_VQ]UTYQ_bWQ^YcQdY_^cXQ`U`eR\YS`UbSU`dY_^_bYc`eR\YS
_`Y^Y_^]_e\TUTRi`U_`\Uµc_g^Uh`UbYU^SUc/
9`Ubc_^Q\\iRU\YUfUdXQdYdYcdXU\QddUbDXU]UTYQYc
Y]`_bdQ^dRed^_dSU^dbQ\d_`U_`\Uµcf_dY^W`bUVUbU^SUc

µ4`f_ecjhZ]]cZdV
e``TTRdZ`_R_U
^VVeTYR]]V_XV¶

s the farmers’ protest at
A
along the borders of Delhi
has yet not found a break-

through even on the seventeenth day, farmers, mostly
from Punjab and Haryana,
continued to protest on the
borders of the national Capital
amid showers on Saturday.
Addressing a Press conference at Singhu Border, farmers
on Saturday said if the
Government wants to hold
talks, they are ready but the
farmers will first discuss repeal
of three new farm laws.
“The farmers from
Rajasthan’s Shahjahanpur will
start their Delhi Chalo march
on Sunday around 11 am. They
would be coming in thousands
through Jaipur-Delhi highway,”
said Kanwalpreet Singh Pannu,
farmers’ leader.
Pannu said farmers from
other parts of the country are
also on their way to join the
protesters here and they will
take the agitation to the next
level in the coming days.
“If the Government wants
to hold talks, we are ready, but
our main demand will remain
the scrapping of the three laws.
We will move onto our other
demands only after that,” the
farmer leader said.
Farmer union leaders will
also sit on a hunger strike
between 8 am and 5 pm on
December 14 against the new
agriculture laws, he said.
Pannu alleged the
Government tried to weaken
the agitation, but the protesting
farmers did not let it happen.
The farmer leader vowed to
keep the protest peaceful.
Following the call given by
farmers to block toll plazas,
police had made adequate
arrangements and these include
multi-layered barricading and
deployment as many as 3,500
police personnel.
Turn to Page 4
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erming the “events” along
T
the Line of Actual Control
(LAC) ver y disturbing,
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day after several Central
A
Ministers alleged that
“divisive elements” have infiltrated the farmers agitation
on the outskirts of Delhi,
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
on Saturday strongly defended the new agricultural laws
saying farmers would benefit
the most from the investments
in the agriculture sector and
will also get new markets and
opportunities.
Backing the new farm laws,
Modi said all the walls between
the agriculture sector and associated sectors have now been
removed to provide new
opportunities to the farmers
across the country.
“Recent farm reforms will

give farmers new markets,
access to technology and help
bring investments in agriculture that will benefit them, “ he
said as protesting farmers persisted with their demand for
rolling-back of three farm laws
which allow trade and contract-farming in the agriculture
produce and remove all restrictions in hoarding by amending
essential services act.
“In a vibrant economy,
when a sector grows, it has a
direct influence on other sectors as well. Reforms that we’re
doing are removing all such
needless frameworks. Our
economy doesn’t need hurdles
between sectors, but bridges to
support each other,” said the
Prime Minister.
Turn to Page 4
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mid mounting pressure
A
from farmers, Haryana
Deputy Chief Minister
Dushyant Chautala on
Saturday
met
Union
Agriculture Minister Narendra
Singh Tomar, Consumers
Affairs Minister Piyush Goyal
and Defence Minister Rajnath
Singh over the farmers’ protests
and tried to mollify protesting
farmers from his State saying
he would ensure they get the
minimum support price.
He expressed hope the
final round of talks between the
Centre and farmer unions will
be held in the next 24 to 48
hours and will lead to a conclusive result. “I am hopeful of
the next round of talks between
Centre and farmers in the next
24-40 hours,” Chautala said.
Turn to Page 4

External Affairs Minister S
Jaishankar on Saturday said
India was being tested in the
seven-month long standoffs
with China in Eastern Ladakh.
Making this observation
here, he, however, expressed
confidence that the country
will rise to the occasion and
meet the challenge. This assertion came two days after he had
said the relations between India
and China were at their worst
phase in the last 30-40 years.
In an interactive session at
the Federation of Indian
Chamber of Commerce and
Industry (FICCI), Jaishankar
also said what has happened in
eastern Ladakh was not actually in China’s interest as it has
significantly impacted public
sentiment in India.
Calling the “events” along
the LAC very disturbing, the
External Affairs Minister said
they have raised some very
“basic concerns’’.
Asked whether it will be a
long haul or a breakthrough is
expected soon, Jaishankar said:
“I would not go into prediction
zone at all whether it is going
to be easy or not, and what will
be the timelines and so on.”
“I also believe that what has
happened is not actually in the
interest of China. Because what
it has done has significantly
impacted public sentiment (in
India). Professionally, I have
seen the evolution of how the
Indian public feels about China
over the last many decades and
I am old enough to remember
much more difficult days, espe-

cially in my childhood and in
my teens,” the Minister said.
Jaishankar said a lot of
work had gone into developing
the relationship on both sides.
“I do not believe that the events
of this year have helped at all.
In fact I think the real danger
is that the goodwill which was
so carefully developed will dissipate.”
“But I also would say that,
yes, we are being tested. I have
every confidence that we will
rise to the occasion; we will
meet that national security
challenge. But beyond that, at
this time, I would really frankly
keep my own counsel,”
Jaishankar said.
His comments came in the
backdrop of talks at the military
and diplomatic level to defuse
the situation at the 1,700 km
long LAC in eastern Ladakh
failing. The ninth round of
Corps Commander level talks
between India and China are
likely to take place soon.
Though India has all along
favoured dialogue to address
the outstanding issues, its forces
are operationally ready to meet
any challenge. The Army has
deployed specially trained
troops in mountain warfare in
Ladakh besides ensuring uninterrupted logistical back up.
Turn to Page 4
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day after West Bengal’s
A
Chief Secretary and DGP
defied the summons, the Union
Home Ministry on Saturday
directed three IPS officers of
West Bengal to report on
Central deputation. The three
officers — Bhalanath Pandey,
SP of Diamond Harbour;

Praveen Tripati, DIG of
Presidency Range and Rajeev
Mishra, ADG of South Bengal
— were responsible for the
security of the BJP chief JP
Nadda, whose motorcade was
attacked by the TMC cadre.
The move is likely to further escalate the ongoing tussle between the Mamata
Banerjee-led Trinamool
Congress Government in West
Bengal and the BJP-led Central
Government following the
attack on the convoy of Nadda
two days ago.
“Three Indian Police
Service officers belonging to
the West Bengal cadre have

been called to serve in Central
deputation in view of the lapses that led to the attack on
Nadda’s convoy in West
Bengal,’’ an MHA official said.
The decision has been
taken under the rules governing the all India service officers,
the official said. Usually, the
State Government’s consent is
taken before any all India service officer is called to serve in
Central deputation.
In February 2019, Kolkata
Police Commissioner Rajeev
Kumar was also in a similar
way repatriated to Central
deputation.
Turn to Page 4
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y fight is an expression of
M
my loyalty to the ‘zaminR]Rc^Z_X+5`T dars’ (farm
owners), on whose
Ranchi: The physician of jailed
RJD chief Lalu Prasad, Dr
Umesh Prasad, on Saturday
said that the latter’s kidney is
functioning at 25 per cent and
the situation can deteriorate at
any time in future.
Dr Prasad has updated the
authorities of Rajendra Institute
of Medical Sciences (RIMS),
where Lalu is admitted, in
writing about this situation.
“I have said earlier also that
it is true that Yadav’s kidney is
functioning at 25 per cent.
And this situation is alarming
from this logic that his kidney
functioning can deteriorate
anytime. It is difficult to predict
exactly when,” he told ANI.
Turn to Page 4

well-being our lives hinge on,”
explains Mahak Bhatia, 25,
who is part of the sit-in by a
huge crowd of farmers protesting against the three farm laws,
at Delhi’s Singhu Border, “I
have to support their cause as
the new farm laws will not only
affect their income, but will also
destabilise the socio-economic system that has worked well
till now. And this is the compulsive urge that has brought
me and thousand others here.”
The resident of a village of
Tohana in Fatehabad, Haryana,
and the only son of his mother, Mahak recently lost his job
with Cafe Coffee Day in
Chandigarh during Covid-triggered economic slowdown and

5Pa\[Pf_a^cTbcTabX]R^]eTabPcX^]fXcWcWT?X^]TTaPcBX]VWd1^aSTaX]3T[WX
AP]YP]3X\aXk?X^]TTa

is seeking a “non-farming”
employment in Delhi-NCR.
However, his primary occupation at present is to actively

support the movement against
the Central Government over
the farm laws.
“I am unemployed and

completely broke. I don’t have
any means of sustenance of my
own, but I am grateful to my
zamindars for ensuring my
mother and I have no scarcity
of food. I have never been a
farmer nor I have any farm
land, but the landed farmers
always take care of us. Now it’s
my turn to reciprocate their
immense help by raising my
voice against the maleficent
laws that will diminish the
riches of the ‘zamindars’ and in
turn affect our lives,” Mahak
articulates, feeling assured that
his loyalty will be acknowledged.
However, he quickly corrects himself on the word
“zamindars”. “They are all
farmers but they employ farm
workers as there are various
other jobs to do in the farms.
We live in the same village and
we have cordial and fair rela-

tions. All are equal in the village. You can witness the cohesion here. All of us who have
gathered here come from different backgrounds, castes and
regions. But everything here is
for everyone,” Mahak clarifies,
but hesitates to let the cameraman snap a photo of his puffing on the community hookah.
His comrades-in-arms on the
carpet, however, encourage
him to smoke the pipe for a
group photo.
“Even non-farming communities have thrown their
weight behind the groundswell
of support for the farmers. I will
soldier on till the farmers feel
safe,” says Mahak.
There are many like Mahak
from non-farming communities bogged down in the morass
of popular antipathy to the
farm reform laws.
Turn to Page 4
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hief Minister Yogi Adityanath
said that the Revenue department was the pivot of the administrative and land system of the state
and when a department did good
work, it became a symbol of public
trust, confidence, which in turn
strengthened democracy.
He pointed out that the Revenue
department has a very important
role in settling land related disputes
and patted the department for consistently doing excellent, qualitative
work in the public interest and
making invaluable contribution in
the progress of the state.
The chief minister expressed this
view at his official residence here on
Saturday while dedicating 19 residential and non-residential buildings
in 12 districts of the state through
virtual medium.
These residential and non-residential buildings, he said, had been
constructed in order to solve the
problems of the people in a time
bound manner.
On this occasion, Union
Minister of State for Road Transport
and State Road, General (Retired)
VK Singh also joined the program
through virtual medium.
The chief minister said that the
employees could work in districts
and they could get accommodation
at the local level itself so these residential buildings had been constructed in a time bound manner.
“Important works like those
relating to land, disaster management and relief were done by the
Revenue department, the chief minister said.
In the functions of the Revenue
department, the divisional office, district magistrate office, deputy district
magistrate office are the focal points
of administration, where the public
is directly concerned. The present
government is continuously working
towards providing a clean, accessible and well-organised environment
in offices,” he said.
The chief minister said that a
special campaign was being started
by the state government to register
heritage from December 15, 2020
and warned that callousness in registering a virasat would not be tolerated.
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Mohammad Azeen Siddiqui,
a class V student of City
Montessori School, Rajajipuram
Campus-I, was awarded a gold
medal in the national level interschool online competition,
‘Brainobrain Wonderkid - 2020’,
bringing laurels to the institution.
The competition was organised
under the aegis of educational
institution Brainobrain. Students
of over 1,500 noted schools participated in this competition,
wherein Azeen showcased her
exemplary talent in mental
maths, logical ability, general
knowledge and speed typing,
and walked away with the gold
medal. Organisers praised his
multifaceted talent and awarded
him a gold medal and a certificate.

NOTICE
I, Vishal Kumar Verma S/o
Murari Lal (Brother Mahesh
Varma Army No- 5254856
Rank - RFN) Vill. Satahriya,
Post - Pawaara, Thana Mugara
Badhashpur, Machhlishar, DistJaunpur-222202 (UP), I have
change my name VISHAL
VERMA to VISHAL KUMAR
VERMA.

NOTICE
Be it Known to all that my name
written in husband's service
records as PUNITA UPADHYAY in place of PUNEETA
UPADHYAY. My Correct name
is PUNEETA UPADHYAY in
future for all purpose. PUNEETA UPADHYAY W/o. JITENDRA UPADHYAY 28D/2A,
AZAD NAGAR, ALLAHPUR
PRAYAGRAJ

NOTICE

YNR GUN

µ5DLVHDZDUHQHVVDERXWH6DQMHHYDQL¶ 2<)?daeP]RWP[³bTR^]^\XR
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eiterating his government’s commitment to further improving
R
health services in the state, Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath on
Saturday said that there was a need
to make people aware of the eSanjeevani app so that the benefits
of health services reached every person.
Presiding over a high-level
unlock review meeting at his official residence here, the chief minister said that the guidelines issued
by the state Government for protection from COVID-19 should be followed in totality besides, maintaining and effective system for protection and treatment of COVID-19
patients.
The chief minister stressed on
consistent dissemination of awareness messages about protection
from COVID-19. He said various
modes of media and public address
systems should also be used extensively to spread awareness and they
should also be used at major crossings, markets and important places
to disseminate information about
containing the spread of novel
coronavirus infection.
He said people should be made
aware about the mandatory use of
masks and contact tracing and surveillance systems should be further

strengthened. The chief minister
said there should be special vigilance in Lucknow, Varanasi and
Gorakhpur and a special work plan
should be prepared for effective control of coronavirus infection.
Yogi also directed the district
magistrates and chief medical officers to regularly hold meetings at
the Covid hospitals in the morning
and the Integrated Command and
Control Centres in the evening
and also prepare strategies for the
future.
He said the construction of
medical colleges should be completed within the stipulated time frame
and action plan should be prepared
to complete the new medical col-

leges for which proposals had been
received.
He also directed the officials to
complete all the formalities for
COVID-19 vaccination by
December 15. He asked the chief
medical officers, district magistrates and district police chiefs to
hold a meeting in this regard and
ensure safety and security for a successful vaccination drive.
The meeting was attended by
Chief Secretar y RK Tiwari,
Infrastructure and Industrial
Development Commissioner Alok
Tandon, Additional Chief Secretary
(Home) Awanish Awasthi,
Additional chief Secretary (MSME
and Information) Navneet Sehgal.

After this, a special campaign of
measurement would also be started,
he added. The chief minister said
that the Revenue department was
constantly constructing office buildings of the board, district and tehsil.
“Also, for the redressal of public issues and to ensure timely attendance of officers and employees, residential buildings are being constructed for them near the office
building.
As a result of the efforts made in
this direction, 19 moving projects of
the state have been completed at a
cost of about Rs 100.20 crore,” he
said.
The chief minister said that
Prime Minister Narendra Modi had
implemented the ownership plan

(Swamitva Yojana) in the country.
“Rapid work is being done on
this scheme in the state. Through
this, citizens will get possession of
their land, which will also provide
them the facility to take loans,” he
said.
Yogi said that on December 25,
on the occasion of the birth anniversary of former prime minister Atal
Bihari Vajpayee, a special campaign
for distribution of houses would be
launched under the ownership
scheme in the state.
The chief minister said that the
Revenue department had done
excellent work during the coronavirus period and successfully discharged responsibilities such as providing ration to migrant workers,

supplying essential commodities
and skill mapping.
Addressing the programme,
Minister of State for Revenue and
Flood Control Vijay Kumar Kashyap
said that the Revenue department
was working with full capacity under
the leadership of Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath. He said villages were
being empowered through the ownership scheme.
On this occasion, Additional
Chief Secretary (Revenue) Renuka
Kumar thanked everyone.
It is to be mentioned that these
residential and non-residential
buildings are located in Kanpur
Dehat, Shamli, Budaun, Sitapur,
Mainpuri, Hapur, Auraiya, Kasganj,
Hapur and Kushinagar districts.

Lucknow (PNS): Chief Minister
Yogi Adityanath said regional disparity always hindered the process of
development and that was why
Uttar Pradesh was divided into four
economic zones – Purvanchal,
Madhyanchal, Bundelkhand and
Paschimanchal — and two development boards – Purvanchal and
Bundelkhand — had been formed so
that economic disparities could be
removed.
The chief minister said this
while virtually addressing the concluding session of the three-day
webinar-cum-seminar
on
‘Sustainable development: issues,
strategies and future direction of
Purvanchal’, held at Deendayal
Upadhyay Gorakhpur University,
in Gorakhpur. He said, “All departments and institutions would have
to come together for the development of Purvanchal as the region has
enormous natural resources and
potential.”
“Despite being the oldest land of
civilisation, we remained the most
backward, considering ourselves as
poor. I have visited all the districts
of the eastern UP and I did not see
any shortage of water. The main factor for human civilisation is present
here in abundance,” he said.
The chief minister said the
problems of the region had to be
resolved at the local level and
through local institutions.
“There are all possibilities to
increase the per capita income.
Agricultural research centres have
been linked with agricultural universities so that the farmers can get better value for their produce by
increasing production. To bring
their produce to the market, a comprehensive prospect has been prepared by bringing an exports policy,” he said.
The chief minister said that
keeping in view the suggestions
received in the seminar for the
development of eastern UP, a cabinet sub-committee would be constituted to give its recommendations
on the suggestions with regards to

the development plan for Purvanchal
and their implementation.
He said that there were immense
possibilities in the service sector and
of the six Buddhist tourism sites, five
were in the eastern region. “We have
to build good chains of hotels to promote tourism. International airports are being built in Kushinagar
and Ayodhya. The Purvanchal
Expressway will become the backbone of the economy of the eastern
region and the youth of Purvanchal
will get employment here,” the chief
minister emphasised.
Yogi Adityanath said that the
youth did not have much information about the government schemes
and universities and educational
institutions would have to take the
responsibility of making these
schemes accessible to the youth.
“Youth are not having the information of schemes like PM Mudra
Yojana, ODOP Scheme, CM
Swarojgar Yojana, Atmanirbhar
Yojana, etc. Educational institutions
should ensure that youth benefit
from these schemes and get selfemployed,” he said.
The chief minister said the new
education policy was going to bring
a big change across the country and
the educational institutions should
form a committee and prepare an
action plan.
“An action plan has to be prepared to make government schemes
effective and also to ensure that they
reach the youth,” he said.
The chief minister said that the
state government ended the dependency on China and this Deepawali,
diyas (clay lamps) were lit in every
household.
“Be it the idols of Lakshmi and
Ganesh or diyas, we were dependent
on China despite the fact that we had
all the resources in UP. We (the UP
government) ended the dependence
on China and this Deepawali,
Lakshmi and Ganesh idols made by
our artisans were worshipped and
this also encouraged self-reliance
and business of the local artisans,” he
said.
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eputy Chief Minister
Keshav Prasad Maurya
D
said that Uttar Pradesh was
changing rapidly towards
progress
along
with
Purvanchal.
“Earlier, there was fear of
goons in the people, now it is
vice-versa. With the consistent
efforts of Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath to improve law
and order, now goons are terrified of government action.
This is the law and order system of the state,” he claimed.
Maurya said Uttar Pradesh
was fast becoming the preferred destination for investment and marching ahead
consistently on the path of
development.
“We will soon be connected to all the metros of the
country through Purvanchal,
Bundelkhand and Ganga
expressways. The world will be
accessible to us through Jewar,
Kushinagar, Ayodhya greenfield international airports and
other airports,” deputy chief
minister pointed out.
Presiding over the seventh technical session of the
manufacturing sector at the
national webinar and symposium on ‘Sustainable
Development of Purvanchal’ at
Gorakhpur University on
Saturday, the deputy chief
minister said due to the
changed environment, better
infrastructure and investmentfriendly policies, Uttar Pradesh
had jumped to the second
rank in ease of doing business
and had emerged as a favourite
destination for investors.
The deputy chief minister
said after coming to power, 67
state highways were constructed by the Bharatiya Janata
Party-led government.
“We are also making ecofriendly roads. Herbal roads
and roads made of plastic and
other waste materials are proof
of this. We will connect each
lane with the main road nearby. To motivate the people,
roads are being built in the
name of martyrs, topper students and famous people,” he
said.
Maurya also referred to
the social concerns of the

Public Works Department. He
said the outcome of the threeday churning in Gorakhpur
would present the ground reality and by following the results,
the progress of Purvanchal
would be further accelerated.
Meanwhile, Forest and
Environment Minister Dara
Singh Chauhan said that there
was immense potential for
development and employment
in the field of eco-tourism in
Purvanchal and with special
interest of Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath, Gorakhpur would
become its hub.
“The chief minister has
rejuvenated the neglected vast
natural lake Ramgarh. This
lake will lead to eco-tourism of
Purvanchal in the coming
days,” he said.
Chauhan was presiding
over the eighth session of the
primary sector on the last day
of the three-day webinar and
seminar organised under the
joint aegis of the Planning
department and Gorakhpur
University on the Gorakhpur
University campus on
Saturday.
The forest minister said
that eco-tourism would be
promoted in Ramgarh lake in
Gorakhpur, Bakhira Tal of
Sant Kabir Nagar, Sohagi
Barwa of Maharajganj, waterfall of Sonbhadra, etc.
He said a Tiger Rescue
Centre
and
Vulture
Conservation Centre were
being
established
in
Maharajganj and with the
efforts of Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath, the Gorakhpur
zoo, which was going to open
for visitors in January, was
increasing the chances of ecotourism.
Chauhan said the state
government’s plan was to promote rural tourism and

increase income of forest
dwellers by making tourists
stay in forest areas. He said that
in the last three years, the
tourist footfall had increased
up to 20 times at eco-tourism
sites in the state.
Referring to the record
tree plantation on the environment, the forest minister said
that a new record would be
created next year.
Principal
Secretar y
(Forests) Sudhir Garg, who
was the keynote speaker of the
session, said that by giving the
status of revenue village to the
forested villages, Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath had
connected the forest dwellers
to the mainstream of society
and development.
“A new door to income
generation can be opened for
the residents here by developing the facility of stay home in
these Vantangia villages of
forest area,” he said.
Garg also said that there
was a lot of potential for ecotourism and adventure
tourism in Purvanchal, which
was rich in natural beauty of
pools. The principal secretary
also stressed the need to be
vigilant about the effects of climate change. He said that the
need of the hour was to plant
more and more trees to reduce
the risks of climate change.
Prior to this, the seventh
technical session of the primary sector focused on the issue
of employment in agriculture.
In this session CGM S
Pandey of NABARD, Dr
Umashankar Singh, Director,
International Potato Centre
of South Asia, Potato Quality
Improvement Technique in
Purvanchal, Dr RK Mittal,
Vice Chancellor of Sardar
Vallabhbhai Patel University of
Agriculture and Technology,
Pallavpuram Meerut Boon for
Organic Farming, Dr Prabodh
Kumar Trivedi, Director,
CIMAP Lucknow, expressed
the integration of farming of
aromatic plants with tradition in the rural economy of
Purvanchal and Dr Ramchet
Chaudhary of PRDF spoke on
increasing income from agricultural farming of Kala
Namak rice, included in the
ODOP programme.

ttar Pradesh’s Deputy
Chief Minister Dinesh
U
Sharma said that due to the

efforts of the state government
to encourage start-ups, UP
had been placed in the categor y of Emerging Start-up
Ecosystem under the State
Start-up Ranking, 2019.
The deputy chief minister
said the newly launched Uttar
Pradesh Start-up Policy, 2020
covered start-ups in all sectors,
including agriculture, medicine and health, energy, khadi,
education, tourism, transport.
He said the policy aimed at
setting up more than 100 incubators, a minimum one in
each district of the state, and
creation of an eco-system compatible with the establishment
of at least 10,000 start-ups in
the state.
He said with the implementation of the policy, it was
expected to generate direct
employment for 50,000 youth

and indirect employment for 10
lakh persons in the state.
Sharma said in the recently concluded policy implementation meeting, seven new
incubators were approved in
Banda, Varanasi, Noida,
Lucknow, Mathura and
Ghaziabad districts.
He said under the Start-up
Policy, 2020, three state-ofthe-art centres of excellence
would be set up in the state, out
of which the construction of
the Centre of Excellence in
Medi-tech, Technology would
be on the SGPGIMS campus in

Lucknow was in progress.
He said a new dedicated
policy was proposed to attract
investment in data centre
industry in the state.
Sharma said under the
proposed data centre policy,
250 megawatts data centre
industry was to be developed in
the state, attracting an investment of about Rs 20,000 crore
and three state-of-the-art private data centre parks would be
set up in the state.
He said under the policy,
various non-financial incentives were proposed to data

centre parks and data centre
units, in addition to capital subsidy, interest subsidy, exemption in stamp duty on purchase/lease of land and financial incentives related to energy. He said additional incentives had been proposed for
Bundelkhand and Purvanchal
regions.
The deputy chief minister
said to eliminate the interference of anti-social elements in
transparent and clean administration and tendering process,
e-tendering system had been
implemented by the government in all departments since
May 2017 in which all tenders
above Rs.10 lakh were being
invited through e-tendering
only.
He said UP was the first
state to have implemented the
e-tendering system and was
given the ‘Best Performance
Award’ among the top-performing states during the period from April 2017 to March
2018.
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he Uttar Pradesh government has
simplified the process of granting
T
licence for opening bars in the state.
The new rules, Uttar Pradesh Excise
(Grant of Bar Licences) Rules, 2020, were
approved by the cabinet which met here
on Friday.
As per the new rules, the provision of
granting bar licences on the recommendation of the committee headed by the
divisional commissioner has been
scrapped. The excise commissioner has
now been delegated the authority to issue
the licence on the recommendation of the
committee in each district headed by the
district magistrate.
The rules provide for decentralisation
of approvals and simplification of the
process and therefore reduce the number
of process transactions from around 28 to
just eight.
The new rules will take far less time
now in the grant of bar licences and will
help the hospitality industry besides bringing higher revenue to the exchequer.
Earlier, as it was mandatory for the
restaurant to be operational in the premises at the time of applying for the bar
license, the applicant had to incur losses
and unnecessary expenditure in running
the restaurant without the bar.
Under the new rules, a restaurant has
to be made operational in the premises by

the time of depositing the licence fee after
the approval of the bar license by the excise
commissioner.
The new rules are futuristic in nature.
To promote tourism, bar licences will be
provided in airport lounges, special trains
and domestic and international cruises.
Besides, now every bar and club licensed
premises will be geo-tagged.
To ensure transparency and ease of
doing business, the process of granting bar
licence shall be online.
Earlier, the licence fee was charged for
the entire year, irrespective of the month
of sanction of the bar licence. Now, the
licence fee will be charged only for the
remaining period of the year, exempting
the licence fees of the quarters prior to the
month in which the licence is sanctioned.
It will be mandatory to have a minimum floor area of 200 square metres and
a minimum seating capacity of 40 persons
for the premises for which the bar licence
is sought.
Earlier, it was mandatory for bar
licenses premises to have sufficient parking space. Now private parking, valet parking arrangement within 500 metres of the
premises will be considered sufficient.
If a bar is located in a mall or in any
commercial complex, then the parking
facilities and washrooms of the mall or
complex will be considered as the facilities for the bar.
It will be compulsory to enclose com-

pletion certificate of the building or an affidavit along with supporting documents
under the provisions of Section 15-A (2)
of the Uttar Pradesh Municipal Planning
and Development Act, 1973 with the application form.
In case of being aggrieved by the decision of the district level bar committee
regarding the sanction of licences, an
appeal can be filed before the divisional
commissioner.
Changes in licensed premises of bar
can be approved by the excise commissioner on the recommendation of the district
level committee by charging 10 percent of
annual licence fee.
Event bar licences for a special event
will be issued online for a period of continuous six hours in between 8 am to 12
midnight, which can be extended up to 1
pm with the prior approval of the licensing authority on payment of additional
licence fee.
Official sources said that the new rules
were fair and just with respect to penalties and compounding so that no licensee
felt the brunt of penal action, if he ensured
compliance with the rules.
In case of being found indulging in
activities like holding liquor consumption
competition in order to boost the sales, a
fine of Rs.25,000 will be imposed for the
first offence and Rs.50,000 for the second
offence and on the third time, the licence
will be cancelled.
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n Saturday, 267 persons
tested positive for coronO
avirus in Lucknow taking the
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Lucknow for the immunisation
which is expected next year.
Additional CMO and district
immunization officer MK
Singh said if the district requires
more vaccine, it would be provided by the state government.
The vaccine will be stored
in four ice-lined refrigerators of
225 litres capacity each, along
with two old refrigerators.
Singh said there will be three
rooms at the vaccination site.
“There will be a waiting room
for the beneficiaries who will be
there following the Covid-19
protocols. The vaccination will
be carried out in the second
room while the third will be an

observation room where the
beneficiaries will have to stay
for 30 minutes. There will be a
team of doctors, in case there is
any problem faced by the beneficiaries after vaccination,”
Singh said.
He said the hospitals will be
on high alert when the vaccinations are carried out.
“December 15 is the deadline
for complete renovation of
District Immunisation Centre
in Aishbagh where the vaccine
will be kept. “There are clearcut directions that the storage
area should be newly-constructed or fully renovated,” he
pointed out.
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ayor Sanyukta Bhatia presented the report card of
M
Nagar Nigam regarding the
work done in the last one year,
on the completion of three
years of her tenure in a programme organised on Saturday.
The chief guest on the occasion
was Governor Anandiben
Patel. Also present was minister Ashutosh Tandon.
Addressing the gathering,
the mayor said that despite the
challenges due to coronavirus,
they increased the resources
and carried out all public-centric development works in the
110 wards of the state capital.
“We carried out mass sanitisation work in Covid-19 times
and 35 tankers were used to

sanitise each and every part of
the city. A community kitchen
was started during lockdown in
which nearly 80,000 people
were fed daily and 35 lakh food
packets distributed. The ‘Hello
Doctor’ facility was started by
Nagar Nigam and sanitary
napkins were distributed
among women. We have even
run green ambulances for
watering the plants at the time
of lockdown and put Rs 1,000
in the accounts of over 72,000
daily-wagers,” she said.
She said Lucknow achieved
12th spot in the Swachhata
Survekshan. “Currently, our
focus is door-to-door garbage
collection and 400 new vehicles
have been pressed into service
in the state capital and cleanliness work is being done on a
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anjay Gandhi PostGraduate Institute of
Medical Sciences (SGPGIMS)
will celebrate its first Research
Day on Sunday (December
13). It has been decided to celebrate December 13, a day
prior to the Foundation Day as
Research Day every year to
acknowledge the work done in
this field and to incentivise
quality research.
“SGPGI Foundation Day is
celebrated on December 14
every year. Other institutes of
excellence such as PGIMER
(Chandigarh) and KGMU
have had a tradition of observing Research Day every year.
SGPGIMS, a much younger
institute, is now taking this
important step too,” the
spokesperson said.
She said SGPGIMS, since
its inception, has given due
importance to research activities and has achieved significant
progress in frontline research.
“It has been recognised as one
of the leading and outstanding
medical institutes for conduct-

S
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wo cars were stolen in
Ashiyana in the last 24
T
hours. The complainants were
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total number of cases to 74,815.
Besides, 315 patients recovered taking the recoveries to
70,677. With seven more
deaths, Lucknow’s death toll
climbed to 1,050 while there are
3,088 active cases. The fresh
cases included 29 from
Gomtinagar,
15
from
Indiranagar, 13 from Rae Bareli
road, 12 each from Vikasnagar,
Hasanganj, Hazratganj &
Chowk, 11 from Aliganj and 10
from Thakurganj.
Across the state, 1,520 persons tested positive, including
43 in Kanpur, 95 in Ghaziabad,
96 in Gautam Buddhnagar, 64
in Varanasi and 176 from
Meerut, taking the UP tally to
5,64,132. There were 32 deaths
in the state, including five in
Varanasi, three in Gorakhpur,
two each in Kanpur, Prayagraj,
Ghazipur & Azamgarh, and one
each in Ghaziabad, Aligarh
Moradabad, Agra, Bulandshahr,
Gonda, Baghpat & Etah, taking
the toll to 8,056. Besides, 1,761
patients recovered, taking the
number of recoveries to
5,35,985.
Meanwhile, provision has
been made for storage of 1,270
litres of Covid-19 vaccine in
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ing exceptional research.
Scientists have brought laurels
to the institute through their
publications nationally and
internationally,” she added.
The spokesperson said
that the ongoing coronavirus
pandemic has proven how
important medical research is
in improving our knowledge
of various aspects of a disease
in order to enhance patient
outcomes. “As we navigate
through and beyond the pandemic, it is important to
recognise and address all possible opportunities and strategies for research, be it clinical
or basic. Research Day will be
an excellent opportunity for
all the faculty members,
research scholars and students to exchange and exhibit their ideas on research and
showcase past and current
ideas and results and gain
insights for further work,” she
said. There are 12 awards in
basic research, medical and
surgical categories which will
be given away to the best
research posters in these
categories.

daily basis,” Bhatia said.
She said regular cleanliness
work is being carried out in the
city and health check-ups of
safai workers and their insurance are also being conducted.
The mayor pointed out
that regular cleaning of Gomti
river and heritage monuments
is also being carried out.
“The biggest achievement
has been the release of the LMC
bond as Nagar Nigam became
the first urban unit in the
country to issue its bond,” she
pointed out.
About future plans, she
said that under the Mission
Shakti programme, a women’s
degree college of Nagar Nigam
would be established.
“To provide jobs to the
poor and needy women, they
will be associated with the
making of sanitary pads which
will be distributed in slums.
New commercial centres will
be established, a community
hall for Valmiki Samaj will be
established and resources will
be increased in the a year’s time
for door-to-door garbage collection,” she added. The mayor
said that the vendors would be
better organised and all efforts
would be made to see that
Lucknow reaches number one
position in the Swachh
Survekshan. She said matters
related to Nagar Nigam properties would be resolved in a
better manner and beautification of crossings and vantage
points would be carried out.
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Lucknow (PNS): Director of
PGI (Chandigarh) Prof Jagat
Ram stressed that learning is a
continuous process which
involves setting of goals, being
innovative, working with dedication and finding joy in chosen career. He was speaking at
the 11th Prof MK Mehra
Oration at KGMU, which was
organised by the department of
Ophthalmology.
The annual event was conducted in the memory of Prof
Mehra, who was a stalwart of
ophthalmology and former
head of the department. A
senior faculty member said
that renowned ophthalmologists are conferred this honour
and they deliver the oration lecture on their sub-specialty.
This year, the lecture was delivered by Prof Jagat Ram.
Prof Ram was awarded the
Padma Shree in 2018-2019.
Head of Ophthalmology
department Prof Apjit Kaur
introduced Prof Mehra as a
visionary whose midas touch
glorified the destiny of the
department.

Nodal officer for Covid-19
at KGMU Dr D Himanshu
said viruses have witnessed a
sequential decline with the passage of time and the same is
happening to the coronavirus
with people developing herd
immunity. “The positivity rate
has declined to a great extent as
people have developed antibodies. The virulence of the virus
has decreased which will
impact its spread, it will continue to affect people in high-risk
category depending on their
immunity levels,” he said. He
pointed out that trials of the
drug developed by CDRI are in
the final stages.

identified as Ravi Kumar
Tripathi of Prayagraj and
Ashok Kumar of Barabanki.
As per reports, Ravi Kumar
Tripathi was in Lucknow to
attend a wedding at Chancellor
Club. He parked his SUV in the
parking area and went inside to
attend the function. When he
returned late in the night, he
found the vehicle missing. He
informed the police control
room and a case was registered
in this connection.
Meanwhile, Ashok Kumar,
who is a contractor, had visited the house of a friend in sector-L of Ashiyana and parked
his luxury car outside. In the
morning, Ashok found the car
missing. Two strikes by autolifters exposed the police claim
regarding night vigil. “Senior
officers are conducting night
inspections at different police
stations to keep the cops on
toes. These two cases have
come as an embarrassment for
senior officers,” sources said.
In another incident, cash
and ornaments were stolen
from a house. Reports said the
marriage of Mohammed
Wasim of Garhi Peer Khan was
scheduled for Friday and he,
along with other family members, was at the wedding venue.
Around 12:40 am, a neighbour
informed Wasim about the
theft and he reached the scene.
“The thieves decamped with
cash and ornaments breaking
the almirah,” he told the police.
A case was registered in this
connection.
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building material supplier
was accused of blackmailA
ing his female friend by threatening to share on social media
her obscene photos which he
took by a trick, in Gudamba. As
per reports, the woman met the
accused in connection with
the purchase of bricks for construction of her house a few
years back. The accused took
Rs 50,000 from the woman but
did not buy bricks for her.
When the victim demanded
her money back, the accused
promised to help her purchase
land at lower rates.
He befriended the woman
and started visiting her house.
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He spiked her soft drinks one
day and clicked her pictures in
an obscene way. He later started blackmailing the woman by
threatening to upload the content on social media. The
woman gave the accused two
bangles to get the data deleted,
but the accused kept at it the
woman continued to give her
money and ornaments from
time to time. Left with no

option, the woman sought help
from the police.
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A 55-year-old man was
electrocuted while another
youth suffered severe burns and
he is battling for his life at a hospital in Gudamba. The incident
took place during a house construction work. The deceased
was identified as Lalji aka Lala
of the area. He was working at
the house being constructed by
Qadir of Daliganj. Qadir’s son
Adil was also at the construction
site and he was helping the
workers. Around 3 pm, both suffered electric shock and were
rushed to a hospital where Lalji
was declared brought dead.
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he new information technology and electronic
manufacturing policy of the
Uttar Pradesh government has
given encouraging results as in
just three years, investment of
Rs 20,000 crore investment has
been made in the state by
around 30 investors. The
investment has resulted in
creation of three lakh fresh
jobs. The Electronics
Manufacturing Policy 2017
was announced in December
2017 to attract investment in
the electronics sector in the
state. Deputy Chief Minister
Dinesh Sharma and State
Minister for IT Ajit Pal Singh
told reporters here on Saturday
about the achievement of the
IT sector.
“In less than three years,
we have achieved a lot in IT
sector with Rs 20,000 crore
investments and three lakh
jobs,” they claimed.
Under the policy, Noida,
Greater Noida and Yamuna
Expressway areas located in
the National Capital Region
were declared as Electronics
Manufacturing Zones.
The policy had great success and has been able to
achieve its targets of attracting
investment and employment
both. Many reputed companies from China, Taiwan and
Korea set up their manufacturing units in UP and an
Electronics Manufacturing
Cluster (EMC) was developed
in an area of 100 acres in
Greater Noida.
After the successful imple-

T

mentation of the Electronics
Manufacturing Policy 2017,
the state government
announced
the
new
Electronics Manufacturing
Policy 2020 covering the entire
state for uniform development of the electronic industry in all the regions of
the state.
Sharma said the new policy targeted investment of Rs
40,000 crore over the next five
years and generation of
4,00,000 jobs.
The establishment of three
electronics manufacturing
clusters in the state, an electronic city near Jewar Airport
along Yamuna Expressway,
Defence
Electronics
Manufacturing Cluster in
Bundelkhand and Medical
Electronics Manufacturing
Cluster in Lucknow-UnnaoKanpur zone are proposed.
To promote research,
innovation and entrepreneurship in the industry, world
class infrastructure will be
created in the state as three
Centres of Excellence in collaboration with the Union g
government and industry
associations. In this order, the
Centre of Excellence (COE)
for product-based Li-ion cells
has been given in-principle
approval by the state
government.
To promote the information technology industry, the
IT Parks are being developed
with an investment of approximately Rs 200 crore in all 18
divisions of the state by
Software Technology Parks of
India (STPI), a Central gov-

ernment
organisation.
Operation in these IT Parks in
Meerut, Agra, Gorakhpur and
Varanasi is expected to begin
in the first-half of next fiscal.
Apart from this, actions
are being taken to start the
work for development of IT
Parks in Aligarh, Saharanpur,
Azamgarh and Jhansi.
Additionally, 40 acres of
land has been acquired in the
state capital Lucknow to develop
a
state-of-the-art
Information Technology Park
on PPP model. Out of this, 4
acre land has been allocated to
STPI to set up the country’s
largest incubation centre in
Uttar Pradesh.
As a result of the state government’s initiative, 18 incubators in prestigious educational institutions of the state like
IIM-Lucknow, IIT-Kanpur,
IIT-BHU, Abdul Kalam
University of Technology,
Amity University, KIET
Ghaziabad have started their
operations after approval by
the state government.
The ministers said at present more than 3,300 start-up
units had become operational
in the state. They said an
online portal had been
launched to promote incubators, start-ups and other
ecosystem stakeholders to
engage with respective nodal
agencies.
To meet the financial
requirements of the needy
start-ups, a Rs 1000 crore
fund has been set up by the
state government with the
help of SIDBI which is expected to be operational soon.
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Lucknow (PNS): One person was critically injured when two unidentified
motorcycle-borne miscreants opened
indiscriminate fire, creating panic
during a panchayat called in
Azamgarh to settle a mobile snatching dispute on Friday evening.
The injured was first rushed to the
district hospital from where he was
referred to the medical college in
Varanasi when his condition deteriorated. A case was registered in this
regard and efforts were being made to
trace out the assailants and arrest
them. Reports said that Parvendar
Yadav, a resident of Abyapur village
under Akharula police station in
Azamgarh, was irrigating his field last
Wednesday when two youths snatched
his mobile phone and escaped.
The incident was witnessed by 32year-old Durgvijay, a resident of the
same village, but he allegedly helped
the miscreants escape safely.
Yadav alleged the role of Durgvijay
in the mobile phone snatching and so
a panchayat was called in the village
on Friday evening to resolve the differences.
Some people from the village of
Parvendar Yadav and some of the villagers questioned Durgvijay during the
panchayat to find out the truth .
Sources said that when Durgvijay
was disclosing what happened on the
fateful day, two youths riding a motorcycle stopped at the place where the
panchayat was being held and fired
half-a-dozen rounds indiscriminately and escaped.
Two bullets reportedly hit
Durgvijay, injuring him seriously. He
was rushed to the community health
centre at Akharula from where the
doctors sent him to the district hospital. The doctors at the district hospital referred him to Varanasi.
Four separate cases were registered
in connection with the incident and
investigations were on.
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Srinagar:Union Minister Anurag
Thakur on Saturday expressed confidence that J&K will get back
17,000 hectares of land that was
grabbed through the Roshni
Scheme, and action will be taken
against corrupts.
“Roshni Act has been struck
down by High Court and (it)
termed the Act illegal and unconstitutional. It clearly defined why
this Act had been brought in...Just
to help a few big names, “ Thakur,
who is the BJP's election in-charge
for Jammu and Kashmir, told
reporters here.
Thakur said he was glad that
the court had taken an initiative and
there has been a fair inquiry into it.
“I am sure that 3.42 lakh kanal
(17,000 hectares) of land will be
returned to state of Jammu and
Kashmir. There will be action
against who were involved in the
corrupt practice, “ he added.

The Jammu and Kashmir government has filed a review petition
in the high court seeking to distinguish between landless cultivators
and wealthy land grabbers who had
benefitted from the law which has
been struck down. The petition will
come up for hearing on December
16.
Commenting on the ongoing
District Development Council elections in Jammu and Kashmir,
Thakur said the people will decide
which part wins or loses.
“However, the response to the
five phases of elections so far
means that people have already
ensured the victory of democracy.
The important thing is that these
polls have been free, fair and fearfree,” he said. The union minister
said there were attempts the scare
the people ahead of the elections
“but they (voters) were not
scared. “
PTI
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head of the sixth phase of District Development
Council elections, parts of Kashmir valley witnessed fresh spells of snowfall in plain areas of Srinagar
and higher reaches of tourist resorts of Gulmarg,
Pahalgam and North Kashmir districts of Baramulla
and Kupwara. In Jammu region, famous tourist resorts
of Patnitop, Bhaderwah,Bani, Trikuta hills where the
cave shrine of Mata Vaishno Devi is located also witnessed fresh snowfall. Due to inclement weather conditions movement of smooth traffic was also halted
on the 300 km long Jammu Srinagar National
Highway. Several interior roads in snowbound areas
also remained covered with thick blankets of snow.
On the other hand, two civilians were injured in
a grenade attack on a police post in Sopore area of
Baramulla district. This is the third grenade attack in
Kashmir valley in the last 48 hours,official sources said.
In Jammu region, Pakistan army violated ceasefire agreement by resorting to mortar shelling in
Balakote sector of Poonch.According to a Jammu based
Defence Spokesman, Lt-Col Devender Anand
around 6.00 p.m Pakistan army resorted to unprovoked
ceasefire violation by using small arms firing and mortar shelling in the Balakote sector of Poonch. In
response the Indian army retaliated strongly,
spokesman added.
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oa's coronavirus caseload went
Up by 70 and reached 49,305 on
Saturday, while two deaths took the toll
to 705, an official said.He said 47,489
people have been discharged so far,
including 144 on Saturday, leaving the
state with 1,111 active cases. The official said 2,069 samples were tested for
the infection during the day.
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t a time when Prime
Minister Narendra Modi
A
has been emphasising on
empowering the divyangs
and showing sensitivity
towards their needs, the BJPrun civic body, North
Municipal Corporation of
Delhi (North MCD), has
chosen to turn a blind eye to
ensuring even the basic rights
of Dr Sumit Anand, a
Medical Officer with locomotor disability.
Not only has he been
denied his due salary increment for the last four years
since he joined the medical
cadre, the young doctor, at an
urban health centre at Karol
Bagh, has also not been paid
his salary since June, this
year.
As if this unlawful denial
is not enough. His application for disability rights and
privileges, enshrined under
the guidelines issued by the
Department
of
Empowerment of Persons
with Disabilities (DPwD),
Union Ministry of Social
Justice and Empowerment, is
gathering dust in his depart-

ment for the last two years.
In another instance of
the civic body’s stark insensitivity towards the needs of
the persons with disabilities,
the young officer has also not
been provided with a disabled-friendly chair to help
him carry out his day-to-day
official activities.
Dr Anand, however, has
not let this indifference hinder his performance. During
the lockdown period due to
Covid-19, Dr Anand reported daily for duty, for which he
was recognised with Corona
Warrior certificates, first by
the
then
Deputy
Commissioner, Central Delhi
Arav Gopi Krishna and then
Balram Meena, SDM, Karol
Bagh.
“When I complained
about non-payment of salary
to the department, the officials are pressurising me to
sign a faulty salary pay-bill
without increment and disability-related benefits,” he
said adding the apathy has
left him and his old parents,
who are dependent on him,
mentally and financially
drained out.
Having failed to get justice from the civic body, the
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Lieutenant Governor, New
Delhi, the Union Health
Ministr y,
the
State
Commissioner for Persons
with Disabilities, Dr Anand

is now pinning hopes on the
National Human Rights
Commission (NHRC), which
has registered his case for further action.
Talking about his disability, Dr Anand said, his was a
case of medical negligence
when treatment for an
enlarged lymph node led to
the gradual paralysis of a
nerve leading to his right
shoulder when he was doing
his MD. He had to give up his
dreams of doing specialisation and joined the North
MCD in the medical cadre.
“It is very disappointing
that bright people like
Anand, who cleared MBBS
and then UPSC in the first
attempt have to go through
such discrimination only
because they are physically
disabled.
“Instead of honouring
their commitment and
boosting their morale, the
North MCD is finding new
ways to harass such Corona
warriors. This must stop and
he should be delivered his
dues immediately to send a
positive message among the
community,” said Dr
Satendra Singh, an activist for
people with disabilities.
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“Measures were taken to ensure
commuters do not face inconvenience
at places were protest are being staged,”
said police.
The Delhi Traffic Police has
deployed its personnel across important
border points to ensure commuters do
not face difficulties and is constantly
updating people about open and closed
routes on its Twitter handle.
In series of tweets, the traffic police
on Saturday informed commuters about
the closure of the Singhu, Auchandi,
Piau Maniyari and Mangesh borders.
Since these borders are closed, it
suggested that motorists take alternative
routes via Lampur, Safiabad,Saboli and
Singhu School toll tax borders.
Traffic has been diverted from
Mukarba and GTK Road. So, commuters have been advised to avoid Outer
Ring Road, GTK Road and National
Highway-44, the traffic police said.
Due to the ongoing farmers’
protests, it said both the Chilla and the
Ghazipur borders are also closed for
traffic from Noida and Ghaziabad.
“The Chilla & Ghazipur borders are
closed for traffic from Noida &
Ghaziabad to Delhi due to farmers’
protests. People are advised to take alternate route for coming to Delhi via Anad
Vihar, DND, Apsara & bhopra borders,”
it tweeted. The Tikri and the Dhansa
borders are also closed for traffic movement but the Jhatikara border is open
only for two wheelers and pedestrian
movement, the traffic police said in a
tweet. Those going towards Haryana,
can take Jharoda (only single carriageway), Daurala, Kapashera, Badusarai,
Rajokri NH 8, Bijwasan/Bajghera, Palam
Vihar and Dundahera borders as they
are open, the traffic police said.
Meanwhile, the Sonipat district
administration has offered coronavirus
testing facility to protesting farmers but
most of them are unwilling to get tested, fearing they would be isolated if
found positive and this would weaken
their agitation.
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In the last few years, we’ve made
reforms to break all such hurdles. The
agriculture sector is one such example.
Today, farmers of India can sell their
produce both at the mandis, as well as
outside. Farmers can also sell their produce on digital platforms. We are taking all these initiatives to increase the
farmers’ income and make them more
prosperous”, said Modi while virtually
addressing 93rd annual convention of
FICCI. “If the farmers of the country
become prosperous, the country
becomes prosperous,” said the PM.
The PM’s comment in support of
new laws come soon after two senior
Central Ministers Ravi Shankar Prasad
and Piyush Goyal alleged “infiltration”
of ‘tukde-tukde-gang’ and that of “ultraleft” elements into the agitation.
Stating that obstacles are being
removed between the agriculture and it’s
closely related processes, Modi said the
cold storage infrastructure will be modernised and would result in more
investments in the agriculture sector.
Farmers will be benefitted the most
from it, he said.
“The farmers have options to sell
their crops in mandis as well as to outside parties,” he said assuring that the
‘Mandi System’ would continue.
Protesting farmers, particularly
those from Punjab and Haryana, are
apprehensive that with the coming of
corporate traders (new laws allows
contract farming between outside
investors and the farmers), the “mandi
system” with middle-men (adhatiyas) in
operation could be abolished as
also the system of Minimum Support
Price (MSP).
Interestingly, trading of farm produce is already in practice in the coun-

try, including Punjab, and only six per
cent of agriculture produce is purchased
under the MSP system (operating mostly in Punjab and Haryana).
As the agitation has entered its
third-week (17th day), Opposition parties are backing the farmers while the
Centre is saying “no” to the roll-back of
the farm laws though not unwilling to
amend them and guaranteeing the
MSP. The PM’s comments in support of
farm laws have come close to the BJP
launching its own big awareness campaign with farmers across more than
700 districts in the country. As the
slugfest between the sides continues,
Government has allowed doors of
negotiations open asking farmers to
walk the middle ground.
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In fact, Haryana and Punjab are predominantly agrarian society and almost
all the elite of the non-farming communities, whether artists or other professionals, come from farming backgrounds, or have close symbiotic relations with the landed farming community --- the farm workers are mostly
from Bihar and Uttar Pradesh and some
from the grim underbelly of PunjabHaryana’s rural areas which are remnants of a caste-ridden feudal system.
A farm transporter, one of the
elderly among the protesters, claims the
new farm laws will affect the ecosystem
in Haryana and Punjab whose agriculture survives on State subsidies in the
form of high MSP (minimum support
price) and well-established Agricultural
Produce Market Committees (APMC)
mandis.
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In a related development a group of
29 farmers met Tomar and extended
their support to the new bills, threatening to stage a protest if those are
repealed. The delegation, led by
Bharatiya Kisan Union’s (Mann)
Haryana State leader Guni Prakash, submitted a “letter of support” to Tomar on
the farm laws passed by Parliament in
September and demanded the
Government to continue with these legislations.
Chautala, who’s Jannayak Janata
Party (JJP) counts farmers as an important constituency and has faced prickly questions about his alliance with the
BJP amid the mounting pressure to
withdraw from the BJP-led Government
in the State, had earlier said he will
resign if the MSP system is threatened.
The Haryana Government could
topple if key ally JJP pulls back support
from the BJP-led Government in the
State. The BJP holds power in Haryana
with its 40 seats out of the 90-seat
Haryana Assembly and the support of
10 JJP MLAs and five Independent
MLAs. The Congress, on the other
hand, has 31 seats. Farmer unions, particularly in Punjab and Haryana, said
the new laws will lead to the dismantling of the MSP system under which
Government agencies buy their crop at
an assured price. After the meeting,
Chautala said the crop procurement at
the Government-decided MSP (minimum support price) would be ensured
for each farmer till the time he was part
of the State Government.
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Terming it a “political move” by the
Centre, senior Trinamool Congress
lawmaker Kalyan Banerjee wrote to
Union Home Secretary Ajay Bhalla, saying that law and order is a State subject.
Banerjee alleged that the Centre was
resorting to coercive means to intimidate the State administration, and the
top officials were summoned at the
instance of the Home Minister Amit
Shah.
On Friday, Bengal Chief Secretary
Alapan Bandopadhyay and Director

General of Police Virendra refused to
heed the orders of the Union Home
Ministry asking their presence in the
North Block after serious security lapses occurred during Nadda’s visit to
Diamond Harbour.
His convoy was attacked by miscreants on Thursday damaging a number
of vehicles and causing injury to party
men including senior BJP leaders.
The Home Ministry promptly made
an unprecedented move directing the
top Bengal officials to appear before it
and explain the security lapses.
Incidentally Home Minister Amit Shah
who is personally monitoring the
Central probe into attack on Nadda’s
convoy is likely to visit Bengal on
December 19 and will stay here for two
days, sources said. In response to the
Home Ministry’s letter the Chief
Secretary wrote back saying his and
DGP’s presence in Delhi was avoidable
as the matter was “already being examined” by the State Government.
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"The rate at which his disease is getting worse and since he has diabetes for
the last 20 years, his end organ is damaging in an escalating manner. So, the
situation is alarming for the patient's
health. The higher authorities of
Rajendra Institute of Medical Sciences
(RIMS) have been informed in writing
about Yadav's health that emergency situation can arise at any time," he added.
Dr Prasad also said, in his opinion,
there is no need to transfer Lalu Yadav
to any other medical facility as organ
damage due to diabetes is irreversible
and no medicine can cure it.
"The court or the government has
to decide on whether he needs to be
taken somewhere else for treatment. In
my opinion, there will not be any
major impact on his health if he is taken
outside for treatment. This is because
the damage in body organs due to diabetes is irreversible. There is no medicine which will make the kidney function at 100 per cent from 25 per cent.
Otherwise, there will be no need for
dialysis or kidney transplant," he said.
"We have taken a decision that we
will consult the resident nephrologist
and decide on the further course of
treatment of Lalu Prasad Yadav," he
added. On Friday, the Jharkhand High
Court deferred Lalu Yadav's bail plea
hearing in the fodder scam case to
January 22, 2021 after considering a
request made by his lawyer.
The RJD leader was admitted to
RIMS on August 30, 2018, after he surrendered at Birsa Munda Central Jail on
Jharkhand court's orders in the fodder
scam. Mr Yadav had in October secured
bail in connection with the Chaibasa
treasury case related to the fodder
scam. However, he is yet to secure bail
in the Dumka treasury case.
Mr Yadav, who had been in prison
since December 2017, was sentenced to
seven years imprisonment in 2018
under the Indian Penal Code (IPC) and
seven years under the Prevention of
Corruption Act in connection with the
fodder scam case. Both the sentences are
being served consecutively. The case
pertains to the fraudulent withdrawal of
? 3.5 crores from the Dumka treasury
by Animal Husbandry Department
officials between 1991 and 1996 when
Mr Yadav served as the State's Chief
Minister.
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This includes adequate number of
prefabricated heated huts for troops and
winter clothing.
At present, more than one lakh
troops from both the sides are stationed
at the LAC in the standoffs and prepared
for long haul. They have made preparations for staying put in the harsh winter months when temperatures dip to
minus 30 degrees.
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he police force and PAC
personnel were deployed at
Dafi Toll Plaza on Saturday to
avoid any confrontation following the announcement by
agitating farmers to make toll
plaza free for the commuters
and block highways in protest
against the Centre’s new three
farm laws. The police were also
alerted to keep close vigil on
the highways. Meanwhile, the
police made the former district
president of the Samajwadi
Party (SP) Satish Fauzi and his
son Ajay Yadav house arrest as
a precautionary measure.
In order to intensify their
agitation against the Centre’s
three new farm laws the agitating farmers had announced
to block highways and make
toll plaza free for the commuters on Saturday and in
view of this, the police force
and PAC personnel were
deployed at Dafi Toll Plaza
here to avoid any confrontation between the agitators and
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employees working at toll
plaza and also ensure that the
commuters face no inconvenience. The police personnel
of police stations situated particularly in rural areas were
made alert to keep close watch
on the highways.
No confrontation was
reported at this toll plaza and
it functioned normally as
usual. No protest was also

reported at this toll plaza and
highway as well. The police
and PAC personnel were
deployed at the toll plaza even
in the wee hours to ensure the
functioning here as usual.
Nothing untoward happened
and the function at toll plaza
remained normal, the police
claimed.
Meanwhile, the police also
made the former district pres-

ident of the Samajwadi Party
Satish Fauzi and his son Ajay
house arrest. It is pointed out
here that the SP has
announced to support the agitation of the farmers and its
activists also staged a protest
in favour of farmers’ agitation
during the Bharat Bandh on
December 9 last.
Fauzi and his son were
asked to remain at home in
Seergverdhan under Lanka
police station and not hold
talks with others just as precaution in view of the
announcement of the agitating
farmers to block highways
and make toll plaza free, the
police informed. The police
also kept close watch on the
activities of those of the
adjoining areas of toll plaza
who had been in controversy
in the past.
The personnel of local
intelligence unit (LIU) were
also put on alert so as the input
could be gathered on time in
case the farmers gather in
groups for the agitation.
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meeting of the districtlevel
Task
Force
Committee of COVID-19
Vaccination was held under the
chairmanship of District
Magistrate (DM) Kaushal Raj
Sharma here on Friday. In the
meeting, Health department
officers have informed that
the construction work of vaccination storage room will be
completed by December 31
and three ILRs (Ice Linked
Refrigerators) have become
available to the district from the
state. The vaccination of health
care workers from both government and private hospitals
will be done in the first phase
and then in the further stages,
vaccination of frontline workers and citizens above 50 years
of various departments will be
done. Vaccination will be done
both in government and private
hospitals.
DM directed that districtlevel micro plans should be prepared as per the guidelines of
the Central and state governments and employees related to
vaccination should be trained.
Special arrangements should be
made for the safety and maintenance of the vaccines. Other

A
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departments should be
informed in time for cooperation in the drive. Sharma also
reviewed the status of corona
infection. He said that the
number of corona cases has
increased slightly in the past, so
there is a need to remain alert
completely. The work of surveillance should be expedited,
sampling work should also be
done on priority and if positive
patients are found in them,
they should be immediately
admitted to Covid dedicated
hospitals.
‘Special monitoring of old

patients should be done intensively by the concerned community and primary health
centres (CHCs/PHCs),’ he said,
instructing the Chief Medical
Officer (CMO) Dr VB Singh to
make a calendar and prescribed
doses of tablet Ivermectin to be
distributed free-of-cost to the
targeted groups. Earlier, SMO
of WHO made a power point
presentation of the district
level action plan of Covid vaccination. Chief Development
Officer (CDO) Madhusudan
Hulagi, ACMOs, medical officers, District Programme

Officer (ICDS) and others
including the employees of
UNICEF, WHO, Zapigo and
MicroSave were present in the
meeting.
Meanwhile, the DM also
reviewed the revision work of
the voter list on the basis of eligibility date January 1, 2021 as
directed by the Election
Commission of India. He
directed that BLOs to remain
present at all polling stations in
the district on Sunday and
their supervisory officers AROs
/ EROs should continue to
conduct rounds at their respective booths. He informed that
a total of 2,920 BLOs and 300
supervisors have been deployed
in the district. During this
campaign special emphasis was
laid on adding the names of
women and young voters. The
DM has set a target of getting
at least 10 forms for each BLO.
Action will be taken against the
BLO for not meeting the target.
The worst-case ratio of female
and male voters is in Rohania,
City South and Varanasi
Cantonment assembly constituencies.
Special emphasis should
be laid on increasing the number of women voters in these
assembly constituencies.
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nion Minister of State for
E d u c a t i o n ,
U
Communications
and
Electronics and Information
Technology, Sanjay Dhotre,
visited Allahabad Region of UP
Postal Circle. Chief Post
Master General Uttar Pradesh
Kaushlendra Kumar Sinha,
Post Master General Allahabad
Suvendu Kumar Swain and
other dignitaries of the
Department of Posts were present during the visit.
The minister reviewed
the performance of UP Postal
Circle on different revenue
and operational parameters
and gave inputs/suggestions to
improve the performance. The
minister announced the
names of villages covered
under the scheme ‘5 Star
Village’ in Uttar Pradesh
Postal Circle. The Department
of Posts launched this scheme
to ensure universal coverage
of Postal schemes in rural

s many as 65 more new
patients have been detectA
ed in the district on Saturday,
increasing the total number to
20,189. The day also saw two
more deaths, increasing the toll
to 333. During the day, the follow-up negative reports included 92 and 90 of them have been
recovered from home isolation
while two from the hospitals,
increasing the number to
16,210 and 2,886 respectively.
The total number of patients
who have been recovered so far

two males aged 59 and 75 from
Puari Kala (Badagaon) and
Nagwa (Lanka) respectively
succumbed to Covid-19 at Sir
Sundarlal Hospital, Banaras
Hindu University (SSH BHU).
With the addition of five new
red zones, the total number of
hotspots has increased to 2,555
including 225 red zones. Two
green zones have been converted into red zones once
again There are 2,330 green
zones with eight new ones.
Meanwhile, on the instructions of the District Magistrate
(DM) Kaushal Raj Sharma,

mass/ group antigen tests continued to be conducted at
Varanasi Junction (Cantt.) and
Manduadih railway stations
but all the 79 and 41 tests done
there respectively were found
negative. Besides, all the 145
tests have been found negative
at Shree Shiv Prasad Gupta
(SSPG) Hospital, Kabirchaura,
176 at LBS Hospital Ramnagar,
155 tests at Government
Women’s Hospital, 31 at
CHC Shivpur, 45 at
Swami
Vivekanand
Hospital, Bhelupur and 105 at
SSH BHU.
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VARANASI (PNS): UP
Minister of State (Independent
Charge) for Tourism, Culture,
Religious Affairs and Protocol
Dr Neelkanth Tiwari has taken
the officers of Irrigation department to task and issued a
notice to them for the slow
progress of development and
beautification work being done
at Sangam Ghat (confluence of
rivers Ganga and Gomti) in
Kaithi near Markandeya
Mahadev temple with the cost
of C1065.66 lakh. He was
reviewing the progress of C
11,731 lakh projects of
Tourism department at its
Chowkaghat office here on
Friday.
The minister instructed
the officers of the department
to complete the projects in time
by launching a drive on warfooting and ensure maintaining
of quality of work. He also
directed the concerned officers
to complete the project being
done at cost of C1514.02 lakh
at Seer Govardhan before the
forthcoming Sant Ravidas
Jayanti. He said that the construction work on open theatre
and changing rooms being
done with a cost of C 59.91
lakh should be completed by
February 15 so that the programme can be organised there
on the occasion of forthcoming

festival of Mahashivratri.
Besides, Tiwari also instructed
complete lane road repairing
work in Ramapura, Benia,
Katuapura, Haraha, Gola
Dinanath, Piarikala, Chetganj,
Habibpura,
Pandariba,
Prahladghat, Omkaleshwar,
Rajghat, Madhyameshwar and
Daranagar wards by July next
year. The minister asked the
concerned officers to start helipad construction work in
Domri by approaching the
court to remove the stay. He
said that he will lay the foundation stone of C382.32 lakh
project for the development of
pond at Bhadrakali temple in
Sarawa on January 1 next. He
expressed his concern over the
slow progress in the construction work between Godowlia
and Dashashwamedh Ghat
being done with the cost of C
1077.56 lakh and asked the
concerned officers to ensure
completion of work soon.
Meanwhile, the minister
has informed that the headquarters (Directorate) of the
Department of Religious
Affairs will be made in Varanasi
as it was decided in a cabinet
meeting held in Lucknow on
Friday under the chairmanship
of Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath. This will be the
first directorate to be made at

state level in the city. According
to him, in 1985, the department
was created but its directorate
has not yet been formed. He
said that with the formation of
the Directorate of Religious
Affairs in the city, the activities
of the shrines, temples and
monasteries will be connected
and the schemes related to
their beautification and development works will gain
momentum.
IIT-BHU DIRECTOR
FLAGS OFF SHOP-ONWHEELS: Director of Indian
Institute of Technology,
Banaras Hindu University (IITBHU) Prof Pramod Kumar
Jain flagged off shop-on-wheels
of Grihastha Georgic Pvt Ltd,
a start-up incubated at RKVYRAFTAAR Agri Business
Incubator (R-ABI) on Friday.
Prof Rajiv Prakash, Dean
(R&D), Prof Pradeep Kumar
Mishra, Dean (Student Affairs)
and Principal Investigator,
RKVY-RAFTAAR scheme
were also present. Thereafter,
Jain visited the Bioreactor
Facility & Food Technology
Lab for analytical testing of agri
and food products established
in Malviya Centre for
Innovation, Incubation and
Entrepreneurship (MCIIE).
Grihastha has created a
farm to folk platform, Family

Farmer to provide better price
to the farmers for their agri
produce and to provide quality products to the customers at
their doorstep. Shop-on-wheels
is one of the milestones of
Grihastha recommended by
the Incubator Committee. It is
starting now in Varanasi
region. It will help people in the
region to instantly get the good
quality agri products.
Earlier, IIT-BHU had
organised a 60-hour online
Agri-preneurship Orientation
Programme (AOP) recently in
which 31 start-ups shortlisted
under RKVY-RAFTAAR Agri
Business Incubator (R-ABI),
participated from UP,
Uttarakhand, West Bengal,
Bihar, New Delhi, Punjab and
Haryana. The online valedictory of the programme was
held on Thursday in which
Prof Pradeep Kumar Mishra
welcomed the chief guest and
IIT-BHU Director Prof
Pramod Kumar Jain and guest
of honour Prof Rajiv Prakash,
Dean (R&D), IIT-BHU. In his
address, Prof Jain congratulated the selected start-ups and
emphasised on usage of AI,
IOT and precision agriculture
in the start-up ideas so that
AtmaNirbhar Bharat, dream of
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
can be realised.

Passbooks to the girl child
— the beneficiaries of
Sukanya Samirdhhi Yojna ambitious scheme serving the
vision of the Prime Minister
for ‘Beti Bachao and Beti
Padhao’ were distributed by
the minister who also distributed cheques to the beneficiaries of SCWF S enior
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orth Central Railway is
actively participating and
N
promoting ‘Fit India’ campaign
launched by the Ministry of
Youth Affairs and Sports,
Government of India. A series
of activities have been planned
under this initiative during
December 2020 to promote fitness across nation.
On Saturday a fitness camp
was organised by NCR Sports
Association in Railgaon,
Subedarganj
Stadium.
President, NCRSA and
Principal Chief Engineer
Sharad Mehta welcomed all
participants on this occasion
and briefed on importance of
fitness in our daily life and benefits of this initiative. Under
the ‘Fit India’ campaign a
schedule of physical exercise
including running, walking

and stretching has been
designed by experts for railway
employees and their family
members inline with theme of
this campaign ‘Fitness Ka Dose
Aadha Ghanta Roz.’

All officers, staff and their
family members present on
this occasion were imparted
training on these exercises by
expert coaches of NCR sports
association. Sharad Mehta fur-

ther instructed the coaches to
continue guiding officers, staff
their family members and
encouraged ever yone to
increase participation in this
important fitness initiative .
The event witnessed participation from Ajai Mathur
Principal Financial Advisor
and Navin Kumar Sinha Senior
Deputy General Manager other
head of departments, general
secretar y NCRSA Ankur
Chandra, joint secretary Vijay
Kumar, sportspersons of NCR
from various sports disciplines
– Athletics, Gymnastics,
Hockey, Cricket, Badminton,
Golf, Football and other
Railway employees and officials
on NCRSA. The Fit India
Campaign is being organised to
encourage fitness. The campaign will cover Fit India
Thematic Campaign“Fitness
Ka Dose Aadha Ghanta Roz.
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is 19,096, leaving 760 active
cases. The recovery rate is
94.58 per cent, while the mortality rate is 1.64 per cent.
Chief Medical Officer
(CMO) Dr VB Singh has
informed that in the first
report of the day, 43 positive
patients were found out of
2,735 reports received. Till
then, the total test reports
received were 4,63,557 and
the results of 3,365 are awaited. Out of them, 4,43,370 were
negative while 20,187 positive.
The total number of samples
collected was 4,85,132. Earlier,

ing.
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rayagraj reported a total of
43 positive cases of the
P
COVID-19 within the last 24
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areas. This aims at financial
inclusion of citizens under different schemes offered by Post
Offices.
The concept of the Five
Star Villages is to ensure 100
household coverage of all
schemes. One scheme is equal
to one star rating. If a village
complete all five schemes the
village gets status of 5 Star rat-

Citizen Welfare Fund) and
offered POSB schemes.
During a press conference, the minister briefed
print and electronic media
about the role being played by
Department of Posts.
He stated that as a service
provider, UP Postal Circle is
committed to provide the
quality service to the customers and to serve the citizen in general.
The concept of welfare
state, the vision of good governance and the goal of digital India are being conceptualised and realised by the UP
Postal Circle.
The minister informed
the media about the achievement of UP Postal Circle. He
highlighted the role played by
Post Offices in Covid lockdown Department of Posts
has played a crucial role in the
pandemics of COVID-19 by
delivering cash at the door
step of citizens with the help
of APS (Aadhar Enables
Payment System).

hours. At the same time, 122
patients also became infection
free on the same day on Friday
evening. About 110 persons
also completed their home isolation, while 12 patients also
discharged from different
Covid hospitals. With this
number of people completing
their home isolation, a total of
19,695 persons have complet-

ed their home isolation till
today.
One patient also succumbed to the deadly virus on
the same day. On Friday
evening, a total of 5,510 persons got their corona test conducted. Of them, as many as 43
persons were tested positive for
COVID-19.
Meanwhile, a total of 20
people, including about half-adozen employees of two marriage halls of Lohar village of
Belkharnath development
block and the former village

head in Bhangwachungi town
were found corona infected in
the Pratapgarh district. This
stirred up. However, the
administration closed the marriage hall for 24 hours and got
it sanitised.
The Health department
has been involved in preparing
the list of the people involved
in the marriage hall since the
last three days. Those involved
in the matrimonial programme
will be tested by taking a sample. CMO Dr Arvind Srivastava
said that he has now made

arrangements to send samples
of the marriage hall operators
and employees for testing.
A 66-year-old woman died
on Friday from Corona. She
was a resident of Jhunsi. She
was undergoing treatment at
Swaroop Rani Nehru Hospital.
Apart from this, Senior
Resident of SRN Surgery
Department,
Signal
Maintenance worker of
Railways, Branch Manager of
Baroda Bank, MR of a pharmaceutical company have been
affected due to coronavirus.
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Dheeraj
immediately MISHAP: A priest was killed
man, who was informed the family and the while four others including
EULGJHVVWDUWV A30-year-old
the cyclist sustained grievous
going home with his broth- police about the incident..
The police immediately injuries when the car in which
ALLAHABAD
(PNS): er, was shot dead by some
Construction of pontoon
bridges for the month long
annual Magh Mela started. It
started from the Triveni bridge
on the first day. Twenty casks
have been taken out of the
warehouse and taken to the
ghat for the same purpose.
Construction of other bridges
will start soon. The Public
Works Department will construct five bridges by January 5.
On the other hand, the work of
the Chakard Plate roads is also
going on. It is targeted to be
completed by January 10.
Most of the Magh Mela to be
set up in five sectors will cross
the Ganga. In such a situation,
five bridges on the Ganga have
to be built for the devotees
coming form across the globe
and bathe in the Sangam. For
the construction of this bridge,
the matter was complicated
between the officials and the
contractors for the last several
days.
It is because the department had reduced the rate of
bridges by revising it. At that
rate, they were not willing to
work. Since the department has
to work below the prescribed
rate. But this time all the contractors put a higher rate. Then
it was finally decided that the
fair is nearer, if the bridge is not
constructed, the fair will be
affected. Therefore, the work
has started from Friday, assuming certain conditions of the
contractors.

unidentified miscreants on
Friday night near Avatar
Talkies under the Shivkuti
police station. After the incident, all the top officials including DIG reached the spot and
reviewed the situation there.
It was learned that the
man who was shot dead was
accused of killing property
dealer Wasim two-and-a-half
years ago. He was released on
bail shortly before. After talking to the kins, the police raided several places in the
Mehndori area and picked up
five suspects.
They are being interrogated. Police said that prima
faicie it appeared that old
enmity could be the reasons
behind his murder. His brother has seen the accused. Police
came to know about some suspects. Based on the same, the
police are conducting raids to
trace the whereabouts of the
accused persons.
Neeraj Jaiswal, a resident
of Jondhal, has a garment
shop in Azad Market in
Teliarganj.
On Friday night, he closed
the shop and was going home
with his brother Dheeraj.
Some people were already
ambushed near Avatar Talkies.
They started firing indiscriminately at Neeraj. He
received two shots in the
stomach and one shot in his
chest.
After this, all the hood-

rushed to the SRN with Neeraj
where doctors declared him
dead.
By then the force of several police stations including
DIG, SSP Sar vashresht
Tripathi, SP City Dinesh
Singh, CO Sudhir Kumar had
reached the spot. Neeraj’s
brother Dheeraj informed the
police about the enmity on the
basis of which some suspects
were hauled up immediately
in Mehdauri.
Police have picked up five
people in this connection.
Some people who are under
suspicion were not found at
home. Search is underway to
catch hold of them.
SSP Sarvshresth Tripathi
said that Neeraj was jailed in
the Wasim murder case which
took place two-and-a-half
years ago. He had come out on
bail shortly before. Police have
found extremely important
clues in the murder case. The
case will be worked out soon.
Wasim, a property dealer
from Mehndori, was murdered on the night of May 17,
2018. His body was found in
Malak Balau village of
Nawabganj. In this case, the
police had sent half-a-dozen
to jail including Vipin, Neeraj
Jaiswal. Neeraj was released
from jail shortly before.
Wasim and Neeraj had a dispute over money and the
murder took place over the
same issue, added the SSP.

they were returning from a
barat in front of Iradatganj
railway station in the district’s Ghurpur police station
area collided with a truck
after hitting a cyclist. When
the news of the priest’s death
reached his house in the accident, a pall of gloom prevailed
over his family members. The
kins reached the spot weeping
and wailing.
On Friday evening, baarat
of Dipendra Tiwari, son of
Gauri Shankar Tiwari, resident of Pachkhara village of
Jasra, went to Neeva village of
Dhumanganj. A car was
returning from the barat on
Saturday morning. As soon as
the car reached near
Iradatganj, in the meantime,
an employee of the brick kiln,
Chhote L al (65) son of
Babadin was going to his
house in Jamuli by bicycle. In
an attempt to save the cyclist,
the car crashed into the
parked truck while hitting
the bicycle.
Utkarsh Tiwari (28) son of
Vinod Tiwari sitting in the car
died. While driving in the car,
Vishambhar Dwivedi (55) and
the groom’s father Gauri
Shankar Tiwari (60) and the
groom’s nephew Rachit Tiwari
(13) son of Ravindra Tiwari
were seriously injured. In the
accident, Utkarsh died while
on the way to the hospital.
Utkarsh Tiwari was a priest of
the marriage procession.
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anpur Nagar reported 37
more coronavirus positive
cases on Saturday evening.
Chief Medical Officer Dr Anil
K Mishra said that 37 more
people had tested positive for
coronavirus infection between
Friday evening and Saturday
evening taking the tally of
confirmed cases to 31,417
cases. He said that 10 patients
were discharged from hospital. He said no COVID-19
deaths in the city was reported till Saturday evening
keeping the death toll to 800.
The CMO said at present 699
active cases were undergoing
treatment. Dr Mishra said
3381 samples were sent for
testing in the city.
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anpur
Divisional
Commissioner
Raj
K
Shekhar has expressed concern
over the apathy of authorities
concerned to solve the drainage
system problem in the Rania
Industrial Area (RIA) in the
past three decades.
He directed the Uttar
Pradesh State Industrial
Development Authority, the
stakeholders and the Udyog
Bandhu to work out a solution
to this long-pending problem.
The divisional commissioner also directed the UPSIDA to prepare a detailed project report (DPR) latest by
March-April 2021 after due
consultation with the National

Highway Authority of India,
the Irrigation department, the
Pollution department and the
Industries.
He said the DPR should be
prepared in two phases, the
first for the area where industries had been established and
the second phase for the rest of
the area to be taken up.
He also directed the UPSIDA to prepare a preliminary
report by the end of this month
with technical and professional agencies while roping in the
Indian Institute of Technology.
He said this should be done
after due consultation with
the stakeholders.
Shekhar said it was a matter of great concern that the
drainage problem was pending

for the past three decades
and none of the stakeholders
and authorities concerned
had made any effort to solve
it.
Prominent among those
present in the meeting included Joint Commissioner
Sarveshwar Shukla, UPSIDA
RM Rakesh Jha and officials of
NHAI, Irrigation, Pollution
and other departments concerned.
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Kanpur Nagar (PNS): the
Uttar Pradesh Metro Rail
Corporation Ltd (UPMRC)
has started giving finishing
touches to the IIT and

Kalyanpur metro stations.
It has given the contract for
finishing work of nine metro
stations (constructed between
Motijheel and IIT-Kanpur) in
the priority corridor to
Sam India Builtwell Private
Limited.
The finishing works
include construction of rooms
at the metro stations, plaster
and painting of civil structures,
water supply, drainage, fire
fighting systems, electronic
and maintenance works.
The track beam work has
been completed at the IIT
metro station and it will be
completed at the Kalyanpur
metro station very soon.
The track was laid on the
track beam.
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ational Sugar Industry
Director Prof Narendra
N
Mohan on Saturday said with
the growing vehicular population and considering a compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 8.83 percent per
annum, the petrol sale during
2020-21 and 2021-22 was estimated to be around 38,075 million and 41,266 million litres
respectively and this engendered the need for blending it
with 10 percent ethanol to
meet the fuel requirement.
He said the government
was working on both fronts—
capacity building for ethanol
production and availability of
alternative feed stocks.
Prof Mohan said every
effort was being made to
increase the supply to more
than 3,200 million litres and
4,250 million litres during
2020-21 and 2021-22 ethanol

years respectively.
He said as a result of surplus sugar production consistently from the last couple of
years, sugar factories had been
reeling under financial stress
and ethanol had emerged as a
saviour of the sugar industry.
He said ethanol production, which ensured dual
advantages of economic and
environmental sustainability,
was now being considered as
a reliable tool not only to balance the sugar demand-supply
scenario but also to increase
revenues in the entire sugarcane value chain besides
addressing the environmental
issues.
Prof Mohan said the differential pricing policy
announced by the government offering C 43.75, C 57.61
and C 62.65 per litre for
ethanol made from heavy
molasses and also heavy
molasses and sugarcane

juice/syrup, respectively, had
attracted the sugar industry to
opt for producing more of
ethanol by sacrificing sugar
and during the current sugar
season, it was expected that
about 20 lakh tonnes of sugar
through different routes shall
be diverted for ethanol production enabling additional
ethanol production of about
1,200 million litres.
He said to facilitate capacity creation, the government
had already launched a scheme
for extending financial assistance to molasses based distilleries for enhancement and
augmentation of ethanol production capacity which may
result in additional capacity
creation of 6,000 million litres
per annum, keeping in view
the requirement to meet 20
percent blending targets by
2030.
Prof Mohan said the NSI
had formulated various mod-

els for production of ethanol
from various sugar factory
intermediates which result in
reduction in sugar production,
increase in ethanol production
and ensures higher returns.
The NSI director said in
one such model of sugar syrup,
heavy molasses diversion, a
sugar factor y of 2500
TCD having integrated distillery could have additional
income to the extent of C1,000
lakh during the crushing season.
He said the assured market of ethanol and timely payments by Oil Marketing
Companies made the preposition attractive for the millers
and keeping it in view, the
sugar factories were working
on various other options for
producing ethanol using cassava, sweet potato, sweet
sorghum, sugar beet and surplus grains so as to work
round the year
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n a tragic incident, a nineIallegedly
year-old boy was strangled,
by his relative, in
Ghatampur police station area
on Friday night.
His body was recovered
from a footpath near Noan
river on Saturday morning.
The boy had gone there to
attend a marriage ceremony
with his parents.
After going through the
video footage, as the handkerchief tied with on throat of the
deceased matched with the
one held by his brother-in-law
present in the marriage ceremony and the blood stains
found on his shoe, the latter
was brutally beaten up and
handed over to police.
According to reports, the
marriage of Kiran, daughter of
Suresh Nishad of Chitauli village, was scheduled to be held
on Friday.
Suresh’s brother-in-law,
Chhote
Nishad
of
Guraiyanpurwa village, had
also gone to attend the marriage with family members. In
the night, Chhote’s son Arvind
alias Krishna (9) was strangled
and his body was dumped on
the footpath near Noan river
bridge about 200 metres from
the house.
During search on Saturday
morning, Arvind’s body, with
a handkerchief tied on his
throat, was recovered.
On going through the marriage video, when the handkerchief tied on the throat of
the deceased matched with the
one held by his brother-in-law
Arvind alias Chintu Nishad of
Misrapur village and the blood
stains found on his shoe, villagers took nabbed him.
After he confessed his
crime, the villagers brutally
beat him up and handed him
over to police.
Chintu had a love affair
with Arvind’s sister and had
married her about four years
ago. Station House Officer
Ravendra Misra said the
accused had also beaten up his
wife during the marriage ceremony.
He was taken into custody
and investigations were on, he
added. The body was sent for
autopsy.
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ranting legal sanction to
Ayurveda doctors to perform surgery will prove suicidal and it is likely to backfire
dangerously, according to former chief medical officer Dr
VC Rastogi.
Dr Rastogi, who is spearheading the agitation against
the government’s decision to
allow Ayurvedic practitioners
to perform surgeries, said
allowing ‘mixopathy’ would
lead to a fall in medical treatment standards and it would
reflect on future doctors and
the general masses.
“There is no denying the
fact that there is an acute crisis of doctors in the country,
but any attempt to bridge the
gap with ill-prepared practitioners of traditional medicine
systems will have dangerous
repercussions in the times to
come,” he said.
Dr Rastogi said if the government remained adamant
then the medical professionals would have to give further
momentum to their agitation.
He added that the medical

G

professionals did not want to
go in for a confrontation but
would prefer an amicable
solution in the larger interest
of the country and the doctors
as well.
He said a surgeon shaped
after over 10-year meticulous
practical practice and if
‘mixopathy’ was allowed, it
would increase the number of
quacks all over India and the
current image of India in the
world as the most preferred
medical tourism destination
would nose-dive.
Dr Rastogi said the Indian
Medical Association (IMA)
was not against the AYUSH
(Ayur veda, Yoga and
Naturopathy, Unani, Siddha
and Homeopathy) doctors but
was in favour of these doctors
practising in their own areas
instead of overstepping into a
zone meant for allopathic
doctors who were shaped after
hard work put in for over 10
years of studies and then 10
years of practice.
He said the IMA wanted
the AYUSH doctors to be
promoted in their respective
streams.

KANPUR (PNS): Upset by the
prolonged illness of her daughter, a woman strangled her and
then hanged herself in Barra
police station area on Friday
night.
Family members broke
open the doors of her room on
Saturday morning and rushed
the mother-daughter duo to a
nursing home in Naubasta
where doctors pronounced
them dead. Vikas Singh of
Barra-4 is employed in a tyre
company and lives with his
mother, Saroj, father, Shashi
Singh, elder brother, Avinash,
wife, Priya Singh (30) and
daughter, Ananya (5). Local
residents said that Ananya was
a divyang since birth and
despite treatment, she had
failed to recover from her ailment. This had upset Priya
Singh. On Friday night, after
Vikas returned from office,
Priti took Ananya to a room on
the second floor of the house
on pretext of teaching her.
There, after strangling the girl,
Priti hanged herself.
Circle Officer of Govind
Nagar, Vikas Pandey, said as the
kin did not want autopsy, the
bodies were handed over to

them after informing the senior
officials.
TWO COMMIT SUICIDE: Two persons, including
a girl, committed suicide by
hanging themselves in the city
during the past 24 hours.
While a factory worker,
Mangal Singh (32) of
Nasimabad Colony in
Fazalganj, hanged himself late
Friday night, the 23-year old
daughter of Uttam Chand of
Talpura, Jhansi, ended her life
in a hostel room in Kalyanpur
police station area. She was
preparing for NEET here.
Mangal Singh was
employed in a boiler factory.
His father, Chandrika Prasad,
had died several years ago.
His family comprised mother
Shanti Devi, wife Shipra and
younger brother Ravi.
Fazalganj Station House Officer
Ajay Pratap Singh said the
marriage of Mangal’s nephew
was scheduled to be held in
Jhansi on Friday. While all
other family members had
gone to attend the marriage
ceremony, Mangal did not go
there.
He returned from duty late
in the evening and went to rest

in his room. In the night, when
his uncle, Man Singh, returned
and called him for dinner, he
found him hanging from the
ceiling fan. No suicide note was
found in the room.
The SHO said it was not
clear what pushed Mangal
Singh to take the extreme step.
In another incident, Kirti
Sharma was preparing for
NEET by living in the hostel
opened by Ravindra Sharma in
Sharda Nagar, Kalyanpur. She
hanged herself from the ceiling
fan late Friday night.
When the hostel incharge
did not get response from her
room on Saturday morning, he
peeped through the window
and found her hanging.
The body was sent for
autopsy. Kalyanpur Inspector
Ajay Seth said efforts were on
to ascertain cause of incident
with the help of her cellphone.
ELECTROCUTED :
Meanwhile, an elderly home
guard was electrocuted due to
electric short-circuit in his
room in Majhawan village of
Vidhnu police station area on
Saturday morning. In a bid to
rescue him, his younger son
also sustained serious burns.
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he railway administration
has revised the timing of
T
special trains being run for the
convenience of the people.
Passengers are requested to
seek information about the
revised timetable of trains while
making reservation or before
travelling in order to avoid
inconvenience. All coaches in
these trains will be reserved
category and passengers traveling in them will have to follow the Covid-19 guidelines,
Chief Public Relatios Officer
(CPRO) PK Singh said.
The 01079 Lokmanya Tilak
Terminus-Gorakhpur Puja
weekly special will from
December 3 to 31 depart from
Lokmanya Tilak Terminus at
15.50 hrs every Thursday, from
Kalyan at 16.25 hrs, from Nasik
Road at 19.25 hrs, from
Bhusaval at 22.55 hrs, from
Khandwa at 01.10 hrs on the
second day, from Itarsi at 03.40
hrs, from Habibganj at 05.10
hrs, from Vidisha at 06.00 hrs,
from Jhansi at 09.25 hrs, from
Orai at 11.05 hrs, from Kanpur
Central at 13.50 hrs, from
Lucknow at 15.45 hrs, from
Barabanki at 16.55 hrs, from
Jarwal Road at 08.02 hrs, from
Colonelganj at 18:24 hrs, from

Gonda at 19.05 hrs, Balrampur
at 20.07 hrs, Jharkhandi at
20.16 hrs, Tulsipur at 20.42 hrs,
Barhni at 21.29 hrs,
Siddharthnagar at 22.15 hrs
Anandnagar at 22.41 hrs and
reach Gorakhpur at 00.20 hrs.
During the return journey
the 01080 GorakhpurLokmanya Tilak Terminus
weekly puja special will from
December 5 to January 2 every
Saturday depart from
Gorakhpur at 05.30 hrs,
Anandnagar at 06.20 hrs,
Siddharthnagar at 06.47 hrs,
Barhni at 07.55 hrs, Tulsipur at
08.35 hrs, Jharkhandi at 08.59
hrs, Balrampur at 09.20 hrs,
Gonda at 10.35 hrs,
Colonelganj at 11.02 hrs, Jarwal
Road at 11.19 hrs, Barabanki at
12.50 hrs, Lucknow at 14.05
hrs, Kanpur Central at 16.05
hrs, Orai at 17.32 hrs, Jhansi at
20.00 hrs, the second day from
Habibganj at 00.50 hrs, Itarsi at
02.40 hrs, Harda at 03.24 hrs,
Khandwa at 05.40 hrs, Bhusaval
at 07.30 hrs, Nashik Road at
10.55 hrs, Kalyan at 13.50 hrs
and will reach Lokmanya Tilak
Terminus at 15.10 hrs.
STOPPAGE PROVIDED:
The railway administration for
the convenience of passengers
has decided to provide additional stoppage to the

05045/05046 GorakhpurOkha-Gorakhpur special train
for
two
minutes
at
Khambhaliya
station,
Chief Public Relations Officer
(CPRO) Pankaj Kumar Singh
said. As a result from
December 12 the 05045
Gorakhpur-Okha special train
will arrive at Khambhaliya station at 01.26 hours and will
leave at 01.28 hrs. Likewise
during the return journey from
December 13 the 05046 OkhaGorakhpur special train will
arrive at Khambalia station at
23.00 hrs and leave at 23.02
hrs.
COMPOSITION
CHANGED: The railway
administration has changed
the composition of the
05004/05003 GorakhpurKanpur Anwarganj-Gorakhpur
Chauri Chaura special from
December 16 till further notice,
CPRO PK Singh said. In the
05004/05003 in GorakhpurKanpur Anwarganj-Gorakhpur
Chauri Chaura special train
from December 16 as per the
revised coach structure, a total
of 19 coaches, including two of
GSLR, six of general second
class, six of sleeper class, three
of AC third, one of AC second
and one of first-cum-second
AC coach will be attached.
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62-year-old women died in
a road accident under
A
Adalhaat police station on
Friday. As per the reports,
Champa Devi (62), a resident
of Bhaaipur Khurd village, was
crossing the road on Adalhaat
Sakraudi road when she was hit
by a motorcyclist. As a result
she sustained serious injuries
and was admitted to a private
nursing home located at
Narainpur. During treatment
the women died. After the
accident the motorcyclist managed to flee from the spot. After
registering the case the police
completed the legal formalities
and launched a search for the

motorcyclist. Meanwhile in a
head-on collision between a
Roadways bus and a trailer 16
persons were injured. Out of
themfour had been admitted to
the district hospital. As per the
reports, a Roadways bus carrying 42 passengers was on the
way to Lucknow from
Mirzapur on Friday. The bus
passengers got injured when a
uncontrolled trailer knocked it
near Rannopatti village on
Mirzapur Prayagraj road under
Jigna police station. On the
information the area police
reached the spot sent the
injured to a hospital and registered a case against the driver
of the trailer. However, the bus
driver was safe. After the acci-

dent the trailer driver managed
to flee from the spot.
ASSAULTED: A contractual lineman was assaulted by
some miscreants on Friday.
The Madihan police registered
a case and investigation into the
matter was on. As per the
reports, the staff of the
Electricity department was
returning from Reksa Khurd
village under Madihan police
station after disconnecting an
illegal electricity connection
when some miscreants assaulted the lineman.
On the application of the
victim the police registered a
case and was investigating the
matter. However, no arrest has
been made yet, last reports said.
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eneral Manager, North Eastern Railway
(NER), Vinay Kumar Tripathi along with
G
Divisional Railway Manager (DRM) Vijay
Kumar Panjiar, Project Director (PD) of Rail
Vikas Nigam Limited, VK Shukla, and senior
officials, on Friday inspected the progress of the tower
wagon POH shed under
constructon work on 6.24
acres near Dullahapur station. He conducted a thorough inspection of the shed
built in an area of 3,780
square metre, 1.2 route km
double line and pucca construction work being done
in 650 square metre area
and directed the authorities
concerned to develop connectivity of this shed as per
doubling. He also saw the
diagram of the shed project
being constructed by the
Rail Vikas Nigam Limited
and also discussed the yard remodelling of
Dullahapur station with its the officials. The GM
said the construction of the tower wagon shed
is in progress according to the doubling but it
will be of benefit only if it can be connected to
Dulhapur station from both the up and down
side. On the occasion Senior Divisional
Operations Manager (SDOM) Rohit Gupta,
Senior Divisional Engineer (SDE-Coordination)
Rajeev Agarwal, Senior Divisional Commercial
Manager (SDCM) Sanjeev Sharma, Senior

Divisional Personnel Officer (SDPO) Sameer
Paul, Senior Divisional Signal and Telecom
Engineer (SDSTE) Trimbak Tiwari, Senior
Divisional Electrical Engineer (SDEE) Satyendra
Yadav, Senior Divisional Mechanical Engineer
(SDME) Satyaprakash Srivastava and senior officers of RVNL were present. Earlier the GM
reached Aunrihar by
his inspection special
train and conducted a
thorough inspection of
the DEMU shed. He
inspected the equipment of the DEMU
shed workshop and the
coaches to be maintained there as well as
tested the safety
knowledge of the technical staff there.
Besides he directed to
reduce the power consumption of the
DEMU shed and useit
to its full potential.
Apart from it the GM
VK Tripathi, DRM VK Panjiyar along with
senior officials while conducting the window
trailing inspection of the Aunrihar-Dullahapur
and Aunrihar-Jaunpur rail sections checked the
rail track, curvature, bridge culvert, block section, signal, visibility board, ballast spread, track
packing etc and tested the speed limit and safety of the rail section. This inspection was carried out with the aim of ensuring rapid and safe
operations, Public Relations Officer (PRO),
Varanasi, Ashok Kumar said.
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abinet minister Anil Rajbhar and
UP Minister of State for Energy
C
and minister incharge of the district,
Ramashankar Patel, inaugurated a
multi-specialty Aditri Child and
Dental Hospital located in Bechupur
Naibasti on Friday. On the occasion its
incharge Dr Nidhi Singh said that the
said hospital had been equipped with
necessary facilities for dental diseases and
those related to children and besides treatment
has been arranged by specialist doctors. UP
Cabinet Minister Anil Rajbhar said that a spirit of service is required for the uplift of society.
He said the hospital was a huge achievement for

Chandauli. Earlier the ministers
were welcomed by being presented bouquets. Among those
present were Dr R Singh, Rana
Pratap Singh, Omprakash Singh,
Anil Gupta Guddu, Rajkishore
Singh, Dr Nilima Singh Dr RK
Singh, Dr Ajit, Chairman Santosh
Kharwar, Dr Laxmishankar
Yadav, Dr Ajit, Ramesh Jaiswal,
Vijay Kumar Singh, Gaurav
Singh, Vishal Tiwari, Shivay Shah, Hariom, Sunil
Srivastava, Rishi Chauhan, Pradeep Singh,
Arvind Pandey, Dr KN Singh, Taufiq Ahmed,
Nikhil Gupta, Ramesh Jaiswal, Mahendra Singh,
Amar Pratap Singh, Ranvijay Singh, Sanjay Singh,
Sachin Agarwal and Archit Chaurasia.
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nder the joint aegis of the
Banaras Locomotive
U
Works (BLW)’s Safety
Department and Railway
Protection Force (RPF) a safety demonstration and training
workshop was organised at the
western gate of the workshop
premises on Friday. The
demonstration of initial action
under special circumstances
by the on duty railway employ-

ees at the time of fire accident
and use of correct method of
firefighting under special circumstances and training was

attended by 91 employees
working in the Loco Division
(LAS workshop) and the RPF.
It may be pointed out here that
this is the fourth such event in
BLW. Earlier training was
organised in the administrative
building on November 20, at
Engine Division on November
27 and in Stores division on
December 4. Another similar
event will be organised in the
Block and Plant Division on
December 18.
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hile the CBI has set up
an “internal inquiry”
W
after 103 kg gold worth Rs 43
crore, seized and sealed by it
eight years ago, went missing,
it clarified on Saturday that the
missing gold in Tamil Nadu
was not kept in its “malkhana”
(vault) and was inventoried
and kept in the safe of accused
firm Surana Corporation.
“It is clarified that CBI
searched the building of
Surana Corporation Limited,
NSC Bose Road, Chennai and
prepared a search list. The
search list mentioned that
400.47 kg gold has been inventorised and was kept in safe
and vaults of Surana, sealed in
presence of independent witnesses and the MD of Surana
corporation and its officials,”
the CBI said in a statement.
As per the directions of
the Madras High Court, the
vaults were opened in the

presence of official liquidator,
officials belonging to six Banks
and independent witnesses
inspected from February 27,
2020, to February 29, 2020, to
hand over the gold to the
lender banks of Surana
Corporation, it said.
“The seals affixed on the
vaults were found intact.
However, gold weighed only
296.66 kgs. As the discrepancy between the quantity mentioned in search memo and as
per the weight came to notice,
CBI promptly ordered an internal inquiry by a senior officer
to look into the role of its officials, if any,” the agency said.
“It is clarified that the
inventorised gold was not kept
in Malkhana of CBI. Rather it
was in premises of Surana only
under the seal. While the
enquiry was on, the petition
was filed in High Court and
accordingly High Court passed
an order dated 11.12.2020,”
it said.
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CBI’s internal enquiry
continues and if any adverse
role of any CBI officials surfaces, strict action will be
taken against them, it further
said, adding, the Madras High
Court has observed that CBI
under the DSPE Act does not
have authority to register a
theft case which falls within

the domain of local police.
The theft case will be registered by the CB-CID of
Tamil Nadu and investigation
will be conducted by an officer of the rank of SP in CBCID, it added.
The gold is part of 400.47kg bullion and ornaments
confiscated by the CBI when

it carried out searches at the
office of Surana Corporation
Ltd in Chennai in 2012 in a
case pertaining to alleged
favours extended by officials of
Minerals and Metals Trading
Corporation of India (MMTC)
to the firm in import of gold
and silver.
During the hearing on the

matter in the Madras high
court, the agency’s lawyer submitted that “an internal
inquiry is being conducted by
the CBI in this regard”.
“When this Court
expressed its opinion, as to
why no FIR was registered for
theft, the learned Special
Public Prosecutor submitted
that an internal enquiry is
being conducted by the CBI in
this regard. He requested this
Court to give a direction to the
CBI to register an FIR for theft
and conduct investigation. He
even suggested that this Court
could direct the CBI of the
neighbouring State or the
National Investigating Agency
to conduct the investigation,”
the high court bench said.
A regular FIR for theft
should have been registered in
the jurisdictional police station
and the police investigation
under Chapter XII of CrPC
should have been conducted”,
the high court noted.
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he US and China both are
engaged in a fox game of
T
Intelligence to outsmart each
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other ahead of the Central
Tibetan Administration (CTA)
elections early next year in
Dharamshala in their bid to
gain dominance in Tibetan
politics even as the challenge for
the Indian administration is to
install a leadership amenable to
its security interests.
Through this game, both
the US and China-based organisations are ostensibly also seeking to size up the stature of the
Dalai Lama by pumping money
in
the
run
up
to the CTA polls and install
leadership inclined to them,
sources said. While two Trusts
were created in the US three
years back to transfer donations
to the Dharamshala-based
Social
and
Resources
Development Fund (SARD), a
non-profit organization established in 1997 by the CTA.
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ndia is not only on track to
achieve its Paris Agreement
Itargets
but to exceed them
beyond expectations, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi said
on Saturday at the Climate
Ambition Summit 2020
through video conference.
“Today as we are looking to
set our sight even higher, we
must also not lose sight of the
past. We must not only revise
our ambitions but also review
our achievements against targets already set. Only then can
our voices be credible for future
generations,” he said at the
summit on the occasion of the
fifth anniversary of the landmark Paris Climate Agreement.
Sharing details on the
achievements achieved by India
under the pact, Modi said that
“ We have reduced our emission intensity by 21 per cent
over 2005 levels. Our solar
capacity has grown from 2.63
GigaWatts in 2014 to 36
GigaWatts in 2020. Our renewable energy capacity is the
fourth largest in the world.
“It will reach 175 GigaWatts
before 2022. And, we have an
even more ambitious target
now — 450 GigaWatts of
renewable energy capacity by
2030,” he pointed out. We have
also succeeded in expanding
our forest cover and safeguarding our biodiversity, said the
Prime Minister who asserted
that “on the world stage, India

has pioneered two major initiatives ie the International Solar
Alliance, and Coalition for
Disaster
Resilient
Infrastructure to cut down climate change.
Asserting that India is
committed to walk on green
path, the Prime Minister,
addressing the global leaders at
the summit, said that in 2047,
as India will celebrate 100
years as a modern, independent
nation, it will not only meet its
own targets, but will also
exceed your expectations.
The Summit provides a
platform for leaders to
announce ambitious new com-

mitments under the Paris
Agreement. This agreement is
a landmark deal in the multilateral climate change process.
For the first time, a binding agreement brought all
nations into a common cause
to undertake ambitious efforts
to combat climate change and
adapt to its effects.
It is a legally binding international treaty on climate
change which was adopted by
196 Parties at the twenty-first
session of the Conference of the
Parties (COP) in Paris, on the
12th of December 2015 and
came into force on the 4th of
November 2016.
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New Delhi: For the first time,
India, Iran and Uzbekistan will
hold a trilateral dialogue on
Monday on joint use of the
strategically located Chabahar
port which is being increasingly seen as a fulcrum of connectivity to Central Asia.
The announcement of the
meeting was made by the
Ministry of External Affairs
(MEA). “The first trilateral
working group meeting between

India, Iran and Uzbekistan on
joint use of Chabahar Port will
be held virtually on December
14,” the MEA said.
The port is being developed by India, Iran and
Afghanistan to boost trade ties
among the three countries in
the wake of Pakistan denying
transit access to New Delhi.
Located in the SistanBalochistan province on the
energy-rich Iran’s southern

coast, the port can be easily
accessed from India’s western
coast, bypassing Pakistan. It is
considered to be a major transit point to connect with several Central Asian countries.
The trilateral meeting is
taking place in the backdrop of
India pitching for participation
of Uzbekistan in the
International North South
Transport Corridor (INSTC)
project.
PTI

Instead of distributing the
donations from the US to the
community, the SARD offered
loans to the Tibetans based in
Dharamshala for various purposes including business and
reconstruction, they said. The
chairmen of both the US-based
trusts are contesting the CTA
elections in early 2021 in what
is a direct American agenda of
influencing the Tibetan elections, they further said.
The US-based trusts have
funded SARD to the tune of
several crores which was ultimately distributed as loans and
even as relief to fight Covid-19.
In addition to this, the
American Christian missionar-

ies have also funded SARD significantly in a clear signal that
even religion is negotiable for
the US-based Tibetans in fray
for the CTA polls next year, they
said. Likewise, China is also
seeking to influence the CTA
polls in order to garner support
from Dharamshala for backing
the Dalai Lama it aims to foist
and get recognition for the
tallest spiritual leader of the
Tibetans. China, the sources
said, adopted a trick different
than the US and used arrested
Chinese national Luo Sang alias
Charlie Peng to funnel money
in the CTA elections. Sang,
nabbed in a money laundering
case worth over Rs 1,000 crore,

transferred money through
hawala to the Tibetan leadership in Dharamshala.
“The Tibetan cause has
gained a bigger proportion
globally and both the US and
Chinese intelligence agencies
are seeking to influence the
CTA polls despite the fact that
India has single handedly contributed the most in taking care
of Tibetan refugees. The security establishment here is grappled with the challenge of pushing candidates close to Dalai
Lama, a known supporter of
New Delhi or those considered
close and loyal to India,” an official familiar with the developments in Dharamshala said.
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on Friday pledged a
Iatndia
commitment of USD 2 billion
the World Health
Organisation’s “Lives in the
Balance” summit to provide
essential services to women,
newborns, young children and
adolescents across the world.
The summit organised by
WHO’s The Partnership for
Maternal, Newborn & Child
Health (PMNCH), a global
alliance of more than 1,000
organisations, registered a total
commitment of USD 20.6 billion
from a group of high income, low
and middle-income countries
and charitable foundations across
the world. “USD 6.6 billion (32
per cent) of the total pledge is
from money committed by low
and middle-income countries
themselves,
including
Afghanistan, India, Kenya,
Liberia, and Nigeria. An additional USD 14 billion (68 per
cent) is from official development assistance and grants given
by Germany, Canada, Sweden,
UK, USA and the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation,” the PMNCH
said in a statement.
India’s commitment of USD
2 billion will be used to strengthen all levels of care in response
to the pandemic and to ensure
essential public health functions
during the year 20-21.
“As important as this USD
20.6 billion is, it only will partially solve the problem of providing basic essential services
for women, newborns, young
children and adolescents,”
Rajesh Bhushan, Union Health
Secretary said. “Comprehensive
efforts and collective advocacy
are needed to ensure availability of substantially enhanced

financial resources for this noble
cause,” he said. The recent WHO
data from 105 countries shows
that 90 per cent of countries have
experienced disruptions to
health services, with low-and
middle-income countries reporting the greatest difficulties.
According to early estimates of the indirect impact of
Covid-19 on child and maternal mortality, more than 2 million additional deaths are estimated over 12 months (20202021) above the pre-pandemic
level because of disruptions to
essential health and nutrition
services. “The health and wellbeing of women, children and
adolescents are now at great risk,
with inequities compounded
by narrowing access to essential
health services such as antenatal care, skilled assistance at
child birth, postnatal care,
immunizations and family planning. Our concern is that
resources — insufficient to
begin with — are being diverted away to respond to the
Covid-19 pandemic,” Helen
Clark, Chair of PMNCH and
former Prime Minister of New
Zealand, said.
As of November 2020, 2.8
million children and adolescents
have contracted Covid-19 in 87
countries, according to
UNESCO. It said that in April,
1.5 billion students were affected by educational institutions
closures in 195 countries this
year, leading to loss of school
meals and critical impacts on
child nutrition. “This funding
will ensure women, children
and adolescents can access
health services and priority
social protections throughout
the Covid-19 crisis and recovery periods,” Clark said.
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Kolkata:Senior Trinamool
Congress lawmaker Kalyan
Banerjee wrote to Union Home
Secretary Ajay Bhalla on
Saturday, saying that West
Bengal's chief secretary and
director-general of police were
summoned to Delhi over the
attack on BJP chief JP Nadda's
convoy with “political motive”,
asserting that law and order is
a state subject.
Banerjee, the chief whip of
the TMC in the Lok Sabha,
alleged that the Centre was
resorting to coercive means to
intimidate the state administration, and the top officials
were summoned at the instance
of the Union Home Minister.
BJP national general secretary Kailash Vijayvargiya,
however, said that everyone
saw how Nadda's convoy was
attacked by alleged TMC workers on December 10 and
Banerjee's letter to Bhalla has

“little merit”.
“We want to inform you
that law and order is within the
domain of the state under 7th
Schedule of the State list....
How in respect of the law and
order situation you can call
both the officers for any sorts
of discussion?” the TMC MP
said in the letter.
“It appears that with a
political motive and at the
instance of your minister, who
is a political person belonging
to Bharatiya Janata Party, you
have issued the said letter. You
are trying to coerce the officers
of West Bengal with political
vindictiveness. It appears you
are interfering with the federal structure,” Banerjee added.
He said that in respect of
law and order, the state government is accountable to the
legislative assembly “but not to
you or to your home minister”.
The TMC leader also
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seven-year-old girl was
allegedly raped by two
A
men in a village in Uttar
Pradesh's Muzaffarnagar district, police said on Saturday.
The minor had gone missing for some hours, after which
her family started searching for
her. She was found unconscious and bleeding on the roof
of a nearby house in the village
under Budhana police station
limits on Friday evening, they
said.
A case has been registered
against the two men under

Indian Penal Code Section
376D (gang rape) and the provisions of the Protection of
Children from Sexual Offences
(POCSO) Act, Circle Officer
(CO) Girija Shanker Tripathi
told PTI.
The two accused were
arrested, the CO said.
In his police complaint, the
minor's father alleged that the
accused took her to a nearby
house and raped her. He said
they left her on the roof of the
house in an unconscious state.
The family members rushed
her to hospital, the girl's father
stated.

claimed that a person, who is
a convict in a case and named
in 59 other criminal cases, was
in the convoy of Nadda on
December 10 and “made
provocative gestures” to the
TMC supporters standing on
the roadside.
“Laws have been thrown
out in river by your action at
the instance of Shri Amit Shah,
BJP leader and Union Home
Minister,” the lawmaker said,
adding that indirect attempts
were being made to impose
emergency in West Bengal.
Banerjee said that with
Parliament not in session, he
was voicing strong opposition
to the move by the Centre
through the letter on behalf of
his party. In response to the letter, Vijayvargiya said,
“Everyone saw what happened
on December 10, how the convoy was attacked by TMC
men.”
PTI
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Madurai: Actor Rajinikanth's proposed party
Would not have any impact on Tamil Nadu
politics and not everyone can be as successful as AIADMK founder M G
Ramachandran or late J Jayalalithaa, Minister
for Cooperation Sellur K Raju said on
Saturday.
Chief Minister K Palaniswami's wave was
sweeping through Tamil Nadu and people
knew who should rule in the Centre and the
state, he told reporters here.
Referring to Rajinikanth's decision to float
a political party in January 2021 and face the
assembly polls, he said, “Actors who were confined to their house until yesterday have come
to the public domain today.”
“Tamil Nadu politics will not see anything new with the entry of Rajinikanth,” he
claimed. The Minister further said the voters would teach a good lesson to the new
entrants.
“No one can enter politics and be successful like late MGR or Jayalalithaa... Only
those who toil for the people would emerge
successful in the state,” he added.
PTI

nion Minister Jitendra Singh
Saturday said the now-scrapped
U
Article 370 had paved the way for
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rampant corruption in Jammu and
Kashmir as successive state governments used it to make their own antigraft laws, customised allegedly for
convenience.
He said the setting up of the
District Development Councils
(DDC) will bring further accountability, transparency and outcomeoriented approach in the working of
the administration in Jammu and
Kashmir.
“The Article 370 had paved the
way for rampant corruption in
Jammu and Kashmir because it gave
the successive governments in the
state the right to enact their own antigraft laws which were inadequate and
tailor-made for convenience,” he told
an election rally in support of BJP
candidates in the DDC polls.
At the same time, Article 370 also

gave the state rulers the prerogative
not to allow the Centre's Prevention
of Corruption Act to be implemented in Jammu and Kashmir like the
rest of the country, he said.
Singh, the Union Minister for the
Prime Minister's Office, said the
Prevention of Corruption Act was
implemented in Jammu and Kashmir
only after the abrogation of Article
370 and the state having turned into
a Union Territory.
The Article 370 was abrogated on
August 5, 2019, and subsequently the
erstwhile state was divided into two
UTs -- Jammu and Kashmir, and
Ladakh.
Singh, who hails from Jammu
and Kashmir, said there was no
effective curb on corruption in the
past because the erstwhile state of
Jammu and Kashmir had its own
anti-corruption law and probes into
corruption cases carried on indefinitely, allowing the officials concerned to get superannuated, or
making too late to bring them to

book.
“As a result, corruption in Jammu
and Kashmir, both in lower as well as
in higher offices, became a norm
rather than an exception and the
common impression was that anybody who was smart enough to get
away with it, could also manage to go
scot-free,” he said. With the implementation of the Prevention of
Corruption Act in Jammu and
Kashmir now, the minister said, now
there are timelines fixed to dispose
corruption cases and at the same
time, not only the bribe-taker but also
the bribe-giver is held guilty.
Singh said that in the last one
year, there is a visible change in governance and the good governance
practices followed by the Centre are
also being gradually implemented in
Jammu and Kashmir, one after the
other.
“This has also led to a conspicuous change in the work culture in the
government setup which was grossly lacking in the past,” he said.
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Chennai: Four persons died while 10 othMainpuri: A local court here has sentenced a person to seven years' rigorous
imprisonment in connection with the
rape of a minor girl in 2012 and also
slapped a fine of Rs 11,000 on him.
The court passed the order on Friday,
assistant district government counsel
Pushpendra Singh Chauhan said here on
Saturday. He said Pradip Kumar, a resident
of Udhan village of the district, had on
January 16, 2012 kidnapped a minor girl
aged 13. After a search by the minor's
mother and her family members yielded
no results, a complaint was lodged against
Kumar at the local police station the next
day, Chauhan said.
PTI

ers were injured after a truck laden with
cement bags rammed into as many as 10
vehicles, on the Thoppur road in
Dharmapuri district, the police said on
Saturday.
According to the police, the brakes of
the cement bag-laden truck failed and it
dashed against 10 cars and a small van,
killing four and injuring 10 others.
The injured have been admitted to the
hospital. The damaged cars, vans and the
trucks were removed by a crane so that
traffic on the stretch could resume.
Such accidents are common in this
stretch owing to bad road design, locals
said.
IANS
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n the seventeenth day of
the farmers protest, the
O
farmers freed the tolls in the
Ghaziabad area. Following the
call given by farmers, they
were stationed at all the toll
points in Ghaziabad and let the
vehicles pass through it without any payment.
Farmers on Saturday also
took out a protest march on the
UP-Gate. The farmers started
gathering at Pilkhua and Duhai
toll plazas since morning.
There was heavy police
force deployed at both the
tolls. Despite this, the farmers
completely free both tolls as per
the schedule. During this time,
the farmers took out vehicles
for two hours at both the tolls
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without paying any toll.
Although the officials present on the spot tried to convince the farmers and even forbade them to do so, the farmers refused to obey them and
freed the toll.
Meanwhile, during the agitation, an ambulance arrived
during the farmers' strike on
NH-9, to which the farmers
gave way. Farmers stayed on
NH-9 even in the mild drizzle
in the morning.
At the same time, agitating
farmers intensified the agitation today demanding the
repeal of the Agricultural Law
under the flyover at UP Gate.
According to the announcement, farmers mostly made toll
plazas free. The toll on all
roads connecting Delhi was
made free.
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he national Capital on
Saturday reported 1935
T
new cases of Covid-19 taking
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Delhi University (DU)
Bachelor of Arts (BA) stuA
dent has been arrested by the
Delhi Police for allegedly duping a neighbour to the tune of
Rs 2.38 lakhs in National
Capital. The 20 year-old girl is
a resident of Nehru Vihar
area and she is a student of
Bachelor of Arts (BA) from
School of Open Learning in
DU. According to Anto
Alphonse, the Deputy
Commissioner of Police
(DCP), North district, a complaint was received in which
the complainant alleged that
during lockdown when he
checked his mother’s savings
bank account there was zero
balance.
“Following this, he contacted the Bank at Mukherjee
Nagar and found out that Rs
2,38,000 were deducted from
his mother’s account between
November, 2019 to March,
2020. The complainant also
checked messages for deduction in her mother mobile
number but was not able to
find any such message. The
complainant made a complaint in Bank regarding unauthorised transaction, where
he came to know that transactions were OTP secured,
which were sent to registered

mobile number in bank,” said
the DCP.
“A case under section
379/420 of Indian Penal Code
(IPC) at Timarpur police station and investigation was
taken up. During investigation,
it was revealed that the money
was transferred from account
to PayTM. Notice was also
sent to PayTM which provided relevant details following
which the beneficiary was
identified as Swati (name
changed), who is also a neighbour of the victim,” said the
Deputy Commissioner of
Police.
“Bank Account Statement
of Swati was also collected and
it was found that money was
transferred from PayTM to her
bank account. Subsequently
she was apprehended,” said the
Deputy Commissioner of
Police.
“During interrogation, the
accused confessed to her
crime and told police that
after helping the victim to
activate her new debit card,
she also added the card in her
PayTM account. She after
transferring the money deleted OTP messages from the
victim's mobile phone. She
spent the money on buying
clothes, household items, food
and recharge,” said the Deputy
Commissioner of Police.

nion Minister of Social
Justice and Empowerment
Thawar Chand Gehlot on
Saturday inaugurated the 20th
International Spine and Spinal
Injuries Conference (ISSICON
2020: Virtual), where medical
experts from all over the world
gathered to discuss the challenges of treating and managing
spinal injury patients and way
ahead in the aftermath of global Covid-19 pandemic.
With increasing spinal
injuries due to road accidents
and its changing pattern in the
developing world, surgeons and
experts attending ISSICON 2020
virtually deliberated on various

ways to cushion the impact of
COVID-19 pandemic among
the spinal cord injury (SCI)
patients and their reintegration
in workforce for economic selfreliance. The five-day conference
is being organised by the Indian
Spinal Injuries Centre (ISIC),
New Delhi in collaboration with
the Spinal Cord Society.
“According to estimates,
India records about 20,000 new
cases of spinal cord injury. It is
important to treat them comprehensively and manage their
condition. But at the same time,
it is important that they do not
remain dependent on others. At
a time when the world has
moved inside and working from
their homes, spinal injury

patients should not be left
behind or out. I am happy to
know that the best professionals
have gathered here to deliberate
on this,” said Gehlot.
“The mission of ISSICON
2020 is spreading awareness
and prevention of spinal injury,
provide education and training,
as well as social inclusion and
community outreach for people
with spinal injury, especially in
this extraordinary situation. The
whole world has changed in past
12 months. I hope that the vaccine will be available throughout
the world and not just in wealthy
countries,” says Dr Ruth
Marshal,
president
of
International Spinal Cord
Society.

Dr H S Chhabra, president
- Association of Spine Surgeons
of India, Secretary - Spinal Cord
Society and Chief of Spine
Service and Medical Director of
Indian Spinal Injuries Centre
said “Spine problems in developing countries are increasing at
a rapid pace – road traffic injury
deaths have increased by six
times during the last 5 years.
Besides, with better socioeconomic conditions, the pattern of
spine injury is changing. The
conference helped us gather
knowledge from the best practices followed around the world
for better preventive, surgical as
well as rehabilitative care and
comprehensive treatment", he
added.

the total number of people
infected with Coronavirus to
605470 while the positivity
rate came down to 2.64 per
cent.
According to the health
bulletin, which details information about the fresh cases
registered in the last 24 hours,
73413 tests (32578 RT-PCR,
CBNAAT and True NAAT
tests figures; 40835- Rapid
Antigen). The number of containment zones stood at 6451.
As per the bulletin released
by the Delhi government,
578116 patients have recovered,
been discharged or migrated so
far, while number of active
cases stood at 17373, it said
Delhi health minister
Satyendar Jain said that the
third wave of covid in Delhi is
on the wane and urged everyone to continue following the
precautions to effectively combat the virus.
“November 7 was the peak
of the third wave in Delhi. The
positivity rate was 15.26 per
cent on that day, which has
been on the perpetual decline
ever since. For the past 10 days,
the positivity rate has been
below five per cent. I can say

that the third wave is on the
wane. More than 70,000 tests
however are still being carried
out,” the health minister had
said on Friday.
“The situation is very
much under control, but still,
I will request you all to wear a
mask, follow social distancing.
Wearing a mask will help us in
eradicating the virus from the
city. I applaud the citizens for
their continued support, as
well as the healthcare workers
who have been working tirelessly,” he added.
As per the bulletin, 94
beds in COVID care centres are
occupied by persons under
quarantine, including travellers
who have returned by Vande
Bharat Mission and bubble
flights, it said.
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indsets, attitudinal barriers,
and lack of awareness are
M
still a deterrent for providing
jobs to Persons with Disabilities
(PwDs), experts here lamented
at an event held recently.
“One area that all companies
should look at is to find ways in
which the abilities of persons
with disabilities can get utilized. If we use persons with disabilities as wallflowers, it
becomes a lose-lose situation, for
the company and the employee,”
said Arundhati Bhattacharya
Chairperson and CEO
Salesforce (India). He was speaking at a discussion at the
NCPEDP- Mindtree Helen

Keller Awards 2020 event where
11 persons were felicitated virtually as a recognition of their
exemplary work towards furthering employment opportunities for PwDs. Saurabh
Chandra, Trustee NCPEDP said,
“The Rights of Persons with
Disabilities (RPwDs Act) is one
of the strongest disability legislations in the world, however
problem lies in its implementation because of lack of understanding, awareness, or maybe
because of a belief that providing jobs to PwDs comes at a high
cost. This mindset needs to be
changed.” Som Mittal, industry
doyen and Chairman NCPEDP,
talked about the myriad of challenges-the consequences of the

Covid-19 pandemic-on PwDs
like access to finance, pension,
healthcare facilities, transport
and livelihood. He said, leaving
no one behind is the key to a
resilient and sustainable society.
Thus, actions must be prioritised
as per the most marginalised”.
Arman Ali, Executive
Director, NCPEDP said by felicitating Helen Keller Awards, we
celebrate the leadership of people with disabilities and equal
opportunity employers. They
are showing everyone the way by
including disability into businesses and beyond their call of
duty. In this new normal, it’s all
about diversity and of the winners and is no longer limited to
big cities”.

he Economic Offences
Wing (EOW) of Delhi
T
Police has arrested two men

for allegedly cheating a finance
company to the tune of Rs
three crore.
The accused have been
identified as Essa Ismail
Merchant (47) and Amrendra
Shashkant Totade (55), both
residents of Mumbai.
According to Dr O P
Mishra,
the
Joint
Commissioner of Police, EOW,
a loan (Equipment Finance)
was applied by the accused
persons with CLIX Finance
India Private Limited through
their company Advanced
Computers and Mobiles India
to purchase Machinery for
packing, wrapping and sealing

and of mobiles devices.
“The loan was sanctioned
and as per sanction letter,
accused persons were to remit
25 per cent of equipment cost
to the vendor as margin
money. The accused persons
remitted Rs one Crore to the
vendor in Dubai. The proof of
remittance was provided to the
NBFC, which released the
loan amount to the bank
account of the alleged borrower company,” said the
Joint CP.
“The loan thus received
was not remitted to the vendor
and it was misappropriated by
the Directors of the company
in repayment of their other
outstanding. A case under relevant sections of Indian Penal
Code (IPC) was registered at
EOW police station and inves-

tigation was taken up,” said the
Joint CP.
“During investigation, it
also emerged that the alleged
company remitted the margin
money to the Vendor and got
the loan disbursed. Thereafter
the loan amount was misappropriated in repayment of an
LC already availed by the
alleged Company from YES
Bank," said the Joint CP.
"After a few months, the
margin money was also
received back by the alleged
company from the vendor at
Dubai. It was further revealed
during investigation that the
accused persons have availed
loans amounting to Rs 150
Crores from different institutions and all of these loans
have been defaulted,” said the
Joint CP.
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Washington: The US Supreme
Court has rejected a lawsuit
seeking to overturn the results
of the presidential election in
several key battleground states
won by Joe Biden, effectively
ending President Donald
Trump’s bid to challenge the
outcome of the November 3
polls.
The Supreme Court on
Friday rejected a bid from
Texas’ attorney general and
backed by President Trump to
block the ballots of millions of
voters in battleground states of
Georgia,
Michigan,
Pennsylvania and Wisconsin
that went in favour of
President-elect Biden.
Supreme Court Justices
Samuel Alito and Clarence
Thomas said they believed the
court was required to hear the
case but expressed no position
on Texas’ claim. As many as
126 Republican Congressmen
had also backed the lawsuit.
“Texas has not demonstrated a judicially cognisable
interest in the manner in which
another State conducts its elections. All other pending
motions are dismissed as
moot,” the Supreme Court said
in a brief unsigned order on
Thursday, delivering a devastating blow to the efforts of the
Republican president to challenge and overturn the election
results decisively won by
Biden, a Democrat.

that Texas wanted the justices
to disregard the Constitution,
not interpret it.
It said Texas’ filings
attempted to construct a surreal alternate reality.
“Texas’ effort to get this
Court to pick the next
President has no basis in law or
fact. The Court should not
abide this seditious abuse of
the judicial process, and should
send a clear and unmistakable

Biden not only bagged the
most popular votes in the
presidential electoral history of
the United States, his tally in
the electoral college was 306,
more than the 270 votes
required for winning the race
to the White House. Trump
received 232 electoral votes.
The election results are scheduled to be formally certified
next week by the 538-member
Electoral College.
Reacting to the verdict, an
angry Trump tweeted, “The
Supreme Court really let us
down. No Wisdom, No
Courage!”
He also said the verdict
was a “legal disgrace” and “an
embarrassment to the USA.”
Trump and his campaign
team have been making unsubstantiated allegations of mas-

sive voter fraud and electoral
malpractice in the election.
State election officials and
mainstream media say they
have not found any such evidence.
Texas Attorney General
Ken Paxton in his lawsuit
alleged that four battleground
states -- Georgia, Michigan,
Pennsylvania and Wisconsin - had violated their own state
laws, and thus the US
Constitution. The lawsuit
urged the court to bar these
four states from casting their
electoral votes for Biden and as
such shift the selection of electors to the states’ legislatures.
Trump had said he expected to prevail in the Supreme
Court.
Pennsylvania, in its
response to the lawsuit, alleged

signal that such abuse must
never be replicated,” said the
response filed by the State of
Pennsylvania.
Reacting to the development, Nancy Pelosi, Speaker of
the House of Representatives,
said, “The Court has rightly
dismissed out of hand the
extreme, unlawful and undemocratic GOP lawsuit to overturn the will of millions of
American voters.”
PTI
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of President
Donald Trump are returnSingupporters
to Washington for a pair of
rallies to back his desperate
efforts to subvert the election
that he lost.
The rallies Saturday come
a month after a pro-Trump
demonstration that drew at
least 10,000 people to the capital. That day began with Trump
thrilling supporters when his
motorcade passed by and ended
with scattered clashes between
his loyalists and local activists
near Black Lives Matter Plaza
near the White House.
Saturday’s rallies are meant
as a show of force just two days

Umm Rakouba (Sudan): The
only thing the survivors can
agree on is that hundreds of
people were slaughtered in a
single Ethiopian town.
Witnesses say security
forces and their allies attacked
civilians in Mai-Kadra with
machetes and knives or strangled them with ropes.
The stench of bodies lingered for days during the
early chaos of the Ethiopian
government’s offensive in the
defiant Tigray region last
month. Several mass graves
have been reported.
What happened beginning November 9 in the agricultural town near the
Sudanese border has become
the most visible atrocity in a
war largely conducted in the
shadows.
But even here, much
remains unclear, including
who killed whom.
Witnesses in Mai-Kadra
told the Ethiopian Human
Rights C ommission and
Amnesty International that
ethnic Tigrayan forces and
allies attacked Amhara — one
of Ethiopia’s largest ethnic
groups but a minority in
Tigray.

In Sudan, where nearly
50,000 people have fled, one
ethnic Amhara refugee gave
the Associated Press a similar
account.
But more than a dozen
Tigrayan refugees told the
AP it was the other way
around: In strikingly similar
stories, they said they and others were targeted by Ethiopian
federal forces and allied
Amhara regional troops.
It’s possible that civilians
from both ethnicities were
targeted in Mai-Kadra,
Amnesty now says.
“Anyone they found, they
would kill,” Tesfaalem
Germay, an ethnic Tigrayan
who fled to Sudan with his
family, said of Ethiopian and
Amhara forces.
He said he saw hundreds
of bodies, making a slicing
gesture at his neck and head
as he remembered the gashes.
But another refugee,
Abebete Refe, told the AP that
many ethnic Amhara like him
who stayed behind were massacred by Tigrayan forces.
“Even the government
doesn’t think we’re alive, they
thought we all died,” he
said.
AP

Tehran: Authorities say Iran
has executed a once-exiled
journalist over his online work
that helped inspire nationwide
economic protests in 2017.
Iranian state television and
the state-run IRNA news
agency said that Ruhollah Zam
was hanged early Saturday
morning.
In June, a court sentenced
Zam to death, saying he had
been convicted of “corruption
on Earth,” a charge often used

in cases involving espionage or
attempts to overthrow Iran’s
government.
Zam’s website and a channel he created on the popular
messaging app Telegram had

been reached and no
announcement was expected
imminently.
The person was not authorized to discuss the search
process by name and spoke on
condition of anonymity to The
Associated Press.
The Associated Press
reported earlier in the week
that Jones, who lost his Senate
seat last month, and Garland,
who was spurned by
Republicans four years ago for
a spot on the Supreme Court,
had emerged as the two front-

runners in the search process.
Spokespeople for Cuomo
did not immediately return
emails seeking comment on
Friday.
It was not clear to what
extent the disclosure this week
that federal prosecutors were
investigating the finances of
Biden’s son, Hunter, might
have scrambled the attorney
general search process given
that the person who has picked
would inherit the probe assuming it remains active next
month.
AP

before the Electoral College
meets to formally elect
Democrat Joe Biden as the next
president. Trump refuses to
concede the election, citing
baseless claims of fraud.
The Supreme Court on
Friday rejected a lawsuit to
overturn Biden’s election victory, ending an attempt to get
legal issues rejected by state and
federal judges before the
nation’s highest court.
Trump planned to leave the
White House around midday
to attend the Army-Navy football game in West Point, New
York. One of the rallies will be
at Freedom Plaza downtown
and the other nearby on the
National Mall.
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Washington: New York Gov.
Andrew Cuomo is one of several contenders under consideration by President-elect Joe
Biden for the role of attorney
general, a person with knowledge of the search process said
on Friday.
The other three contenders
at the moment include former
Alabama Sen. Doug Jones, federal appeals court judge
Merrick Garland and former
Deputy Attorney General Sally
Yates, said the person, who cautioned that no decision had

spread the timings of the
protests and embarrassing
information about officials that
directly challenged Iran’s Shiite
theocracy.
Those demonstrations,
which began at the end of
2017, represented the biggest
challenge to Iran since the
2009 Green Movement protests
and set the stage for similar
mass unrest in November of
last year.
AP
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Hong Kong: Jimmy Lai, the 73year-old Hong Kong media
tycoon and advocate for
democracy, was denied bail on
Saturday after being charged
the previous day under the
semi-autonomous Chinese territory’s new national security
law.
Lai faces a charge of collusion with foreign elements to
endanger national security,
apparently for tweets he made
and interviews or commentaries he did with foreign
media.
The Apple Daily, a feisty
pro-democracy tabloid owned
by Lai, said he is accused of asking a foreign country, organization or individual to impose
sanctions or engage in other
hostile activities against Hong
Kong or China.
His case was adjourned to
April 16 at the request of prosecutors, who said police needed time to review more than
1,000 tweets and comments
made on his Twitter account,
the Apple Daily reported.
The newspaper said his

charge sheet listed several foreign politicians who followed
Lai on Twitter and cited commentaries he wrote and interviews he did with foreign
media.
Lai, who was already being
held on other fraud charges
after police raided his media
company, could be seen handcuffed to a chain around his
waist as guards led him to a van
to go from prison to court. He
wore a navy blazer and an
open-neck shirt.
Beijing imposed the
national security law on Hong
Kong earlier this year after
stormy protests in 2019 that
started over an extradition bill
and expanded to include
demands for greater democracy in the former British
colony.
The new law outlaws secession, subversion, terrorism and
collusion with foreign forces to
intervene in Hong Kong’s
affairs. It has constricted free
speech in the city, and democracy activists see it as a way to
suppress dissent.
AP
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Hong Kong: Relatives of a
dozen Hong Kong residents
who have been detained in
mainland China for more than
3 1/2 months made a plea
Saturday to be informed of the
timing of any trials and
whether they can attend.
The request underscored
the sharp contrast between
the relatively open legal
system in Hong Kong, a
semi-autonomous Chinese
territory, and that of the mainland, where often little information is divulged until a trial
is over.
“I miss my son so much,”
the mother of Wong Wai-yin,
one of the detainees, said,
choking up. “I want to visit him
so badly. I haven’t seen my son
in a very long time — it’s
almost four months. Please
tell me (about the trial). I’m just
an ordinary mother.” The 12
were arrested at sea in August
while they were apparently
making a bid to flee to Taiwan
after a tough national security
law took effect in Hong Kong
earlier this year.
They were picked up after
entering mainland waters for
crossing the maritime border
without permission.
AP
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conomic indicators have
shown encouraging signs of
E
recovery of the Indian economy post-pandemic, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi said
on Saturday as he vowed to
keep government controls to a
bare minimum and encourage
private capital.
In this time of pandemic, he said, the government has
accorded highest priority to
saving lives of Indians and the
way India has handled the crisis through concerted effort has
surprised the world.
Compared to February
when the pandemic started,
things have changed in
December, he said, adding,
there is a road map to deal with

this now.
“Even the economic indicators are encouraging,” he
added.Various measures taken
by the government in the last
six years has instilled confidence among global investors,
he said.
As a result, he said, “India
has seen record Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI) and Foreign
Portfolio Investment inflows
during the pandemic.”
Addressing the FICCI
Annual Convention, he said, a
decisive government always
strives to remove obstacles for
others and always tries to contribute towards the society and
the nation.
Recalling the time when
government was in all the sectors, he said, a visionary and
decisive government, on the
other hand, encourages all the
stakeholders to realise their
potential.
Modi pointed out that in
the last six years, the government has encouraged stakeholders in all sectors and this
is reflected in the all-round

reforms in sectors ranging
from manufacturing to MSME;
agriculture to infrastructure;
from tech industry to taxation
and from real estate to regulatory easing.
Talking about various
reforms undertaken by the
government in the last six
years, he said changes have
been brought in manufacturing, MSMEs, agriculture, infrastructure and regulatory easing.
As a result of taxation
reform, he said, India has got
competitive advantage in corporate tax rate and initiated
faceless assessment and faceless
appeal leaving behind the scar
of tax terrorism and Inspector
Raj.
Pointing out that the old
polices protected inefficiencies while ‘Aatmanirbhar
Bharat Abhiyan’ is guided to
promote efficiency in all the
sectors, he said the government
has introduced Production
Linked Incentive (PLI) scheme
to promote sunrise sectors and
technology based industries.
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he Finance Ministry on
Saturday said it has
approved C9,879.61 crore
worth capital expenditure proposals of 27 states.
Of this, C4,939.81 crore
has been released as the first
instalment.
In a statement, the ministry said all states, except
Tamil Nadu, have availed benefits of the newly announced
scheme for ‘Special Assistance
to States for Capital
Expenditure’, which was
announced on October 12 as
part of AatmaNirbhar Bharat
package.
“So far capital expenditure proposals of C9,879.61
crore of 27 states have been
approved by the Ministry of
Finance.
An amount of C4,939.81
crore has already been released
to the states as the first instalment under the scheme,” it said.
The ministry said the
scheme is aimed at boosting
capital expenditure by the state
governments who are facing

T

difficult financial environment
this year due to the shortfall in
tax revenue arising from the
COVID 19 pandemic.
“Capital Expenditure has
a higher multiplier effect,
enhancing the future productive capacity of the economy,
and results in a higher rate of
economy growth.
Therefore, despite the
adverse financial position of the
Central Government, it was
decided to extend a special
assistance to the state governments in respect of capital
expenditure, in financial year
2020-21,” it added.
The capital expenditure
projects have been approved in
diverse sectors like, health,
rural development, water supply, irrigation, power, transport, education, urban development.
As part of the
AatmaNirbhar Bharat Package,
the
government
had
announced that the Centre
will offer Rs 12,000 crore special interest-free 50-year loan to
states, exclusively for capital
expenditure.
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organ Stanley Chief
Global Strategist Ruchir
M
Sharma on Saturday said if the
Indian economy grows at 5 per
cent in the era of deglobalisation, then it will be a significant
achievement.
Addressing the FICCI
Annual Convention, Sharma
further said India hastily
passed agriculture and labour
reforms during the Covid-19
pandemic.
“Our expectations have to
be realistic...If we can grow at
more than 5 per cent in a year,

that is a significant achievement,” he said.
Sharma also noted that it
is no longer feasible in the
world of deglobalisation to
grow at 7 per cent as exports
cannot grow at 20 per cent or
30 per cent in a year, which
was good in an era of globalisation.
“So, for an economy like
India’s, growth rate of 5 per cent
will be pretty credible even in
this era where I think emerging economies in general will
make some sort of a comeback,” he added.
Sharma pointed out that

there were about 100
economies that were growing at
7 per cent or more in 2007.
“That has never happened
in the history of the global
economy. In the last decade,
only 10 economies in the world
have grown 7 per cent or more
in any year,” he said.
Sharma also argued that
if the population growth of a
country is slowing, then that
country can’t grow at the same
pace as it did in the past.
According to the RBI,
Indian economy is likely to
contract by 7.5 per cent, in
2020-21.
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San Francisco: Cloud major Oracle has
announced to move its California-based headquarters to Austin, Texas and cited flexibility of
employee work as the key reason behind the decision. The decision came a day after the company posted revenues of $9.8 billion in its fiscal second quarter, a growth of two per cent (on-year)
and Cloud services and licence support revenues
were up four per cent to $7.1 billion.
“Oracle is implementing a more flexible
employee work location policy and has changed
its Corporate Headquarters from Redwood

City, California to Austin, Texas. We believe these
moves best position Oracle for growth and provide our personnel with more flexibility about
where and how they work,” a company
spokesperson told CNBC on Friday.
“In addition, we will continue to support
major hubs for Oracle around the world, including those in the US such as Redwood City,
Austin, Santa Monica, Seattle, Denver, Orlando
and Burlington, among others, and we expect to
add other locations over time,” Oracle
said.
IANS
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his underworld story, not
s o much ab out t he
underworld, but its fallout on
the families of criminals, is slow
moving, a bit b or ing and
sometimes confusing. In the end,
however, it grows on you as the
story progresses.
A desperado does shockingly
loving things like presenting a child
to his wife who can have her own.
Then he vanishes, leaving his wife
and the little one to go on the run.

T
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The story goes on in the badlands
of a 70s America where co-criminals
are on the hunt for the wife of this
desperado Eddie to find out where
he is. The run gets interesting when

an ex-wife pops up along with a son
and lover who is helping the women
be safe.
Not too much of anything to
write home about.
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artime spy thrillers come with
their own notalgia attached to
the sepia shades of a bygone era
of conquest and cruelty. World War 1
stars in such big screen saga in a big way
and pretty often but this one comes as a
women’s special, made even more special
by the sterling performances of all the
ladies involved — one jew, the other part
Indian and yet another a French woman.
These three women are employed for
the first time ever in war territory, by
British establishment, and the three of
them, guided by a Jewish head of

W

operations back in London, weave a story
that keeps you on edge despite the slow
moving events.
Radhika Apte as a sufi signals
woman stands out not just because of her
exotic looks but also because of her short
spurty performance in a role that is small
but highly impactful.
The arresting thing about this spy
story is the fact that it is helmed by
women, unthought of in that era. The
story has been spun from a no-nonsense
to the bone plot which leaves no space
for pauses. So sit tight and enjoy this true
story of spies who wore skirts, were
courageous, innovative and determined
to save the world from Hitler and his
dreaded Gestapo even as country after
country falls to the Jewish pogrom.
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ere is a film that has a lot of promise and after a
bit of a shaky start, it manages to suck one into
the lives of those who have lost everything and
hence hope and chance to pick themselves up and start
over in a war-torn country like Afghanistan where the
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ATcda]b XbbTcc^cPZTP]Pbc^]XbWX]VcfXbcPb
cWTd_R^\X]VT_Xb^STbVdPaP]cTTcWaX[[fXcW
TPRWbRT]T0UcTaUPX[X]Vc^[daTEXePP]
EP]bWBPhP]XX]c^WXbcaP_APhXb_[P]]X]V
P]PccPRZ^]1PP[eTTa3Te9^bWXP]S
EXePP]³bb^RXTchfXcWcWTWT[_^UPBXQTaXP]
T[T_WP]cCWTU^acWR^\X]VT_Xb^STbPaT
aTPShc^cPZTcWTeXTfTab^]P]PSeT]cda^db
aXSTPbEXePP]³b\^cWTa:Pad]P9PhP1X]Yd
QTR^\TbPeXRcX\c^P\^cWTaT[T_WP]c³b
faPcW
0UcTaPVaP]SR^\TQPRZ1PP[eTTa
aTcda]bc^ETTa;^ZfXcWWXb^aXVX]P[_^fTab
5adbcaPcTSfXcWWXbUPX[TSPccT\_c^UZTT_X]V
1PP[eTTaSTPSAPhBW^PXQ0[XbRWT\TbWXb
]TgcWPe^R^]TPacWfXcWcWTWT[_^UP
BXQTaXP]T[T_WP]cAPhcaP]bU^a\bWX\bT[U
X]c^EXePP]P]ScPZTbPfPhcWTQPQh
T[T_WP]cUa^\Xcb\^cWTa0]PVXcPcTSP]S
UdaX^db\^cWTaT[T_WP]c\PaRWTbc^cWT
b^RXTchX]bTPaRW^UEXePP]P]SSTbca^hb
TeTahcWX]V^]WTafPh
1PP[eTTacaXTbc^bc^_cWTT[T_WP]cQdc
WXb_^fTabUP[[bW^acP]SWTb^^]aTP[XbTb
cWTbXcdPcX^]Xb^dc^UWXbR^]ca^[CWT
T[T_WP]c\PaRWTbc^fPaSbEXePP]c^ZX[[WX\
Qdc:Pad]PX]bcP]c[hbcP]SbX]Ua^]c^UEXePP]
c^_a^cTRcWX\CWTT[T_WP]cX]bcTPScPZTb
PfPh:Pad]PP[^]VfXcWWTa
7^ffX[[3TQdP]SEXePP]bPeT:Pad]P
P]SUX]ScWTQPQhT[T_WP]c.
3Te9^bWXTbbPhX]VcWTa^[T^U1PP[eTTa
bPXS°8cfPbTgRXcX]Vc^\PZTPR^\TQPRZPb
1PP[eTTa?[PhX]VcWTVW^bcfPbP]T]cXaT[h
]TfTg_TaXT]RTX]XcbT[UQdc8RTacPX][h
\XbbTSfTPaX]V\h1PP[eTTaR^bcd\TCWT
d_R^\X]VT_Xb^STbPaTTgRXcX]VP]SPeXbdP[
ST[XVWcX]XcbT[U3TQdP]SEXePP]fX[[QTX]P
UXgPb:Pad]PWPbQTT]cPZT]PfPhQhP]
P]Vah4[T_WP]cP]S]^fcWTXaQXVVTbccPbZXb
c^UX]ScWTQPQh4[T_WP]cc^QaX]V:Pad]P
QPRZ1dccWTaTP[bcadVV[TXbcWTUPRccWPc
Q^cWEXePP]P]S3TQdWPeT]^XSTP^UcWT
QPQhT[T_WP]c³bfWTaTPQ^dcb8cfX[[QT
X]cTaTbcX]Vc^fPcRWW^fcWThcahc^UX]ScWT
QPQhT[T_WP]cP]SXUcWTh³[[QTPQ[Tc^bPeT
:Pad]P^]cX\T±
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^]cWT[TPSX]V>CC_[PcU^a\b0_PacUa^\cWT
bch[XbWbTccX]V^UcWT(bcWT^]TUPRc^acWPc
WPbf^]cWTWTPacb^UcWTUP]bXbcWT
T]cWaP[[X]VRWPaPRcTab^UcWTbW^f=TTS[Tbb
c^bPhPdSXT]RTbPaT[^eX]VcWT[^^Z^U
BXZP]SPa:WTafW^_[PhbAP\PBWTcchP

RaX\X]P[P]S^]bRaTT]QTbcUaXT]S^UcWT
_a^cPV^]Xbc0]VPS1TSXPR^_3T_XRcX]V
cWTd]STaf^a[STaPcWT]PaaPcXeT^UcWTbW^f
aTe^[eTbPa^d]ScWTUaXT]SbWX_QTcfTT]P
R^_P]SPRaX\X]P[P]SWPbQTR^\TP]
X]bcP]cbdRRTbb
1dcSXSh^dZ]^fcWPcBXZP]SPa:WTa
fPbP[\^bc]^cRPbcU^acWTa^[T^UAP\P
BWTcch.:WTaaTRT]c[haTeTP[TScWPccWT
\PZTab^UcWTbW^fWPSP[\^bcbT[TRcTS
b^\T^]TT[bTU^acWTbW^f°8VPeTcWT
PdSXcX^]U^acWTbW^fP]SSXS]^caTRTXeTP]h
R^]UXa\PcX^]U^aP[^]VcX\T<dRW[PcTa
0_^^aeP;PZWXPPSTPaUaXT]SP]S^]T^UcWT
RaTPc^ab^UcWTbW^fRP[[TSc^PbZfWh8SXS
]^cX]U^a\WX\PQ^dccWTPdSXcX^]8SXS]c
fP]cP]h^]Tc^aTUTa\TU^acWTa^[T^aRP[[
_T^_[Tc^iTa^S^f]^]\TU^acWTa^[TCWTh
WPSP[\^bcbT[TRcTSb^\T^]TT[bTU^acWT
a^[TQdc[PcTaRW^bT\TU^aAP\P±
B_TPZX]VPQ^dcVXeX]VPdSXcX^]bU^a
bW^fbBXZP]SPabPXS°8P\P]PRc^aP]SXc
XbP_Pac^U\hY^Qc^VXeTPdSXcX^]b<dRW
QXVVTaPRc^abX]7^[[hf^^SPaTRP[[TSU^a
PdSXcX^]bP]ScWThS^XcVaPRX^db[hCWT
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only hope for the children is to not get sucked into a
system that will put them on a path of death and
destruction.
Girish Malik’s Torbaaz takes you on a journey that
is full of emotions, has a message, is touching and told
from a very different fresh perspective. It is rare for Hindi
cinema to tell such powerful stories. But then it has kids,
there is bound to be a message and some tears involved.
It is good to see Sanjay Dutt play a man who plays
the role of an Army man here and despite his personal
loss is able to once find purpose when he comes in
contact with the children in a refugee camp. His
transformation from a man who wants nothing to do
with a country where he suffered a loss to a man who
is willing to give up his life for the sake of one change
for the kids is not without making one sentimental and
find a connection— how a parent would do anything
to protect his kids and give them a purpose.
Together with the kids who give a stellar
performance, Dutt carries the movie on his shoulders
rather well. Sadly, Nargis Fakri doesn’t have much to do
here. Rahul Dev plays the part of the Taliban well. His
body language makes him fit for the role.
The barren landscape is in keeping with the whole
idea of how desolate the lives of the people in refugees
camps are and how little they have in terms of a good
future.
Overall a movie for those who are love good subject
and content.
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he general premise is that remakes never live up to the
expectations of the people. This is because one
expects Bollywood to do a better job done by makers
from regional cinema. Or it could be that since there are more
Hindi speaking audience. But the truth is that if one has
already seen something, the copy is never better. The original
Dev Das was much better or should one say closer to what
was in the book by Sarat Chandra. So Durgamati... directed
by G Ashok, is not an exception to the case in point for those
who have seen the Tamil-Telugu version... Bhaagamathie
directed by him.
This is a tad strange why a director who gave a better
version in the original version would fail to evoke the same
enthusiasm and not better his fare; that is the whole point of
a remake — to make the next one better. More so since it is
the Hindi version.
The problem here is not that Bhumi Pednekar has failed
to give her best, she has done a great job. The problem here
is that there is very little when it comes to the scare quotient.
Those that are there don’t manage to give you goosebumps.
A haunted house, a witch and a folklore seeped in history, all
fall flat due to cliches.
Then there is the whole how a politician can never be
honest; but here he can’t do anything wrong. We have seen
enough Bollywood movies that what one sees is not the truth.
Hence what happens at the climax is not a surprise. Not good
for a crime thriller.
Still all is not lost here if one has not seen the original
version. For them, Durgamati... is a welcome change. But if
one is watching it for horror one will be disappointed.
— BWP[X]XBPZbT]P
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Theatre’s teleplay Wrong
Turn?
I play a man who is caught
in a wrong situation. He gets
stuck in a snowstorm and
decides to take refuge in a
bungalow where four friends,
who are retired lawyers, play a
mock trial with everyone who
visits that bungalow. They tell
my character that you won’t be
able to move out from this
place till morning because of
the snowstorm, so why don’t
you join us in the game. They
do a mock trial and find my
character guilty of the murder
and try to prosecute me. This
is what the whole story is and
how the story pans out is
interesting to watch. It is
actually the adaptation of a
German play, Breakdown.
Q How interesting was to be a
part of such a story?
It was fun. The interest
quotient lies in the way the
story progresses. The process of
making that character and
evolving it over time was also
thrilling. We rehearsed for it for
20 odd days. That was
extremely fun because it was
something we don’t get to do in
TV or films. That part was
interesting.
Q What made you take up a
teleplay?
The reason was that I
wanted to explore this genre as
well. It’s been a long time since
I have been on stage and have
performed in continuity. It is
different feel to shoot
something in one go. That was
something that attracted me
towards this teleplay. And
Thank God that I said to it
because it was a fantastic
experience.
Q You don several hats, that of
a writer, director and an actor.
Where do you find yourself
most comfortable in?
There is no comfort zone as
such. Every field demands a
different amount of dedication.
When you are acting, you have
to justify your character. Only
if you will justify the character,
you will justify the story. As a
writer, you have to create all the
characters, so that the actors
can justify them on screen. And
as a director you have too see
everything.
Q Is there a conflict between
the writer, director and actor
in you?
There is no internal
conflict between a writer and
an actor in me. Because
ultimately there is one brain
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which is driving both of them.
So while donning these two
hats, one has to be completely
bipolar to negate yourself. But
yes, the writer in me does help
the actor in a lot of ways. At
times, while doing TV, one tend
to gets stuck. The idea here is
not to get technical but find
solutions to the problems. Here
the writer does help you get out
of tricky situations a lot of
times.
As for the writer-director,
it goes on a different tangent.
When you are directing
something that you have
written, there is always a scope

for improvisations.

Q How do you define acting?

It is a simple thing. Read
what is written, understand it
and just do it on camera. That
is all. Then comes the interest
quotient of course. It is like you
have to write ABC only, but it
is up to you how fancy you
want it to be. It is your choice
to play with the fonts and
styles. You can keep on
beautifying it. The best thing
about acting is that there can be
hundreds of interpretations of
a single situation. One can cry
in a lot of ways and laugh in a
lot of different ways and each

way will portray a different
meaning.
Q In all these years of your
career, is there a change that
you have seen in the TV
industry?
Yes. There were times
when TV got better, than it saw
a downfall and vice versa. It has
seen both ups and downs.
Many things have been
improved now. But if I talk
about the time, when I used to
watch TV and DD was the only
channel, I feel probably we had
better stories to tell back then.
Then came a time when
everything became contentdriven and we shifted to
commercialisation. A lot of
things got ruined during this
shift. Now, we are going
towards resurrection, though at
a small level.
Q Do we need entertainment
for seven days a week? Why
not take inspiration from
international series and make
them time bound?
Like I mentioned before,
when we will shift from being
content-driven
to
commercially-driven we will
see this happening. The reason
is the priority now is not to
show good content, but to not
let go the huge chunk of
audience that you have
received, even at the cost of
compromising on the quality.
This mindset needed a change
yesterday or even day before
yesterday, but we don’t let it
happen.
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t was a bumper harvest in Punjab and
Haryana this year, which meant that
there was so much more residue to
burn. Stubble burning is not a new
problem. Each year, Delhiites struggle to breathe during the months of
October and November. Each year, there is
a hue and cry on how one can prevent these
fires but to no avail.
According to data released by the
Punjab Remote Sensing Centre, the State
recorded 73,883 incidents of stubble burning between September 21 and November
14, 2020 which is the highest since 2016.
Punjab reported 51,048 cases of stubble burning in the corresponding period last
year and 46,559 such incidents in 2018. The
number of farm fires was 43,149 in the State
during the same period in 2017.
According to the Ministry of Earth
Sciences’ air quality monitor, SAFAR, the
share of stubble burning in NCR pollution
peaked to 42 per cent on November 5, when
4,135 farm fires were recorded in the region.
What if there was an alternative for the
farmers? What if they had an option to not
burn the stubble? What if instead of burning, one could use it to make manure, or
even make idols or disposable crockery or
even the much needed silica fertiliser?
Believe it or not, there are many stakeholders in this sector who are doing their bit to
ensure that farmers don’t resort to paddy
straw burning.
Suvrat Khanna, CEO-Co-founder,
Verve Renewables tells you that every year
over 30 million tonnes of paddy stubble are
burnt in Punjab and Haryana alone. “The
idea of pledging to collect 1.5 lakh metric
tonne of agricultural waste for power generation in Haryana was initiated with the
sole intention of finding a problem of stubble burning which is a serious issue across
Northern India,” Khanna says.
Using agricultural waste as a source for
energy production benefits farmers, bioenergy producers and the environment.
Their aim is to collect one million tonnes
of agro stubble by 2024 to generate approximately 2,50,000 MW of power.
Studies by Indian Agricultural Research
Institute show that crop residue (mainly
paddy straw) burning released 149.24 million tonnes of CO2; over nine million
tonnes of carbon monoxide (CO), 0.25 million tonnes of oxides of SOX, 1.28 million
tonnes of particulate matter and 0.07 million tonnes of black carbon. All of these contributed to hazardous levels of air pollution
in Delhi, Punjab, Haryana, and UP.
He tells you that an average paddy field
generates two tonnes of paddy straw each
season. Khanna, who is in his second year
of operations, uses a three-pronged
approach.
He looks at compensating farmers to
dispose of agricultural waste like paddy
straw in a sustainable manner; collects and
delivers boiler ready biomass resources that
could be used for generation of power by
co-generation power plants attached to
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sugar mills and with this looks at alternative uses of stubble for energy production
providing an ecological solution to air pollution.
“When we started in 2018, we wanted
to tackle the issue of stubble burning, but
at that time, didn’t know how to go about
it. Fortunately, we came across a sugar mill
which was willing. We knew that electricity could be generated from paddy straw.
We requested if we could provide them with
it as an alternative. They agreed. They were
extremely forthcoming and made changes
to their boiler,” Khanna tells you who decided to pursue this since he is from Amritsar
and stubble burning is an yearly issue and
from a business point of view, it all starts
from finding a solution.
“We saw a problem and decided to
solve it. We are a bridge between the farmer
and the mills. We go into villages and tell
them that they don’t have to burn, instead
once they harvest, we will come and collect residue. We try to involve entire villages
since it increases bale collection by the
machine,” Khanna tells you.
The onus of making the bales rest with
the farmers. They are encouraged to buy
machines or an entrepreneur steps in. There
are two kinds of balers; one that costs
between C20-C25 lakh. This makes bales of
20-25 kg. The bigger one that makes bales
of 250-300 kg and is priced at C35-C40 lakh
upwards. The small machine can work in
20 acres of land a day and the big one 40
acres a day.
“For now, the farmers are not being
paid, but there are plans for the same once
the system becomes cost-effective. They
don’t pay us, we don’t pay them. But we bear
the cost of picking bales up; a win-win for
all concerned. Convincing the farmer is not
very tough since an individual farmer gets
a 40 per cent subsidy to buy this machine;
for custom hiring companies, there is a subsidy of up to 80 per cent. We assure the
farmer with long-term association. This
instills confidence in them,” Khanna tells

you.
Sanjeev Nagpal, founder, Sampurn
Agri Ventures Pvt Ltd, a Punjab-based company, has gone a step forward. Besides setting up a biogas plant utilising only paddy
straw as the sole feed, he is converting the
same into fertiliser. Unfortunately, his
endeavours to mass market paddy fertilisers have run into roadblocks — agriculture
policies — he tells you, for now doesn’t allow
sale of silica fertiliser, a first of its kind. But
he tells you that this silica is extremely
important for plants. For now, individuals
can buy the same for their kitchen garden
and that he uses the same in his 300 acres
of farmland.
“We are in the process of creating a
farmers’ group and using this fertiliser, grow
high quality foods and market it,” Nagpal
says.
To develop the technology to convert
paddy straw, Nagpal has collaborated with
IIT Delhi. “We have developed this technology to process paddy straw, in collaboration with IIT Delhi, We are fermenting
paddy straw to produce biogas and manure.
We started this project back in 2015. We
then had to get approval from Agriculture
University for agriculture use in 2017. This
is a silica fertiliser and agriculture policies
framed in the 1960s, at the time of Green
Revolution, doesn’t recognise this as a fertiliser. The Food Agriculture Organization
has accepted that silica fertiliser is required
by plants for sustainable agriculture. Major
diseases like cancer, Diabetes are all linked
to absence of silica in the human body since
they are absent in the food chain,” Nagpal
tells you.
In fact, this entrepreneur-farmer has
already grown kinnow using this fertiliser.
“The pre-booking response to this has been
phenomenal. For now, we will only be supplying to nearby areas like Chandigarh but
next year, we plan to increase our reach and
try and supply to the rest of the country. we
just need to have the logistics in place,”
Nagpal explains.

He tells you that instead of creating
roadblocks and looking at paddy straw as
a burden; to look at it is an asset, if utilised
properly. India can develop huge agriexports if it recognises this.
“One can look at exports. But why not
use the same for ourselves to produce high
quality food and export the same? For now,
I have used 50,000 tonnes of paddy straw
over the period of five years. But I am utilising my plant at minimum capacity due to
the hassles involved. At full capacity, I will
require 12,000 tonnes of paddy straw per
year,” Nagpal says.
He tells you that the Government has
given a go ahead to promote 5,000 biogas
plants in Punjab, Haryana and Uttar
Pradesh and purchase the gas at C46 per kg.
“This is a huge support by the Centre. We
too are supplying to the grid. If operational
at full capacity I would be able to supply
1MW — supplying electricity to four-five
villages. For now, I am supplying 3,000 units
a day,” he says.
Setting up one huge biogas plant is not
logistically possible. What is needed is a
smaller one per five-six villages. “This will
open up employment opportunities as
well,” Nagpal explains.
Elsewhere in Andhra Pradesh, Singuru
Rajesh, assistant Professor Raghu

Engineering College, Visakhapatnam and
head of Green Gears, is busy collecting
paddy straw as well preventing the farmers in his area to burn the same.
It all started because Singuru has
breathing problems. “I have asthma; I knew
that I had to look for alternatives, at least
in my area. I was inspired from the ageold
practices of utilising tamarind and paper to
make plates. The farmers in my area are
extremely cooperative. We not only use
paddy straw, we also use every kind of agriculture waste to make idols, crockery and
even panel insulation. The good part is that
once the crockery is used one can put it into
the soil it turns into manure for plants,”
Rajesh tells you.
The residue is taken and cooked, pulp
is extracted and the same can be used to
make a variety of things depending on the
mould available. For now, Rajesh is testing
the products by giving it to family and
friends to use it. But the COVID-19 put on
hold his efforts to go for production and
supply.
“It will take us a couple of years, before
we can supply it across the country. I started this project in 2018. In 2019, I got Nav
Bharat Nirman Award and Young Scientist
Conference-2018 Award for this work.
Once we have commercial viability, we will
start paying the farmer as well for the
residue. At full capacity, we will end up
using a tonne of agriculture waste,” Rajesh
says.
The problem of stubble stems from the
fact that farms use machines which cuts the
length leaving a portion in the land.
Pulling it by hand is next to impossible.
“Traditionally, the field would be ploughed
mixing the stubble in the ground adding the
nutrients in the soil. But because of the harvester and thresher now being used which
leaves stubble and the urgency to sow
another crop, the easiest option it to burn
the same. But we are now telling farmers
there are other options; you can give it to
us,” Rajesh says.
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ishabh Pant and
Hanuma Vihari put
themselves in the reckoning for next week’s first Test
with contrasting hundreds as
India thoroughly dominated
Australia A in the pink ball
warm-up match here at
Sydney Cricket Ground on
Saturday.
Needing 19 runs to reach
his centur y when Jack
Wildermuth commenced the
second evening’s final over,
Pant clobbered him for 4, 4, 6,
4, 4, to remain unbeaten on a
blistering 103 off only 73
balls. Overall, he hit nine
fours and six sixes.
At the other end, Vihari
laboured his way to a fine 104run knock off 194 balls.
Also staking a claim for
selection is young Shubman
Gill, with an elegant 65 off 78
balls and 10 sweetly-timed
boundaries.
In the final session of
play, Pant’s aggressive
approach paid dividends as he
smashed the Australia A
bowlers to all corners of the
SCG, the southpaw making a
strong case for himself for the
wicketkeeper’s job in Adelaide
ahead of Test specialist
Wriddhiman Saha.
To cite an example of his
power-hitting, Pant swept one
over the cow corner for a six,
leaving Nic Maddinson to
search for the ball among the
rows of chairs at the SCG.
At the close of play, India
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were strongly placed at 386 for
four for an overall lead by 472
runs, having bundled out the
home team out for a paltry
108 in their first innings on
Friday.
In their first innings, India
were all out for 194, which
would have been far less if not
for pace spearhead Jasprit
Bumrah’s maiden first-class
fifty, but the visitors staged a
strong comeback with both
bat and ball.
While Gill may have
booked himself one of the
opening slots with his dazzling
strokes, Hanuma’s effort might
force the Indian team to play
an additional batsman in the
series opener.
Coming out to bat again
in the beginning of the day’s
play, India lost Prithvi Shaw in
the second over as the young
right-hander drove the ball at
cover-point without any great
foot movement. It was a bit of
a soft dismissal.
If Shaw missed out on an
opportunity to make a big
score in good batting conditions, his contemporary Gill
grabbed it with both hands on
the way to reaching his halfcentury off 49 balls.
During his stay in the
middle, Gill played some elegant drives and looked
assured while going on to the
backfoot, which seems to be
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he BCCI on Saturday
declared senior batsman
T
Rohit Sharma “clinically fit” to
join the Indian team in
Australia but said a call on his
participation in the last two
matches of the Test series there
will be taken after a reassessment by the squad’s medical
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his forte.
However, the 21-year-old
got out in an unfortunate
manner to leg-spinner Michell
Swepson.
Swepson bowled a faster
one and Gill, shaping up to flick
it, missed, prompting the
bowler to appeal for an lbw
even as the ball headed towards
the first slip where a diving
Sean Abbott held on to it.
TV replays were inconclusive and the absence of DRS
and Snickometer in the practice game, a disappointed Gill
had no option but to walk
back to the dressing room as
umpire’s decision could not be
challenged.
That ended a 104-run
partnership for the second
wicket between Gill and
Agarwal, who was joined in by
Vihari for another half-century stand.
Thereafter, the duo of
Vihari and skipper Ajinkya
Rahane was involved in a
partnership of 78 runs for the
fourth wicket as the
Australian bowlers toiled hard
for wickets.
There was a brief rain
interruption after Pant walked
in at the fall of Rahane’s wicket. But he straightaway played
his shots to further unsettle
the Australian bowlers.
Even as Vihari showed
great composure and patience
in collecting his runs, Pant
was quite at ease while clearing the fence, reaching his fifty
with a cracking square cut in
just 43 balls.
Pant continued in same
vein till the end of the day’s
play and hurtled towards his
century with a flurry of big
hits. While Vihari, in all,
struck 13 boundaries.
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team.
“He has been given a
detailed programme to follow
for the duration of the two
weeks he will be quarantined
for. He will be reassessed by the
Team India medical team post
his quarantine to establish his
fitness status and a call on his
participation in the BorderGavaskar Trophy will be taken
accordingly,” the BCCI said in

a statement.
Rohit on Friday cleared an
eagerly-watched fitness test at
the National Cricket Academy
in Bengaluru and will leave for
Australia on December 14,
three days before the start of
the marquee Test series.
“... Rohit Sharma has completed his rehabilitation process
at the NCA in Bengaluru and
is now clinically fit,” the state-

ment said.
The BCCI said the NCA
medical team is satisfied with
Rohit’s fitness but added that he
will need to work on his
endurance. “The NCA medical
Team was satisfied with the
physical fitness of Mr Sharma
after assessing him on different
metrics, however, he will be
required to continue work on
his endurance,” the BCCI said.
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ustralia batsman Marnus
Labuschagne on Saturday
A
said there has not been any
talk about him opening the
batting in the first Test against
India but he is ready to bat at
that slot if the team management asks him to do so.
With both David Warner
and Will Pucovski ruled out of
the first Test, and Joe Burns
short of runs, Labuschagne is
an opening option for the
home side in the day/night
match starting at Adelaide
Oval on December 17.
“No, there has not been
(any talk on batting position)
... Currently I think number
three. But I am just preparing
to bat, if that’s No 1 or No 3,
it doesn’t matter. I am ready to
face the ball, no matter what
the circumstances are,” he said
during a virtual press conference.
“Look, I finished last summer at three, so hopefully at
three. But my job is to face the
ball that is coming down to me
wherever I am batting,” said
the 26-year-old, who has
played 14 Tests so far.
He said he is ready to do
whatever is the best for the team.
“If the team needs me to
open, that’s what I will do. It’s
a team sport, it’s about winning games. We’ll have to
wait and see how things
pan out with a few other
moving parts currently.”
Labuschagne said
he’s prepared to face the
Indian attack under
lights and since the
players know who
they are up
against, it’s just
about being
focussed.
“ We’r e
obviously prepared. We
p l a y e d
(Jasprit)
Bumrah in
one-dayers
and in the
last ODI he
r e a l l y

ramped it up and bowled very
well. For us, we know who we
are coming up against.
“So, it’s just making sure
we are really focussed and
understand what bowlers are
doing. We know which
bowlers we are playing
(against) and we make sure
that we prepare accordingly,”
he said.
The right-handed batsman said facing the likes of
Mitchell Starc, Pat Cummins
and Josh Hazlewood in the
nets makes the Australians
better batsmen.
“One thing that makes
our batters that good is that
we’re facing the best bowling
attack in and out during training. The likes of Cummins,
Hazlewood, Starc and (James)
Pattinson, they are unbelievable bowlers. Facing them
every training session ensures
we prepare as good as we
possibly can be at Test level.”
Labuschagne, who can
also bowl leg-spin, is also
ready to bowl if the team
needs him.
“I have been the fifth
bowling option for the last five
series, so it is no different than
any other Test match that I
have played. I am making
sure that I am always ready to
bowl and I like the opportunity when I do get to bowl,” he
added.
He also said that there
has been no change in the
perspective of Australian
players as far as the preparations for the day-night
match is concerned.
“We are just
trying to hit a lot
of balls, get used
to conditions
and trying to
make sure (to
be) ready
c o m e
Thursday,”
h
e
quipped.
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ictoria’s Marcus Harris was
V
on Saturday added to an
injury-plagued Australia squad
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yle Jamieson bagged five
wickets in a masterclass of
K
swing bowling as New Zealand
struck hard and fast to have the
West Indies on the ropes on day
two of the second Test in
Wellington on Saturday.
The tourists ended the day
on the brink of another follow
on as they struggled to 124/8,
still 336 behind New Zealand’s
460.
Only Jermaine Blackwood
provided any serious resistance
but he fell late in the day for 69
as Jamieson and Tim Southee
wreaked havoc.
Jamieson, the rising star in
the Black Caps, got 5/34 for his
second five-wicket haul in only
his fourth Test.
The Basin Reserve strip
continued to provide all the
ingredients on a fast bowler’s
wish list — pace, bounce and
movement — and New Zealand
exploited this perfectly.
“The way the ball’s moving
we knew if we got it in good
enough areas then things would
happen,” said the 2.08 metre
Jamieson.
“It was just a matter of doing
it for long enough and if you do
that you tend to get rewarded.”
Unlike the West Indies batsmen, Nicholls and Neil Wagner
were able to plunder runs when
the New Zealand innings
resumed on Saturday morning.
Both scored personal bests,
untroubled whether the West
Indies bowled full or short, as
Nicholls advanced from his
overnight 117 to 174 while
Wagner finished unbeaten on
66.
The New Zealand pace
quartet — Southee, Trent Boult,
Neil Wagner and Jamieson —
immediately extracted life from
the wicket.
They moved the ball in and
away and it took the tourists four
overs to get their first runs on the
board, by which stage Southee
had already dismissed Kraigg
Brathwaite caught at first slip by
Ross Taylor.
After Southee caught and
bowled Darren Bravo for seven,
Jamieson stepped up with the
back-to-back wickets of John
Campbell 14 and Roston Chase
to have the West Indies at 29/4.
It was familiar territory for
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eteran batsman Ross Taylor
was on Saturday dropped
from an 18-man New Zealand
squad named for the T20I series
against Pakistan while Kane
Williamson will return from his
paternity leave to lead the side
in the second and third matches.
Besides the 36-year-old
Taylor’s absence, fast bowler
Lockie Ferguson, who suffered
a bone stress injury in his back,
was also left out from the squad
for the three-match series starting next Friday in Auckland.
Trent Boult, who was rested for the T20Is against the West
Indies, will also be available only
for the second and third games

of the series along with Tim
Southee, Kyle Jamieson and
Daryl Mitchell.
Seamer Blair Tickner, batsman Mark Chapman and allrounder Doug Bracewell will
only be part of the first T20I.
According to selector Gavin
Larsen, Taylor, who made 38
and nine against the West Indies
in his last T20Is, missed out
because of the “quality and
form” of the rest of the squad.
Taylor has scored 1909 runs
from 102 matches at an average
of 26.15.
Mitchell Santner will once
again lead the T20I side in the
series opener at Eden Park,
having done so in the rain-hit
third T20I against West Indies
in Williamson’s absence.

Blackwood whose century in the
second innings of the first Test
started with Windies at 27/4.
He survived Jamieson’s hattrick ball, and the one after,
which both slammed into the
pads but vociferous appeals
were turned down and replays
showed the deliveries swinging
away down the leg side.
Southee tied up Shamarh
Brooks at the other end and the
West Indies faced 27 dot balls
before Blackwood broke the
drought with a single.
The pair put on 68 for the

fifth wicket before falling in
quick succession.
Brooks faced 92 deliveries
for a stubborn 14 before he
shouldered arms to a good
length Jamieson ball that jagged
back into the stumps.
Southee then accounted for
Blackwood with a sharply rising
delivery that was fended to
Latham in the slips. Jamieson
closed the day with the wickets
of Jason Holder for nine and
Alzarri Joseph without scoring.
Along with Jamieson’s five,
Southee has taken 3/29.

V

for next week’s first Test against
India after Will Pucovski was
ruled out of the series opener
alongside David Warner.
The four-match series
begins with the day-night Test
at Adelaide from December 17.
Harris was drafted into the
squad for the seasoned Warner,
who suffered a groin injury during the second one-day international against India, while
Pucovski sustained a concussion
while batting for Australia A in
a tour match against the visitors
at Drummoyne Oval in Sydney.
Cricket Australia said both
batsmen will target a return
ahead of the Boxing Day Test,
scheduled to be held in
Melbourne from December 2630.
“Given the spate of injuries
in recent weeks, we’re fortunate
to be able to bring a player of
Marcus’ calibre into the Test
squad,” Australia’s national
selector Trevor Hohns was
quoted as saying by
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dded to an injury-plagued
Australia squad for the
A
first Test against India, batsman
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cricket.com.au.
“Marcus has been in outstanding form for Victoria this
season and has had the benefit
of facing India’s bowlers in both
three-day tour matches at
Drummoyne and under lights
at the SCG.”
He added, “At the same
time, we are disappointed for
David and Will that they will
not be available for the first
Vodafone Test.
“We have taken a conservative approach in managing
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Yuvraj Singh on Saturday turned 39
but instead of celebrating his birthday this year, the 2011 World Cup
hero hoped for a “swift resolution” to
the ongoing farmers’ issues through
dialogue. “Birthdays are an opportunity to fulfil a wish or desire and this
birthday rather than celebrating I
only wish and pray for a swift resolution of the ongoing talks between
our farmers and our government,”
Yuvraj said in a Twitter post.
“Undoubtedly, farmers are the
lifeblood of the nation and I truly
believe that there is no problem
which cannot be resolved through
peaceful dialogue,” he added.
The 2011 World Cup-winning
star also distanced himself from his
father Yograj Singh’s unsavoury comments made earlier this week during
a protest rally.
“As a proud Indian, I am indeed
saddened and upset by the statements made by Mr Yograj Singh. I
wish to clarify that his remarks have
been made in an individual capacity and my ideologies are not the same
in any manner,” Yuvraj said and
ended the post with Jai Jawan! Jai
Kisan! Jai Hind!
PNS

Will since he sustained the
concussion and hope he and
David will be back to full health
ahead of the Boxing Day Test.”
Harris played nine Tests for
Australia and was a member of
the squad which retained the
Ashes in England last year.
He has smashed 355 runs at
a fantastic average of 118.33 in
two Sheffield Shield domestic
first-class matches for Victoria
this season, with a knock of 239
against South Australia being
the highlight.

Marcus Harris says he is “pretty ready” to take on the visitors’
quality pacers, having faced
them in both the tour games.
“There’s obviously been a
bit of stuff going on with everything in the last couple of
weeks, so it’s been good to have
a hit against the Indian boys
and another hit today,” Harris
told Fox Cricket.
“It feels like I’m in the
right place at the right time, but
it feels like I’ve been playing
really well as well. It’s been good,
not to be the one that’s spoken
about too much.”
“I knew coming here that
if I went okay I’d put myself in
a position to maybe play, the
way that things have been
going,” said the 28-year-old
right-handed batsman.

“I obviously wasn’t in the
Test side last summer so I didn’t have that distraction coming
into this summer and I’ve just
been focused on what I need to
do, so that’s been good,” he said.
“Now I’ve found myself
where I am, and I feel pretty
ready to go and I’m looking forward to it.”
Harris played nine Tests for
Australia and was a member of
the squad which retained the
Ashes in England last year.
With Warner and Pucovski
rued out, Harris appears set to
play his 10th Test and first since
the final Test of the 2019 Ashes.
The opener averages
25.06 with two half-centuries
since debuting against India
at the Adelaide Oval two
summers ago.
Against the touring
Indians this summer, Harris
has put together scores of 35,
25no and 26 in three innings
for Australia A.
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against us, it’s in general. A few things are
not like they were before and they were
better before. If you change something
there should be just
6e\XQ]fc <YfUb`__\
improvement and
<YfUVb_]! * `]9CD that is for sure not
the case and that’s it.”
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iverpool manager Jurgen Klopp said
he has changed his mind over the need
L
for VAR in football and believes the
change to using technology to determine
the finest of margins has made the game
less enjoyable.
The Reds were involved in three
lengthy stoppages during a 1-1 draw away
to Midtjylland in the Champions League
on Wednesday for VAR to check a penalty awarded to the Danish champions and
rule out a goal for either side.
“We stop celebrating goals, we wait
constantly, we have less than millimetre
offside decisions. A lot of things are not
like they were before, that’s the truth,” said
Klopp in his pre-match press conference
ahead of Sunday’s trip to Fulham.
“I said when the idea of VAR first
came up I was in favour of it because I
thought the right decisions would be nice,
if we could have rights decisions.
“I’m not sure we all thought it
through properly and how long will it take
to get the right decision, how much will
it take away from a game we all loved
before.”
Liverpool have been involved in
plenty of VAR controversy already this
season as Everton goalkeeper Jordan
Pickford escaped without seeing a red card
for a horrendous challenge on Virgil van
Dijk, which caused knee ligament dam-
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age to the talismanic Dutch defender.
Jordan Henderson had a late winner
ruled out in the same game for a millimetric offside call, while Andy Robertson conceded a late penalty after a review in a 11 draw at Brighton two weeks ago.
“It’s nothing to do with tight decisions

35;8/4.5='84996;89
Jose Mourinho has warned his
Tottenham players they face a searching
test of their Premier League title credentials over the gruelling Christmas period.
Spurs, top of the table on goal difference, are about to embark on a run of
seven fixtures in 21 days, which could
have a huge say in whether they will
remain as contenders.
They start at Crystal Palace on
Sunday before games against Liverpool,
Leicester, Wolves, Fulham and Leeds, with
a League Cup quarter-final at Stoke
sandwiched in between.
Mourinho has been used to juggling
his squad as they have been in Europa
League action and will do so again, but
says his star men such as Harry Kane and
Son Heung-min will have to play most of
the matches.
“It is impossible for a player to play
all these matches in a short period of time,”
he said. “Of course we need to do it
(rotate) and we have to do it but at the
same time there are players that are really, really unique.
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orussia Dortmund coach
Lucien Favre admitted his
side suffered a “disaster” in
the Bundesliga title race on
Saturday after being routed 5-1 by
VfB Stuttgart to suffer their heaviest home defeat in over a decade.
Stuttgart’s Congo winger Silas
Wamangituka netted twice in
the romp which piled the pressure
on Favre with fifth-placed
Dortmund now five points
behind leaders RB Leipzig.
“Things went mercilessly
wrong,” admitted Dortmund
defender Mats Hummels.
"We shot ourselves in the
foot every few minutes."
Dortmund have taken just a
point in their two league games
since star striker Erling Braut
Haaland was ruled out until
January with a hip injury.
Stuttgart's relentless pressing and sloppy Dortmund
defending resulted in the visitors
scoring four unanswered second-half goals.
“We are not a team that can
defend well, that has to be said
quite clearly,” fumed Dortmund
captain Marco Reus, while Favre
admitted it was “a disaster”.
Wamangituka converted a
penalty midway through the first
half after Dortmund's Emre Can
brought down Mateo Klimowicz.
Dortmund equalised just
before the break when a superb

B

The VAR ruled out a second
Reyna goal late on before a mistake by Dortmund’s Nico Schulz
saw Nicolas Gonzalez claim
Stuttgart’s fifth goal.
The debacle is Dortmund's
heaviest home defeat since being
humbled 5-1 at home to Bayern
Munich in 2009.
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Raphael Guerreiro long
ball picked out Giovanni
Reyna, who deftly
chipped home.
It was 1-1 at the
break, but the floodgates opened in the second period as nearly every
Dortmund mistake was punished
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break.
Midfielder Philip Foerster,
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of qualifying, and Hamilton
then appeared on course for a
record-extending 99th career
pole as he led the split times on
their second and final attempts.
But Verstappen showed
why he is touted as a future
world champion, and Bottas
found some extra speed to
score a rare victory over his
illustrious teammate.
Hamilton went well wide in
Q1 and went over the curb,
while Verstappen complained
over the radio that his hand had
got stuck inside the cockpit.

gor Angulo struck at the
injury time of the first half to
Ihand
FC Goa a 1-0 win over
Odisha FC, their second successive win in the Hero Indian
Super League here on Saturday.
The win propelled FC Goa
to the fourth spot in the standings.
Angulo (45+1st minute)
netted the winner to help Juan
Ferrando’s side register another
victory.
Arshdeep Singh shone for

Odisha but their inefficiency
upfront meant Stuart Baxter’s
side remained winless in the
competition.
Vinit Rai was handed
his first start of the season as Odisha made four
changes to their line-up.
Ferrando rang in just one
change as Alberto Noguera
replaced Edu Bedia.
Goa outplayed their opponents in the first half and headed into the break with a one-goal
lead.
The Gaurs dominated pro-
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women’s hockey head coach
Sjoerd Marijne on Saturday said that the
Iteamndian
has achieved its primary target of
improving fitness level of the players as
they were left with practically no competition this season due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
The team did not play any competition since February when it had travelled
to New Zealand. Since then it has been
camping at the Sports Authority of India
(SAI) Centre here. The camp ends on
Saturday.
“One of our goals was improving fitness and that worked out very well. In the
past few weeks, we also worked with the
junior men’s team in a few sessions to test
our speed and handling skills and I am
happy with the progress we have made as
a group,” Marijne said.
He believes the core group had worked
hard towards a good build-up to the
Olympic Games next year.
“We have done well so far in utilising
this time and our primary focus is the
Olympics.
“We are hopeful of playing good
matches early next year that will show
where we stand and we can plan the
months leading up to the Games keeping
in mind the areas that require improvement basis our performance in these
tours,” the head coach explained.
Marijne said the break the players are
getting will help them recover from the
mental fatigue.
“The players have worked hard these
past four and half months and they have
done it without complaining about anything — be it living in a bio bubble with
zero outside interaction or living away
from their families for so long.
“I am extremely happy with the attitude they have showed these past four
months and I understand that the training camp was physically and mentally
quite challenging. This break will be
especially good to recover from the mental fatigue.”
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nwar El Ghazi’s last-gasp
penalty fired 10-man Aston
Villa to a dramatic 1-0 win
against Wolves on Saturday.
In the first of the day’s
Premier League games, Dutch
winger El Ghazi struck from the
spot in stoppage-time to lift Villa
into eighth place.
Villa had Douglas Luiz sent
off in the final minutes for two
bookings after the Brazilian
midfielder caught Daniel
Podence with an elbow.
But Nelson Semedo’s foul on
John McGinn triggered El
Ghazi’s penalty before Wolves
midfielder Joao Moutinho was
dismissed for a second yellow
card just moments from fulltime in a fractious local derby.
After two successive defeats,
Villa will hope they are back on
track with just their second win
in six games.
Villa have won four of their
five away league matches this
season, while mid-table Wolves
have only one win in their last
five games.
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in for suspended Stuttgart captain
Gonzalo Castro, scored with a
perfectly timed run into the area
with an hour played.
Jude Belligham's stray pass
was then snapped up by
Wamangituka and moved to
striker Tanguy Coulibaly, who
fired home on 63 minutes.

outbreak and they took a while
to get going as a result.
Villa appealed for a penalty when the ball glanced off
Romain Saiss’ shoulder as he
stooped to head clear, but VAR
ignored their protests.

A

ed Bull driver Max
Verstappen produced a
R
stunning last lap and beat both
Mercedes cars to take pole
position for the season-ending
Abu Dhabi Grand Prix on
Saturday.
He was .025 seconds ahead
of Valtteri Bottas and .086
clear of world champion Lewis
Hamilton for his first pole of
the season and third of his
career.
"Mega, mega lap!" Red
Bull's team principal Christian
Horner yelled over the radio
when Verstappen crossed the
line under floodlights at the Yas
Marina circuit.
"It's a long season for
everyone and this was a great
final qualifying for the whole
team," Verstappen said. "We are
all very happy and it's great to
finally get there after being
close many times in 2020."
Bottas led Verstappen and
Hamilton after their first
attempts in Q3, the final section

with a Stuttgart goal.
Guerreiro lost control of the ball on the
edge of his penalty area
and
Wamangituka
claimed his second goal
eight minutes after the

Fresh from knocking
Manchester United out of the
Champions League in midweek,
RB Leipzig saw off Werder
Bremen 2-0 to leapfrog Bayern
into top spot in the table.
Leipzig captain Marcel
Sabitzer converted a penalty and
Dani Olmo, who shone in the
attacking midfield role, grabbed
a first-half goal for the hosts.
The victory left Leipzig a
point clear of defending champions Bayern, who can regain first
place at FC Union later in Berlin.
The home win capped a good
week for Leipzig, who knocked
United out of Europe on Tuesday
with a 3-2 victory to reach the last
16 of the Champions League.

Arsenal loanee Matteo
Guendouzi scored his first goal
for Hertha Berlin in their 1-1
draw
at
B orussia
Moenchengladbach.
Guendouzi scored just after
the break when Gladbach’s Denis
Zakaria lost possession on the
edge of his area.
Gladbach, who also reached
the last 16 of the Champions
League in midweek, fought their
way back and equalised through
Breel Embolo on 70 minutes.
Freiburg ended their ninematch winless run with a 2-0 win
over Arminia Bielefeld.
Nils Petersen hit the woodwork twice before Vincenzo Grifo
converted a late penalty.
Then South Korean midfielder Jeong Woo-yeong, on loan
from Bayern Munich, scored in
added time.
Cologne stay just above the
relegation places after their 1-0
win at second-from-bottom
Mainz.
Leipzig moved top on 24
points with Bayern, who play
Union Berlin later on Saturday.
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ceedings from the start while
Odisha decided to stay compact
and absorb the pressure.
Jorge Ortiz Mendoza, a constant threat on the left flank, had
an opportunity to give Goa the
lead during the 16th minute.
Brandon Fernandes won the ball
and laid down a pass for Ortiz
on the left. The forward cut
inside into acres of space but
dragged his shot wide.
However, despite dominating possession, the Gaurs failed
to penetrate the Odisha defence,
who kept things tight at the
back.
Odisha, too applied pressure
on Goa’s backline towards the
end of the first half, mainly
through Diego Mauricio but the
home team’s backline did well to
thwart the dangers.
Goa’s perseverance finally
paid off towards the end of the
first half with Angulo getting
himself on the scoresheet again.
Romario beat his marker on the
left and found the Spaniard in
the box, who created space to
fool Jacob Tratt before drilling
his shot into the bottom lefthanded corner.
The second half got
off to an interesting start
with both sides showing
intent.
Odisha pushed hard
for an equaliser and nearly came close just before the
hour mark. After a counterattack, the ball fell to Cole
Alexander at the edge of the box,
but midfielder fired his shot
wide.

With Raul Jimenez out after
surgery on the fractured skull he
suffered against Arsenal, Wolves
handed a first Premier League

start to 18-year-old striker Fabio
Silva — a club record £35 million ($46 million) signing from
Porto in the close-season.

It was two weeks since Villa
last played after the Newcastle
match was postponed due to
their opponents’ coronavirus

;4/:+**+)2/4+
Wolves finished the first
half strongly, with Daniel
Podence forcing Emiliano
Martinez to save his low
drive.
Martinez kept out
Leander Dendoncker’s
stinging strike and Silva
nearly broke the deadlock
when his glancing header drifted narrowly wide.
Silva was inches away from
a first Premier League goal
when he took Podence’s pass
and rifled his first-time shot past
Martinez, only to see the ball
cannon back off the post.
Luiz’s stray elbow earned
him a red card from Mike Dean
in the 85th minute, but El Ghazi
won it from the penalty spot
after McGinn’s burst was halted
by Semedo.

On Friday night at Ellan
Road stadium, West Ham boss
David Moyes labelled the use of
VAR as “rubbish” after his side
had to come from behind to beat
Leeds 2-1 and move up to fifth.
The Hammers could not
have had a worse start as
Mateusz Klich opened the scoring at the second attempt
from the penalty spot
after Lukasz Fabianski
was penalised for coming off his line in saving
his Polish international
teammate’s first spotkick.
Moyes was left exasperated
with the decision based on the
smallest of margins, while the
retake was allowed to stand
despite encroaching by Leeds
players.
“Until we get the VAR sorted I don’t think I’ll be happy,”
said Moyes.
“It’s a really good result but
we had another setback after 30
seconds. There are some terrible decisions that are happening
at the moment.
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ormer
champions
Chennaiyin FC face a tough
F
task when they take on
NorthEast United FC in an
Indian Super League match
here on Sunday.
CFC are up against one of
three unbeaten sides so far this
season, and need to raise the
level of play to secure a positive
result.
Despite not getting the
results and points their performances have merited, CFC
have been arguably one of the
most attractive sides to watch,
creating a flurry of chances in
every game they have played so
far.
They had the advantage
against Mumbai City FC in their
previous encounter but succumbed to a 1-2 defeat as a
result of some questionable refereeing decisions and indecisive
defending from set-pieces.
CFC head coach Csaba
Laszlo will be hopeful his side’s
intent and vigour will translate
into goals and wins, following
two disheartening losses to
Bengaluru FC and MCFC.
Prior to that, Chennaiyin
drew 0-0 against Kerala Blasters,
having won their opening
encounter 2-1 against

DE2CDA@CED#$ "9:?5:
Jamshedpur FC.
A return to the Tilak
Maidan may be a good omen
for Laszlo’s men as it was at this
ground they beat JFC.
Laszlo said the trio of midfielder Anirudh Thapa, defender Enes Sipovic and attacker
Isma Goncalves are expected to
return to action much sooner
than he had earlier expected.
Chennaiyin were unbeaten
against NEUFC last season
enroute the ISL final, beating
them 2-0 at home followed by
a 2-2 draw in Guwahati.

Like CFC, NorthEast are
also a different outfit from last
season, now under a young
head coach in the form of
Spaniard Gerard Nus.
They will be aiming to
extend their unbeaten streak.
The Highlanders, placed third
in the standings with nine
points, have been among the
early pacesetters this season,
with two wins and three draws.
Northeast United are the
joint-highest scorers so far this
season with Mumbai City FC
(with 8 goals each) and in
defence, they have also made it
difficult for opponents to break
them down, keeping two clean
sheets.

The Gaurs fashioned two
clear-cut opportunities during
the 64th minute but Arshdeep
produced stunning double save
to keep his side in the game.
The Odisha custodian first

blocked a shot from Angulo
with his leg. The ball was eventually cleared and fell to
Princeton Rebello. The substitute found Mendoza outside the
box but the latter was denied as

Arshdeep dived full stretch.
The Odisha FC keeper produced another double save during the dying minutes of the
game, denying both Mendoza
and Len Doungel.
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ormer champi- DE2CDA@CED#$ "9:?5: which wasn’t
conducive to
ons Bengaluru
FC would look to shrug off an their style, forcing Cuadrat to
unexpected struggling start to deploy a four-man defence.
the Indian Super League and The change in plan has helped
notch up a win against Kerala Bengaluru bring out best from
Dimas Delgado and Udanta
Blasters here on Sunday.
It has not been an ideal Singh, making them look more
start for Bengaluru with three threatening.
The former ISL champions
draws and just one win in four
matches. But, head coach Carles have netted 80 per cent of
Cuadrat is aiming to get his side their goals (4) from set-pieces
back on track and is eyeing full this season and this could pose
points against Kerala Blasters at a threat to Kerala whose
defence has been the most vulthe Fatorda Stadium.
Bengaluru have a great nerable in the league.
They are yet to keep a
track record against Kerala. In
six games, they have prevailed clean sheet against BFC.
This season, Kerala Blasters
on four occasions and lost just
once. But that is the past and have conceded six goals (secCuadrat’s side aren’t in the best ond-most), despite facing just
of form. Their last game against 13 shots on target. Coach Kibu
NorthEast United ended in a 2- Vicuna addressed that con2 draw. Bengaluru started the cern.
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Q How

did you partner with
CharityBuzz.com to raise funds for
Magic Bus India Foundation?
I am very happy that we can leverage a huge platform like this for a great
organisation like Magic Bus. I am
proud to be doing this for an
organisation that has transformed the loves of one million children and young
people and has ensured
that children on their
'4;6'31.+8
programme to complete secondary edu.KOYGTG]GXJ]OTTOTMGIZUXGTJ
cation, have delayed
HKYZYKRROTMG[ZNUXGTJNGYGVVKGXKJOT
their marriage and go
U\KX(URR_]UUJGTJ.URR_]UUJSU\OKY on to get jobs in the
organised sector. I
ROQK9OR\KX2OTOTMY6RG_HUUQ:NKGIZUX
urge my fans and supYVKGQY]OZN9NGROTO9GQYKTG GHU[ZNOY
porters to join us in this
XKIKTZR_XKRKGYKJHUUQUTZNKVGT
great cause and make a
JKSOIGTJRUIQJU]TGTJ]N_NK
bid.

:GRQZOSK

INUYKZUG[IZOUTGTNU[XUL
NOYZOSKLUXINGXOZ_

Q What made you auction
an hour of your time?
No one could have imagined
an event of this magnitude. The country as a whole has been affected, people without jobs, there is scarcity of food,
people migrating to their villages and
unfortunately children and young people

have faced the consequences too with an
interruption in their education and halt in
their hunt for jobs. Thankfully organisations like Magic Bus are doing some
tremendous work in helping affected families and it is our duty too help in whatever
way we can. This organisation is doing
great work with its COVID-19 recovery
plan to revive incomes and get back on
their feet by connecting them to employment opportunities. As an actor if my interaction can ensure that no children drops
out from school, I am happy to give my
time.
Q Most Indians don’t do much for char-

ity. How important is it for us to give back
to society in some form or the other?
First of all, I don’t agree that Indians
don’t do charity. Not everyone wants to
publicise what they do. Many people do the
same quietly. I think people in India, over
the last few years have become more conscious about giving back and it has become
stronger after COVID-19. They are making a difference and contributing and
changing the landscape of giving in India.
If we all contribute, we will be able to send
at least one more child to school, give one
more young person a stable job and bring
one more family out of poverty. The task

seems mammoth, but if we work together, we can see that change coming.
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Q Would you agree that films are a medium that can change the mindset of the
society?
Films are a reflection of our society so
they can change. But the message can’t be
that obvious so it is important for people
to take out that message. Otherwise,
films are there to entertain and out of
entertainment there lies a message, people are smart enough to take it.
Q A lesson that life has taught you thus
far?
That there is no alternative to hard
work and honesty.
Q You are a public figure and what you
say carries weight. Does it bother you
when it gets misconstrued or people troll
what you have said?
As long as I am honest with what I
have said and am truthful it doesn’t bother me because my grandfather used to say
that when you are telling the truth you
don’t have to remember it so stick to it. I
don’t really get bothered by trolls, sometimes you give them attention, sometimes
you ignore them.

Q You have been part of Bollywood and
Hollywood. Are they different?
They are different from a language
point of view; they are different from a
professional point of view. But both the
industries are of story-tellers. Sometimes
you tell great stories, sometimes you tell
stories that don’t connect with people.
Q From an actor to an author to a teacher
to a motivational speaker. What role do
you love the most?
It is difficult to choose. Sometimes
when I am acting, I am very happy, when
I am writing a book, it is the author, when
I am at public functions and speaking, I
love the role of a motivational speaker. I
love to make a difference in people’s lives,
I am a people’s person and love connecting with them and if my conversation and
eternal optimism can help, I am a happy
man.
Q What are your upcoming projects?

I have already completed a film —The
Last Show with Satish Kaushik. I am also
the producer here. Then there is my podcast Anupam Cares on iHeartRadio on
Spotify and Apple. Then there is my book
Your Best Day Is Today, it is about my experiences of the pandemic and lockdown.
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t goes without saying that there
is no bound to our young talent.
A case in point is the 26-year-old
IIT Guwahati student Sunit
Nandi, who realised the need for a
secure work email provider. He
merge his expertise and experience
to launch Letter, a powerful email
hosting provider packed with an
array of advanced features.
It offers an intuitive user interface, impressive performance and
global standard security which boasts
on sharing strongest data privacy and
encrypted storage for emails.
“I have often suffered due to the
lack of business email solutions that
properly implements the basics such
as email deliverability, contact sync,
calendars, search and also respects
user privacy and right to their data,”
Nandi says.
Devising a solution to these
issues, Nandi self-hosted his work
emails for several years before finally launching Letter. “I was so frustrated with the state of email hosting
that I self-hosted my own work
emails for several years, and spent
countless days improving the security and optimising email deliverability. I spent almost three years on
the infrastructure. I was optimising
on three things security, usability and
availability. As for security, whatever data and conversations you have
stays on the server in an encrypted
form. It is not accessible by anyone
outside of the server. It is safe from
any cyber attacks as well,” Nandi, who
is also a serial entrepreneur and started when he was 18, explains.
He adds that the email hosting
provider doesn’t restrict the usage to
any particular client. “One can use it
with his choice of clients. Take for
example BlueMail or even KMail,” he
says.
If one wants to try this Made In

I

India email provider, all one has to
do is to visit Letter.is and choose the
preferred plan and check out. “We
will then call the customer to give
him an administrative account. You
can add your domains to it and then
add your mail boxes to it. It works
just like any of the regular email
providers,” he tells you.

The most basic plan that is on
offer right now is a 4GB yearly one
for C1,320. This 4GB storage can be
split into four different domains and
one can add as many different emails
in each of them.
“The highest plan that we have
right now is C3,520 plan which offer
50GB of storage. It follows the same

strategy as the basic plan and one can
split it into 50 different domains. We
also offer customised big plans for
organisations,” he tells you.
Given the rise in cyber crimes
and how technology is misused
worldwide, Nandi says, anything can
be misused and that his product is
not an exception. “When you think

about weakening privacy, you need
to take some data out of the user. If
any privacy solution has a back
door, it does not remain private anymore. But with that being said, if a
few people are trying to misuse
something it doesn’t mean that the
rest of the world shouldn’t benefit
from it. One either have bullet proof
security or nothing at all,” he says.
Before launching it commercially a month ago, the service saw at
least 20 people who practiced during
the private beta version. “After the
launch, we have about 46 customers
using this service,” Nandi, who have
been operating the beta phase since
October, says.
The service, he says, is witnessing a couple of new signups every
day. “I hope in the coming few years
we will become a significant player
in this market,” he opines. He adds
that the service has at least 15 international users.
To make sure the server meets
the growing demands, he says, that
they have their inbuilt cloud where
all the data gets backed up and will
also make sure the servers never get
down. “The data is backed up at least
four times a day on our system. But
this doesn’t mean the data can leak
out of the system. Your password is
the key and as long as we don’t know
your password we don’t know how to
access your mails or data. Also,
when the data is updated on our system, it gets converted into a gibberish form and only when the third
party logs in with the password, the
data gets converted into its original
form. So if by any chance the data
gets leaked then also it will require
a lot of efforts to get it in the form
of plain text,” Nandi, who for the next
one year wants to solely focus on
Letter before opting for a new venture, tells you.
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Q What is your new debut album ‘I’
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about?
The album is titled ‘I’ because this
is my story — all about my journey.
There are nine tracks here and all
of them are about my life, my
experiences and journey till
now. Some of the tracks are
dark and some are about
what I have achieved.
Those who want to know
about me, should definitely listen to this.
Q How did you get

your name Ikka?
Actually, my name
is Ankit. I told my
father when I was
young why he had to
keep a name that is so
common; when I was
in school there were
six kids in my class by
the same name. I told
my father why not Shah
Rukh or Hrithik? He told
me that this was the name
I would have to live with
in this life, at least. But he
shortened it to Akki and
from there, when you
look at it, backwards, it reads
Ikka.
Q You have also released a new track

Angaar. Tell us about that?

The track is about how we have
struggled so much and there is so much
talent in us — that we have achieved
things ad we have grown and improved
as artists. The uniqueness is that it features Raftaar and music given by Sez on
The Beat. Raftaar and I have known each
other for sometime but we lost touch due
to a misunderstanding but that got
cleared and 10 years later, now, did this
track.

Q How did you end up being a rapper?

I just fell into it. I started with listening to hip-hop and just went with the
flow. My friends were those who rapped.
It became my life as well. I watched documentaries about the history of rap and
lives of rappers all over the world. It felt
so real to me and I get influenced by
things that are real. Hip-hop was so different for me.

with Divine?
It was during the lockdown. And
Divine and I would keep with each other
regularly over Insta. Over one such chat,
he asked me to share a vibe if I had any
and why not do it together. I was doing
an album at that time and agreed. I had
two-three songs ready and told him to
choose whichever one he liked and get
back. He loved Level Up and he sent his
verse in five days and the song was ready.

Q You are a singer-songwriter, rapper,
lyricist, composer and producer. How
do you do all this?
I have had the opportunity to work
with some of the best artists — Guru
Randhawa, Diljit Dosanjh, Yo Yo Honey
Singh — right at the beginning of my
career. These people are the best in what
they do. Some gave me a sense of
music, another taught me production,
yet another taught me how to write. I like
to observe things and learn and things
fell into place.

Q How did you get interested in music?

Q Has the rap scene saturated in India?

Q How did you end up collaborating

I had no interest in music; I was
more interested in playing video games
and reading comics. I loved to draw and
was creative. One day, a friend got a cassette of Eminem — Lose Yourself. While
I didn’t understand most of it, I loved it.
The song has a vibe to it. I explored hiphop and listened to many artists and
loved this style, dress sense and music.
I was totally enamoured with it and my
love for music took root.

Not at all. People have just started
to listen to rap. Labels have started promoting it now. More and more people
are drawn to hip-hop. I see great things
for this genre since there is still better
things to come.
Q What next?

I am working on my next album. I
have a few collaborations and Bollywood
projects as well.
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Q What is your role in Coolie No 1?

Without revealing a lot, I am playing Deepak, Varun’s friend
again. This time I play a very different kind of friend. I go through
a lot to help him get the girl. As a prize, in this film, for a change
I get a girl as well. That’s the difference between the other friends’
roles that I have done with Varun and this one. This also marks a
performance where I get to play a different type of role. There’s a
lot of lying happening in the film. Sometimes I become his driver,
sometime a mechanic and what not.
Q With every character that you play, there’s always a lesson that
you learn.What was it here?
With every film I do and every character that I play, I always
learn something. One thing that I took back home from the sets
of this film was something that I have learnt from my father years
ago. He used to tell me jhoot ke paer nahin hote hain. You tell a lie
and then cover it up with another one and the cycle goes on. The
other amazing thing I learnt one was that in our country specifically there’s a lot of pressure on the boy to be successful and rich.
There’s a lot of expectations from him and many people believe if
the boy is well off, their daughter will live a happy life. I want to
tell it to everyone that women now are capable of anything and
everything. The time is different, hence one should leave it to the
boy and girl to make their own choice. This is something that Jeffery
Rozario (played by Paresh Rawal) who is Sara and Shikha Talsania’s
father in the film, learns the hard way. He looks for rich guys, but
ends up getting poor ones for his daughters, who are good actually. This is something that I will remember for a lifetime.
Q How was the experience to share sets with such a varied cast?
We were shooting in Bangkok and there was a frame where
we had Mr Jaaved Jaaferi, Rajpal Yadav, Paresh Rawal and Bharatiji.
I was standing around and looked at everyone and thought what
did I do to deserve this where I am standing with such amazing
actors. This is nothing less than an award. There’s Johnny Lever
too, I have grown up watching him. It felt so surreal. My teacher
Naseeruddin Shah always say that Johnny Lever is by far the best
actor in the industry. One, I was overwhelmed. Two, I was starstruck.
Then, there was David Dhawan directing. I was like ‘Sahil Vaid,
what have you done to deserve this’. It was a beautiful experience.
There was something always happening on the set. It was very old
school yet a modern one because there was both of Varun and David
Dhawan to bring you an experience of yesterday and today.
Q Did the surreal experience, as you call it, made you nervous?
If you end up doing theatre with Naseeruddin Shah, you don’t
get nervous while acting. I am still nervous when I go and rehearse
for a new play with him. He is blatantly honest. He would tell it to
your face how bad you were. With David Dhawan it is different.
His favourite line to me during shooting was, ‘Sahil maza nahin
aa raha’. And when someone says that to you as an actor you are
blank. He then explained to me how he want a scene to go. Also
it was surprising for me to know that David Dhawan and
Naseeruddin Shah are close friends. They both respect each other.
I remember David sir telling me once, ‘Kya ho gaya, hero wali acting kar na. Naseer ne sikhaya nahin tujhey’. It is difficult to put these
feelings into words.
Q You once said that to act just means to do. Has the definition
changed for you now?
It will never. That’s my basic. Even here at the sets of Satyameva
Jayate 2, that I am shooting for right now in Lucknow, I follow this
rule. Naseer sir told me that you will get all kinds of roles and genres Sahil and an actor’s job is never to say I don’t think my character would do this. If a director has a vision, you just do it.
Q What is there in the pipeline?
There’s a film Silence with Manoj Bajpai, Prachi Desai and
Vaquar Sheikh, that I just started shooting for. I play a police officer in it. Then there’s Swagatam Khushamdeed that I am shooting
later this month that have Pulkit Samrat and Isabelle Kaif.
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he recent episodes of destructive
flooding in cities such as Hyderabad
and Bengaluru have once again
turned the spotlight on the drainage
problems facing urban India.
According to a recent report by the New Delhi
based Centre for Science and Environment
titled Why Urban India Floods, flooding is one
of the most predominant hazards facing urban
India at present. Experts and commentators
who have studied this issue have identified a
number of vital causal dimensions to this
problem ranging from unplanned urban
development, which has led to the
encroachment of the natural drainage channels
of urban water bodies, to shortcomings in
drainage infrastructures which have led to the
intensification of the problem.
Missing in much of these discussions,
however, are the historical dimensions of this
issue. A perusal of these dimensions indicates
two things: firstly, urban flooding and the
inability of Indian cities to upgrade drainage
infrastructures were, in a similar vein to
contemporary times, features of urban life even
in the British period; secondly, Indian cities’
inability in solving these problems in this
period had economic rather than engineering
roots. Even when comprehensive engineering
solutions to these problems were available, at
that time they were only haltingly implemented
due to the inability of local municipal
governments to finance such elaborate schemes
on their own. Given that this weakness and
institutional structure continues to largely
endure in Indian cities, there is a need to
provide secure financial backing to local
governments for building robust urban
infrastructure in the future.
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Modern drainage systems were introduced
in the major cities of the world from around
1850 onward as a response to emergent
epidemic diseases such as Cholera. Indian cities
were no exceptions to this trend as Calcutta,
Bombay and Madras city (now Kolkata,
Mumbai and Chennai) — the three biggest
cities in British India — were among the first to
introduce these systems there. Kolkata (then
Calcutta) introduced its system in 1858, while
Mumbai (then Bombay) and Chennai (then
Madras) introduced their systems in the late
1870s with the key responsibilities for
financing, building, operating and maintaining

these systems lay with the local municipal
bodies.
The precise engineering arrangements for
draining the cities varied from case to case and
was shaped largely by local conditions. Design
choice in this period revolved around two
modes of drainage — the ‘combined’ and the
‘separate’ system of drainage. The ‘combined’
system transported both stormwater (surface
run-off of rainwater) and sewage in a single
underground sewer, while the ‘separate’ system
collected and disposed storm water and sewage
separately via separate pipes. While Kolkata
opted for a ‘combined’ system due to its
topography, Mumbai and Chennai city opted
for the ‘separate’ system guided by the annual
rainfall patterns in the city. Since rainfall in the
latter two cities were restricted only to a few
months in a year, it was felt that stormwater can
be separately managed more efficiently. On a
similar note, while Kolkata opted to drain its
stormwater into a nearby tidal creek by the
name Bidhyadhari, Chennai and Mumbai opted
to drain their stormwater into the sea via open
drains and channels.
4B19>175CICD5=C9>@B13D935
Following their introduction, these drainage
systems certainly did not have a smooth career
and began to develop a number of problems not
so different from the drainage problems
afflicting contemporary Indian cities. The
nature of the problems in each case was
strongly conditioned by its design choices. For
instance, the cities that adopted the ‘separate’
system developed practical difficulties in
keeping sewage from entering storm water
drains and vice versa. This manifested in
Mumbai in 1901 when parts of the city’s storm
water drains had become a public health hazard
when a slower uptake of household sewer
connections led to the dumping of sewage into
these drains. In Chennai city, in the late 1920s,
the reverse was the problem as storm water
found its way into sewage pipes thereby
stretching the sewage disposal arrangements of
the system.
While Kolkata’s ‘combined’ system could
steer clear of the aforementioned difficulties, it
still had to search for new disposal
arrangements for its storm water due to the
silting up and rise in the bed level of the
Bidyadhari river by the mid-1910s thereby
causing stagnation within the drains.
Furthermore, the carrying capacity of the
stormwater drains in all of these cities were

beginning to be overwhelmed resulting in
monsoon floods through the 1920s and 1930s.
For instance, a national newspaper report from
August 1923 complained about Kolkata (then
Calcutta) that ‘Floods are of daily occurrence,
and it is doubtful if this will ever be a thing of
the past’, while a report on flooding in Mumbai
in 1937 noted that ‘Flooded Bombay (now
Mumbai) streets, are a common sight...’ during
monsoons. In both these cases, the inadequate
capacity of its drainage infrastructure to
respond to the rainfall patterns in the city were
identified as the most important cause, thus
providing us interesting parallels from the past
on monsoon flooding in urban India.
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The city governments of that era were
certainly not silent spectators as these problems
started unraveling from of them. They were, as
a matter of fact, quite alive to the need to
upgrade their respective drainage systems. For
instance, Mumbai city’s corporation had
planned for a project costing nearly C1.36 crore
to give a comprehensive overhaul of the city’s
storm water drainage system in 1924, while
Kolkata had finalised a scheme to shift its
outfall works from Bidyadhari river to the river
Kulti by 1930. But financial stringency facing
the local governments in this period meant
these schemes were either delayed or suspended
or only partially implemented.
While the implementation of Calcutta’s
(now Kolkata) scheme could eventually
commence only in 1935, Bombay’s (now
Mumbai) scheme for stormwater drainage was
not implemented even by 1933. Under the tight
financial constraints, the municipal bodies
could not go beyond tinkering with the existing
system to prevent flooding. In Mumbai, the
municipal corporation began to allow storm
water to drain off through sewage pipes during
periods of monsoon in a bid to reduce flooding
of city streets in the 1930s.
This position of financial weakness of
municipal bodies is succinctly captured by the
following quote from O.J.Wilkinson, who
served as the drainage engineer of Kolkata in
the mid 1920. He noted that: ‘In Calcutta (now
Kolkata) we have ... terrific rainstorms to
contend with, a drainage problem of
unparalleled complexity, a vast conservancy
question..Yet the income per head of the
population is but a fraction of London or other
great European cities. Whereas in London, the
rateable value is such that enormous schemes to

meet the growing needs of the community can
be financed without much difficulty from
municipal funds, in Calcutta (now Kolkata), it
is quite impossible for obvious reasons. The
drainage question alone is of such decisive
importance and so great in extent that the cost
of remedial measures may be quite beyond the
means of the corporation.’
If this was the case in Kolkata, one of the
then richest municipal bodies in the country,
then it would certainly not be difficult to
fathom what the state of drainage systems in
other poorer yet populous cities such as
Lucknow and Banaras might have been. Indeed,
as of 1937 only 3% of the 517 municipalities
across the five provinces of Bengal, Mumbai,
Chennai, UP and Punjab had modern sewage
disposal systems installed even though the
engineering practices behind them had become
fairly well rooted in India. Thus, it was not for
want of engineering solutions that drainage
systems remained inadequate; it was mainly the
dire economic conditions that these local
bodies found themselves in that prevented the
emergence of a functional and satisfactory
system of urban drainage in India.
It’s now nearly 90 years since the
aforementioned incidents took shape. While
there are important qualitative differences
between the challenges that contemporary
urban India faces and what its colonial
predecessor did, this article has alluded to some
important enduring elements. Chief among this
is the economic inability of India’s local bodies
to build robust public infrastructure for
delivering vital services — be it water,
sanitation or drainage.
A recent report of the research organisation
ICRIER titled Finances of Municipal
Corporation in Metropolitan India alerts us that
the dire financial position of these bodies
continues to remain a major stumbling block
for upgrading urban infrastructure. While it is
difficult to come up with a clear recipe on how
to improve urban living conditions in India not
the least on the basis of historical work, one
starting point certainly could be ensuring
greater intervention of central and state
governments in providing secure financial
backing for these local bodies to build vital
public services in our cities.
The author is an engineer turned PhD student with the Centre for the History of Science,
Technology and Medicine (CHoSTM) at King’s
College, London, researching the history of sanitary infrastructures in late colonial Madras city
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he year 2021 will be the year
of the Covid-19 vaccine. It will
be the topic of our greatest
relief and utmost anxiety.
Which vaccine? How to avail
it? Will it work? What are the side effects?
We will not know the answers to all these
questions at once, not even at the time
regulatory approval is given for each vaccine.
Choosing the vaccine to use in
India’s vaccination programme will therefore certainly not be easy as they will each
be based on very different technologies,
with differing degrees of efficacy and side
effects that will likely be revealed with
time. Many millions will be vaccinated
every week, and perhaps an effective
tracking system could help us identify
problems with particular vaccines which
were not caught in the pre-approval tests.
Procuring the vaccine would indeed
be initially difficult but I don’t anticipate
it to be our greatest challenge in the long
run either. India has a large vaccine production capacity. The Serum Institute of
India is the largest vaccine manufacturer in the world and it is producing the
AstraZeneca-Oxford vaccine and will
also produce the Novavax vaccine. It is
expanding capacity to 1.2 billion doses
per year, and half of this could be available for India. There are other Indian
manufacturers engaged in clinical trials
to produce a vaccine, such as Zydus
Cadila, Bharat BioTech, Dr Reddy’s
Laboratories and Biological E. There will
undoubtedly be difficulties in this
unprecedented situation.
However, funding the programme
will be a major challenge and a heavily
debated one too. Should the vaccine be
free for all beneficiaries or only for some?
Will the government pay for vaccines for
all? India has a vast spectrum of social
and economic inequalities. We have
some of the world’s richest and the
world’s poorest, with health care distribution that also mirrors this enormous
gap. Without free vaccines provided by
the government at least to some extent,
we can not ensure that the last mile in
rural India are offered the vaccine. We
can not ensure that the population left
out in vaccinating 70% of India and hoping for herd immunity for the rest, are not
the poorest.
We can anticipate two other major
hurdles in vaccinating India for which,
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I believe, the private sector must step in
to help.
First, how will we distribute the vaccine to the last mile? Our existing systems
for distributing medicines to the anganwadis and rural medical centres are
fraught with pilferage. Already we see a
black market for vaccines preparing to
suck out the vaccines from the system to
offer it to those with greater buying
power who might want the vaccine at the
soonest. How can we then ensure that the
vaccine is offered to all individuals in an
equitable manner? Some have suggested
a lottery system for offering vaccines, but
even then how can the lottery winners
belonging to economically weaker segments be sure of receiving their vaccine?
Here, the network of the local kirana
stores and freelance entrepreneurs in
small towns and villages who are already

being mobilised by the government for
distributing Covid testing kits and masks
could be tapped upon. They are the government of India’s best last mile connect.
This network has been leveraged by the
government already and so it can be
leveraged for vaccine distribution as
well, to be then picked up by the government healthcare workers in villages,
slums, small towns. Large companies
could include their supply chain and distributors within that network for vaccine
delivery. The supply chain of large companies such as Hindustan Unilever Ltd.
and others will thus bolster this existing network further — if a Lifebuoy can
be delivered to the furthest hut in a village so can the Covid vaccine. Indeed
thereafter, the government healthcare
workers would be best suited for doorto-door vaccinating. In our experience of
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setting up 11 Covid hospitals and recovery facilities over six months, we leveraged public private partnerships to set up
these hospitals and facilities in urban
pockets that lacked healthcare facilities,
bringing in government healthcare workers to operate them. A similar PPP
model can be put in place for vaccine distribution and vaccine administration in
rural India.
Second, how do we overcome India’s
biggest malaise — corruption — in this
regard? The black market is picking up
already, making ‘bandobast’ to get the
vaccines out to people with resources as
soon as possible. There are even travel
companies such as Gem Tours offering
Mumbai-New York-Mumbai tickets, 3
night/4 day packages with breakfast and
one vaccine dose. Further, even if the
kirana stores in villages and slum zones

are looped in to distribute the vaccines,
there might be cases where they instead
sell off the vaccines at high prices. In the
case of the latter, the government can not
entirely check the corruption and the private sector might be silenced by the fear
of losing the supply chain for their own
products.
What are ways in which we can preempt this corruption? Communication
might be key here. An intensive anti-corruption campaign for vaccine distribution can be planned in order to remind
the public of being ethical during the
worst global pandemic in history that has
ravaged the lives of millions. The public
involved in vaccine distribution can be
encouraged and named as ‘heroes’ ,
much as the frontline warriors were
referred to as ‘Covid Warriors’. The
communication on vaccines must cover
factual information about the various
vaccines, removing rumours and baseless
fears. The vaccine cannot be made
mandatory, which makes the dispersion
of effective and accurate communication
all the more important.
In India, since the past three months
or so the private sector has already
stepped in to assist the government in
articulating and dispersing the message
around Covid precautions. At times the
government pays companies for spreading the message while in some cases companies and even some advertising agencies have stepped up to do so on a probono basis. This trend can be further
strengthened towards an anti-corruption
campaign for vaccine distribution.
We can not afford to lose the battle
to Covid, especially once an effective basket of vaccines arrive. The distribution
of anything to the last mile in India is a
challenge. This is at least once when the
country needs to step up its game and
ensure that the choice and the correct
information for the Covid vaccine reaches the most disadvantaged end of income
groups in India. They can not be left to
gain ‘herd immunity’ while the top 1%
get their choice of vaccines. This is the
challenge that the government, private
sector, me and you need to win in 2021.
The writer is CEO of Sustain Labs
and Adjunct Professor at SciencesPo
Paris. She is also a columnist and
author of the 2019 bestseller Indian
Instincts — essays on freedom and
equality in India
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limate change, or more
aptly, climate chaos, is
arguably one of the major
challenges of the 21st century,
and is often considered an existential threat to humanity. It
leaves no aspect of life
untouched, including the economy, environment, health and
livelihoods, regardless of which
part of the world you reside. The
global community has awoken to
the risks involved, and there has
been a ramp-up of efforts to mitigate the release of greenhouse
gases, including the main culprit
carbon dioxide, through a
plethora of initiatives such as
focusing on renewable energy,
creating a circular economy, and
even re-inventing what would
drive future growth, with ‘green’
deals being considered by various influential governments
worldwide.
However, recent research
suggests that no matter how
ambitious our efforts are, current
emission trends indicate that it is
unlikely we will be able to limit
the temperature rise to 1.5°C
above pre-industrial levels. This
is the warming limit that is supported by the world’s most climate-vulnerable countries, with
warming above this point leaving
us open to more extreme weather events, biodiversity loss on a
scale previously unimaginable,
agricultural depletion and
unprecedented forced migration.
The Global South, including the
Indian subcontinent, will be particularly hard hit. Climate geoengineering is increasingly touted as a promising solution for
this, a blanket term that contains
quite a few radical, often controversial and potentially challenging to implement proposals.
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Before we continue, we would
like to point out that we are neither advocates nor opponents of
geoengineering. We believe it is
important to have a broader public discussion on a wider spectrum of possible climate options,
and our goal in this article is to
shed some light on one oftneglected outside scientific circles,
and lay out the unknowns, opportunities and obstacles involved,
especially from a South Asian
perspective. That being said, let’s
start with a few definitions.
Under climate geoengineering,
there are two major groups of proposed approaches; Solar Radiation
Management (SRM) and Carbon
Dioxide Removal (CDR). SRM
proposals aim to limit or reverse
the temperature rise produced by
higher greenhouse gas concentrations, by reflecting inbound sunlight back into space. The
approach that has received most
research attention would involve
spraying tiny reflective particles
into the upper atmosphere to
reflect away some sunlight. The
effects of SRM would be experienced rapidly, in the order of
months after implementation, and
this is why it is being researched –
it’s the only known way to quickly
stop or reverse the rise in global
temperatures.
However, it is important to
note that these effects would last
only as long as the programme is
maintained. SRM does not
reduce the concentrations of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere and there is the potential
for disastrously abrupt warming
of the global climate with sudden and permanent cessation of
a high level of SRM cooling. As
it is largely based on computer
simulations, there is also signifi-

cant uncertainty on what the
actual impacts may be, including
predicting the change in rainfall
patterns and growth of plant life.
CDR on the other hand,
involves removing carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases
from the atmosphere by various
means, ranging from reforestation/afforestation, restoration of
wetlands, burning biomass to
capture carbon and permanently
storing it, fertilizing oceans to
absorb more CO2 or even direct
capture of CO2 from ambient
air. Generally, CDR techniques
are comparatively slow-acting
and expensive to implement, but
are less contentious and have
been included in many models
for achieving effective climate
change mitigation.
What we find worrying is
that climate geoengineering
research as a whole has predominantly been conducted by
Western academia, and in reality,
countries in the Global South are
often poorly represented in
debates about these approaches,
even though in many of the
cases, those are the same countries that would be the most
impacted.
This question of moral hazard
surrounding geoengineering has
been intensely argued, though
again mostly in developed
economies. A range of people,
from policy makers to activists,
have expressed concerns that
CDR and SRM might be seen as
“get out of jail” free cards that
reduce the incentives for countries to move towards a net-zero
carbon pathway. This becomes all
the more serious when coupled
with what is essentially limited
research about the benefits and
drawbacks of these methods.

Encouraging SRM or CDR may
significantly reduce allocation of
resources to inclusive and reliable
climate change mitigation and
adaptation strategies, or even lead
to total near-term disregard for
them, leaving developing countries to suffer the consequences.
For example, Global South countries have expressed their concern
regarding the uncertainty of Bio-

Energy and Carbon Capture and
Storage (BECCS) methods, which
is a CDR technique. These projects may require large land areas,
thereby competing with agricultural lands. Additionally, as previously stated, research has shown
that SRM would involve tinkering
with a complex system and it
might have nasty side effects, with
countries like India bearing the

brunt if it goes wrong. It may in
fact not be in the best interests of
northern, developed countries
like Norway or Canada too, who
may prefer increased temperatures for agricultural productivity
and other land uses.
Another cause for apprehension is the lack of an international agreement overseeing climate
geoengineering. Currently these

methods can be rolled out by any
country independently, especially economically strong ones.
This would certainly cause an
imbalance of power in global
politics, as such a country would
potentially have control over the
global thermostat, with negative
repercussions in certain parts of
the world. We first have to
understand exactly what the
effects of various geoengineering
measures would be on a regional
basis, and ensure that the needs
of all nations are met when and
if they are executed. This is an
issue with global ramifications,
and cannot be treated locally. It
is therefore absolutely vital that
there is a cohesive strategy that
is transnational in nature, with
defining principles for governance, research, development
and possible implementation of
these novel technologies. We
urge India and other developing
nations to take the lead to ensure
justice, and ascertain that any
and all measures need to consider the wishes of all stakeholders
within these vulnerable regions.
As it stands, climate geoengineering could prove to be a complement to other climate solutions and not a silver bullet. If it
works well, it might be able to
protect climate-vulnerable
regions by keeping temperatures
below 1.5°C while the world is
decarbonising. But the uncertainty and unpredictability
around these techniques may
have counterproductive implications worldwide, especially in
the Global South. The global
nature of these methods mandate a strong need for transparency within all the dimensions of these techniques, safeguarding equity as the central
theme. However, it is absolutely
clear that climate geoengineering
is not a substitute for reducing
carbon emissions and our focus
must continue to be on weaning
our economies off carbon, advocating sustainable behavioural
practices and building strong
resilience to climate change. By
prioritising these pathways, we
will hopefully never be pressed
to use climate geoengineering to
protect our planet.
Vinayak Nambiar is Anant
Fellow for Climate Action; Sijo
Abraham is Anant Fellow for
Climate Action; and Mohammed
Mofizur Rahman is Instructor,
Anant Fellowship for Climate
Action
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oday the Rohingya
T
Muslims are nowhere.
More than one million of them
left their homeland of Rakhine
Province, Myanmar, in 2017
after their ethnic cleansing at
the hands of Myanmar Army.
Most of them descended in
the neighbouring Bangladesh
and stayed in makeshift camps
in the Cox Bazar, a coastal town
located near the BangladeshMyanmar border area of the
country all these years.
Many of them have crossed
the turbulent sea to get into
other South East Asian nations
such as Indonesia, Malaysia
and Thailand.
Their future hangs on
international intervention from
nations concerned and human
rights agencies. Despite an
urgent urge from the UN and
the case being heard in the
International Court of Justice
(ICJ) at The Hague
(Netherlands), they continue to
languish in the ill-managed
refugee camps in Bangladesh.
But recently Dhaka took a
decision to shift a large number of the Rohingya refugees to
an island named Bhasan Char,
in a phased manner. However,
the spread of the news in the
beginning of this month
among the distraught
Rohingyas evoked mixed feelings — many of them are quite
excited to go to their new
abode, thinking this could be
a better place, while others are
worried about their permanent
dislocation from the current
camps.
To unearth the root cause
of the Rohingya exodus in
2017 from Rakhine to
Bangladesh, we need to focus
on the recent political happenings in Myanmar. The UN
says the Myanmar Army
demonstrated “genocidal
intent” while conducting operations against the Arakan
Rohingya Salvation Army
(ARSA) in 2017.
According to the authorities, this operation targeted to
flush out the Islamists and to
bring back law and order in the
Rakhine Province. But the central issue is that Myanmar does
not want to recognise the
Rohingyas as citizens and it
sees them as illegal migrants
from Bangladesh. That is why
the Burmans, the major ethnic
group of the country, consisting of the Army, the rest of
administrative ranks and the
leadership, simply do not want
the Rohingyas to stay in the
country.
Much before 2017, the
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clashes used to break out
between the majority Burmans
and the local Rohingyas. But in
that year, the ARSA killed
nearly 20 police officers and
security forces of the Myanmar
Army. And on August 25, the
ARSA, previously known as the
Harakah al-Yakin, immediately provoked a counter-insurgency operation from the federal Army of Myanmar in
Rakhine Province. The
Government says the ARSA is
a terrorist organisation. Its
leader Ata Ullah was born in
Pakistan and raised mostly in
Saudi Arabia. The group also
released a report in 2016
according to which it is led by
Rohingyas living in Saudi
Arabia.
However, the concern is
that striking at the ARSA is not
going to solve the core issue i.e.
denying citizenship to the
Rohingyas. For decades, the
Rohingyas have been residing

in Arakan known as the
Rakhine
Province.
Interestingly, earlier, they were
given the right to vote. But with
the coming of the Tatmadaw to
power, gradually the basic
political rights and freedoms of
the Rohingyas were curtailed.
Thus, the Rohingya anger has
grown against the Myanmarese
State fully controlled by the
majority Burmans.
Many security experts
opine that the ARSA may have
received backing from jihadists
who have fought in battlegrounds of Afghanistan, Syria,
Iraq, etc. The main purpose of
the ARSA is to defend, salvage
and protect the Rohingyas
from the State repression in the
line with the principle of selfdefence. But the official view
from Naypyidaw is that the
Army operation in the province
was against the terrorists, and
to restore law and order in that
area. Even the locals and vari-

ous newspapers in the regions
emphasise more on the terror
attacks and the plight of the
others who had to flee the area
because of the clash between
the Army and the Rohingyas.
It is very clear that the
majority Burmans have a longheld prejudice against the
Rohingya Muslims, who are
not regarded as the citizens of
the country. These Rohingyas
are called as “Bengalis”. And
most of the nationalist groups
view them as a threat to their
country. This is the background of the harrowing conditions of the Rohingyas that
has sparked a bitter debate
between Bangladesh and
Myanmar, but without any
credible outcome.
And anytime in future, the
global jehadi groups such as the
Islamic State and al-Qaeda
might plant their agents to
sponsor full-time Islamic terror
movements in Myanmar. The

Tatmadaw must be ready to
face such an onslaught from
these global monsters and
accordingly should keep a close
watch on the activities of the
ARSA in the region.
The root of the plight
behind the current Rohingya
crisis lies in Myanmar itself. It
can well be regarded as a systematic and forced migration of
these people from their home
province. And it is the
Tatmadaw i.e. the Myanmar
Army that has led a vicious and
brutal campaign against the
hapless Rohingyas over the
years. It all started in 1978
when then Burmese Army carried out an operation called
“Operation Ngamin” to drive
out the Rohingyas from
Rakhine.
Again, in 1982, a new law
was passed by Myanmar to
deny citizenship right to the
Rohingya Muslims. And finally, they were excluded from the
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list of the country’s 135 ethnic
groups. For years, Myanmar
has pursued institutionalised
discrimination policies like
these and cornered the poor
and minority Muslim
Rohingyas to a point of no
return to the mainstream of
country.
The role of Nobel laureate
and the present State
Counsellor of Myanmar is
highly questionable on the
question of the repatriation of
the Rohingyas. The suffering of
the Rohingya itself is a tragedy.
But the way it was carried out
by the Tatmadaw had crossed
all civilisational limits. Suu Kyi
does not control the military
and even if she wants she can’t
do so. Also the military does
not trust her at all.
It’s very simple because all
her life she has fought against
the repressive military and
demanded to restore basic freedoms in the country. But today

she has almost forgotten the
very core of the basic freedoms
for which she once bravely
fought. It’s painful and sad. This
time her party National League
for Democracy won more seats
than what they had won in the
elections of 2015. But even if
she could have condemned
the actions of the Tatmadaw, it
would not have gone to this
extent.
The world knows very well
what Suu Kyi said in the
International Court of Justice
at the Hague in December
2019. She bravely defended
her country’s military against
the allegations of genocide.
These all have rightly signalled
that she is a true politician and
no more a votary of democratic rights.
The recently concluded
parliamentary election has
once again excluded the
Rohingyas from the much
awaited political process in the
country. Further, because of the
fighting between the Tatmadaw
and the Arakan Army, the
November Parliamentar y
Election had to be cancelled in
the Rakhine Province.
The saddest part of the
Rohingya crisis is that no one
is focusing on the repatriation
of the Rohingyas to Myanmar.
Why the whole world is mum
over this matter? Why are we
all putting pressure on
Bangladesh to resettle these
refugees in an unsafe and vulnerable island? It seems
Bangladesh has accepted the
responsibility of relocating the
Rohingyas and looking for
their future settlement.
Precisely, they all must be sent
back to Myanmar i.e. Rakhine
Province, as early as possible.
The UN, the UNHRC and
various other global humanitarian agencies must build up
enough pressure on Naypyidaw
to take back all the Rohingyas.
Now a new Joe Biden administration must devise a strategy to convince the Tatmadaw
for the same. Else, the Generals
back home in Myanmar will
take it for granted that such
heinous crimes could
easily avoid international
attention.
Though
Bangladesh is assuring the
repatriation of the Rohingyas
in the Bhasan Char, the international community must be
aware that it is a very vulnerable area to shift millions of
these refugees in the days to
come.

CWTbPSSTbc_Pac^UcWT
A^WX]VhPRaXbXbXbcWPc
]^^]TXbU^RdbX]V^]
cWTaT_PcaXPcX^]^UcWT
A^WX]VhPbc^
<hP]\PaFWhcWT
fW^[Tf^a[SXb\d\
^eTacWXb\PccTa.FWh
PaTfTP[[_dccX]V
_aTbbdaT^]
1P]V[PSTbWc^aTbTcc[T
cWTbTaTUdVTTbX]P]
d]bPUTP]Sed[]TaPQ[T
Xb[P]S.8cbTT\b
1P]V[PSTbWWPb
PRRT_cTScWT
aTb_^]bXQX[Xch^U
aT[^RPcX]VcWT
A^WX]VhPbP]S[^^ZX]V
U^acWTXaUdcdaT
bTcc[T\T]c?aTRXbT[h
cWThP[[\dbcQTbT]c
QPRZc^<hP]\PaPb
TPa[hPb_^bbXQ[T

<0:70=B
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(The writer is an expert on
international affairs)
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1HZFKDOOHQJHVWRHGXFDWLRQGXULQJSDQGHPLF
mid the Covid-19 panA
demic the education system in India has been witness-

1TbXSTbSTQPcT^]
fWTcWTa^][X]T
cTPRWX]VRP]\PZTd_
U^acWT[^bb^U
R[Pbba^^\cTPRWX]V
cWT\PY^aRWP[[T]VT
XbW^fc^STeT[^_
\TRWP]Xb\c^
^eTaR^\TcWT
aXV\Pa^[T^U
aTVd[PcX^]bc^cPZT
TUUTRcXeTSTRXbX^]b
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ing challenges with significant
impact on higher education.
To deal with the situation,
experts have talked about what
should be the course of direction with regard to the pattern
of completion of course work,
methodology of teaching and
examination.
The Higher Education
Information System’s recent
attempt to ensure high level of
partnership among institutions
through equity and access to all
shows the level of insight in
empowering and motivating
students and faculty members.
Besides, the pursuit of the
National Education Policy
(NEP) to cover school, adult,
higher education and efforts
towards promotion of Indian
languages and online education
exhibit tremendous effort
towards enhancement of overall educational scenario.
Indian universities are
being encouraged to improve
their performances by making
a push towards a more merit
based peer reviewed research
and the chimera of fulfilling the
aim of 6 per cent of GDP
expenditure on education.
A few experts are of the
views that we have at least got
an opportunity to analyse and
address the multidimensional
issues in the education sector.

Whereas for some it is a
welcome sign that we would
draw a framework for key
demands of the higher education while maintaining a synergy between various actors
and stakeholders, there has
been a section which strongly
feels that the idea of online
teaching can never replace the
existing system of classrooms
teaching. For many others, it is
not clear that segregation of the
practical and theory papers,
particularly for MBA courses,
can be a feasible option if the
future trends compel us to follow the undesirable.
Ensuring proper monitoring of education sector on day
to day basis as done by the
authorities can ensure growth
in changing circumstances.
In the midst of argumentation and generation of discourse it is imperative to look
at the process from neutral
stand. But at times different
point of views creates insights
about the way in which the
ideas and emotions get translated into effective decisionmaking process.
The Union Ministry of
Education has opened up conceptual and scholastic discussions which may result in the
creation of exquisite thoughts
and a new vision for the growth
of a stupendous education system even during the crisis of
unprecedented magnitude. It is

high time we realised the gravity of challenges encountered
by the higher education.
The importance of education for the physical, intellectual and moral will always be on
high pedestal because education
frees a person from the clutches of darkness and bigotry.
But many a times the questions and desires of competition, comparison and person-

al greed leads to the problem of
manipulation and taking
recourse in shortcuts. The
Right to Freedom of Expression
in democratic societies has
been debated many times.
Recent developments in academic world have posed new
challenges about the changing
nature of problem and the
huge competition quagmire
that still lurks.

The University Grants
Commission (UGC) has shown
serious concern over the
increasing number of predatory, cloned and substandard
publications and emergence of
a number of web opinion sites
coupled with arrangement of
predatory conferences. In a
highly proactive step, the UGC
has issued strict directions and
created high quality list of jour-

nals to be considered the only
valid publication category.
As a result of the long quest
for excellence the UGC established Consortium for
Academic Research and Ethics
(CARE) to ensure and promote
pious academic integrity and
quality research and teaching.
This would help in broadening the ethical horizon and
enhancing the decision making

capabilities but also letting
new generation know what is
ethically and morally correct.
When it comes to ethics it
means going beyond the set
clichés and moving from paradigm to paradigm shift. We
ought to try our level best to
kindle the flame by ensuring
the sensitisation of students and
faculty members in this direction. It is difficult to change the
direction of the wind, but we
can do our bit in adjusting ethical sail towards the path of
development of ethos.
The major challenge will
be its dealing with professional institutes. How to
develop mechanism to sensitise
the stakeholders of these institutes to overcome the
rigmarole of regulations, and
take decision.
It is daunting task to deal
with the emerging challenges
due to mushrooming of a number of private educational institutes. There is a strong need to
identify new ways to judge the
qualitative competence of candidates by laying a lot of importance on improving analytical
and observatory qualities of the
candidates through cognitive
discourse and seeking multiple
options and viewpoints in order
to help in forming an integrated texts and questionnaire.
(The author is a professor
and expert on strategic affairs)
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CWXbfTTZV^^S]TfbXbX]bc^aTU^ah^d5^acW^bT
UPRX]VWTP[cWRWP[[T]VTbP_^bXcXeTPccXcdSTf^d[Sf^aZ
f^]STab8Uh^dbdb_TRcb^\TcWX]VXbfa^]VfXcWh^da
_WhbXRP[QTX]V\PZTbdaTc^VTc\TSXRP[bd__^ac8c
f^d[SWT[_h^dCadbch^daX]bcX]Rcb>]cWTf^aZUa^]c
cWTaTPaTWP__X]TbbP]SRT[TQaPcX^]H^dPaTPQ^dcc^
bTTb^\TaTbd[cbU^ah^daWPaSf^aZP]STUU^acbCW^bT
[^^ZX]VU^aP_^bXcX^]fX[[UX]Sb^\TcWX]VcWPcXbQTccTa
cWP]cWThW^_TSU^aH^daTUU^acbPaTeP[dTSP]S
P__aTRXPcTSPcf^aZ>]cWTaT[PcX^]bWX_Ua^]ch^da
b_^dbT³bPccXcdST\PhQTXaaXcPcX]VP]Sh^dUTT[
ST_aTbbTSP]S[^]T[h0UTT[X]V^UQTX]V[TUc^dc\Ph
cPZT^eTah^d1a^PST]h^daW^aXi^]bP]ScahWPaSc^
cWX]Z_^bXcXeT[h

H^daWTP[cWP]SeXcP[XchXbbca^]VP]Sa^QdbccWXbfTTZ
CWXbXbPVaTPccX\Tc^R^aaTRcP[[QPSWPQXcbX]^aSTac^
bcPhX]V^^SWTP[cWBcPacfXcWb\P[[V^P[b0SPX[hfP[Z
R^d[SeTahfT[[[TPSh^dc^PWTP[cWXTaP]Sbca^]VTabT[U
B_T]ScX\Tc^QaX]VQP[P]RTX]Q^Sh\X]SP]Sb_XaXc>]
cWTf^aZUa^]ccWTaT\PhQTUX]P]RXP[[^bbX]QdbX]Tbb^a
bXcdPcX^]^Ud]T\_[^h\T]cH^daUTPabPSSXRcX^]bP]S
^cWTaWPa\Ud[X\_d[bTb\PhRaTPcTP]TVPcXeT
T]eXa^]\T]cPa^d]Sh^dH^dUTT[STb_PXaP]SWPeTP
_TbbX\XbcXReXTf^U[XUT1T_^bXcXeTcWXbXbcWTcX\Tc^
[TPa]Ua^\\XbcPZTb>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^dabXcdPcX^]
XbV^^STb_TRXP[[hU^aP]TgXbcX]Va^\P]RTH^da
aT[PcX^]bWX_fX[[\^eTX]c^P[XVWcTaP]S\^aTQP[P]RTS
_WPbTfXcWcaTPcX]VTPRW^cWTaPbT`dP[b

CWXbfTTZWTP[cW]TTSbPccT]cX^]P]SU^[[^fd_TgTaRXbTb
U^acW^bTfW^WPeTbTaX^dbPX[\T]cbH^d\PhUX]P[[hUX]S
XcfXcWX]h^dabT[Uc^bc^_RTacPX]QPSWPQXcbcWPch^d\Ph
QTRd[cXePcX]VCPZTV^^SRPaT^Uh^dabT[U^][hcWT]
f^d[Sh^dcad[hQTPQ[Tc^RPaT^UcWT^cWTab>]cWT
f^aZUa^]cPV^^S]Tfbf^d[SQaX]VWP__X]Tbbc^h^d
cWXbfTTZH^d\PhVTcPRP[[[TccTaU^aY^QfXcWQTccTa
_Tab_TRcXeT_TaZbP]SUPRX[XcXTbCW^bTPfPXcX]V_^bcX]V
\PhVTccWTSTbXaTSSTbcX]PcX^]5^acW^bTX]QdbX]Tbb
UX]P]RXP[VPX]bPaTX]SXRPcTS>]cWTaT[PcX^]bWX_Ua^]c
cWX]VbPaT]^cPbV^^SPbh^dcWX]ZcWT\c^QTH^dWPeT
c^\PZTP]TUU^ac?dch^daXSTPbP]SeXTfbPRa^bbc^
h^da]TPaP]SSTPa^]TbX]bdRWPfPhcWPccW^bTR^d[S
TPbX[hQTPRRT_cTS4[bTh^d\PhUPRTaTYTRcX^]

;dRZh]d\QTa !
;dRZhR^[^da HT[[^f
;dRZhSPh FTS]TbSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa &
;dRZhR^[^da <PVT]cP
;dRZhSPh 5aXSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa 
;dRZhR^[^da 1a^f]
;dRZhSPh CdTbSPh
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CWXbfTTZh^dfX[[UTT[[XVWcP]SWP__h^]cWTWTP[cW
Ua^]cH^dbW^d[SQTUd[[^UeXcP[XchW^_TUd[P]S^_cX\XbcXR
PQ^dccWTUdcdaT?PhPccT]cX^]c^h^da[X]T^UcW^dVWc
AT\T\QTacWPch^da\X]SbTcPUUTRcbh^daWTP[cW
<PX]cPX]P_^bXcXeT^dc[^^ZH^dPaTX]P_^bXcX^]]^fc^
\T]c^a^cWTabP]SbWPaTb_XaXcdP[X]bXVWcb>]cWTRPaTTa
Ua^]ch^dPaT]TPaX]VcWT_^X]cfWTaTf^aZbdRRTbbP]S
aTR^V]XcX^]PaTfT[[fXcWX]h^daVaPb_3^h^daQTbcc^
QT^aVP]XbTSP]S_a^SdRcXeTCWXbfX[[_Phh^d^UUCWXb
Xb]^cPcX\Tc^VP\Q[T^acPZTaXbZb>]cWT_Tab^]P[
Ua^]cV^^S[dRZfX[[U^[[^fh^dX]cWT\PccTab^UWTPac8U
h^dPaTP[aTPShX]PaT[PcX^]bWX_Xc\PhSTT_T]P]S
QTR^\TQTccTaP]SbfTTcTaH^dUTT[T\^cX^]P[
R^]cT]c\T]c

CWXbfTTZSTb_XcTcWTf^aZ[^PSP]SbcaTbbh^daT\PX]
R^^[P]S_^XbTSH^dWPeTPQd]SP]RT^UT]TaVhP]S
bcP\X]PcWPcXbh^dabd__^acbhbcT\H^d]TTSc^dbT
h^daT]TaVhX]PRaTPcXeTSXaTRcX^]7TP[cWaT\PX]bV^^S
P]Sh^dWPeTR^]ca^[^]h^dabT]b^ahST[XVWcbc^^>]
cWTRPaTTaUa^]ch^daSTcTa\X]PcX^]P]SfX[[_^fTaf^d[S
WT[_h^dPRWXTeTh^dacPaVTcbPbcWTaTPaT\P]hWdaS[Tb
P]SST[PhbX]h^daf^aZH^dac^dVWSTRXbX^]bfX[[VXeT
h^dcWTbcaT]VcWc^\^eT^]P]S_[P]fT[[X]cWT
\^\T]cb^URaXbXb5^[[^fcWTPSeXRT^UPbT]X^afW^Xb
R[^bTc^h^dP]SZ]^fbh^da[X\XcPcX^]b>]cWT_Tab^]P[
Ua^]ch^d\PhUPRT^__^bXcX^]^Uh^da]TPaP]SSTPa
^]TbAXUcP]SR^]U[XRcbX]cWTUP\X[hPaT[XZT[h1TP[Xcc[T
b^UcTaP]SR^\_PbbX^]PcT

CWXbfTTZh^df^d[SUX]Sh^dabT[UaTbcaXRcTS^]PWTP[cW
\PccTa5TPaP]gXTchP]S]TVPcXeTcW^dVWcbPaT]^c
P[[^fX]Vh^dc^[TPSP]^a\P[[XUTH^d]TTSc^QaX]V
PQ^dcQP[P]RTX]Q^Sh\X]SP]Sb_XaXc7TP[cWXbPUUTRcTS
fWT]cWX]ZX]VXb]TVPcXeT^aUX[[TSfXcWP]gXTch<TSXcPcT
P]S[XbcT]c^h^daQ^Sh7P[U^UcWT_a^Q[T\bfX[[VTc
b^[eTSQhcWT\bT[eTb>]cWTf^aZUa^]ccWTaT\PhQT
P]d]Tg_TRcTSUP[[^aX]YdbcXRTX]h^daRPbTCWT_^bXcX^]
fWXRWcWPch^dWPeTQTT]Pb_XaX]VU^a\PhQTVXeT]c^
P]^cWTaRP]SXSPcTfXcWT`dP[RP[XQaT3XUUXRd[chc^RW^^bT
fWTcWTac^aT\PX]X]cWTTgXbcX]V^]T^aY^X]cWT]Tf^]T
fX[[_aTePX[>]cWTaT[PcX^]bWX_Ua^]cT]bdaTcWPch^d
cPZT^dccX\TP]STUU^acc^bcPhR^]]TRcTSfXcWh^da
_Pac]Tac^ZTT_cWTb_PaZP[XeT

;dRZh]d\QTa
;dRZhR^[^da ?PbcT[1[dT
;dRZhSPh CWdabSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa !
;dRZhR^[^da <PdeT
;dRZhSPh <^]SPh

;dRZh]d\QTa !!
;dRZhR^[^da 6aTh
;dRZhSPh 5aXSPh
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CWXbfTTZRWP[[T]VTb^]WTP[cWUa^]cfX[[R^\Tc^P]
T]SH^dfX[[aTP[XbTcWPcWTP[cWXbeTahX\_^acP]cP]S
]TTSbRPaTP]SPccT]cX^]?aTeT]cX^]XbQTccTacWP]RdaT
H^dfX[[PccT]SR[PbbTbP]SbT\X]Pab^]WTP[X]V
cWTaP_XTbP]SP__[hcWT\c^h^da[XUT>]cWT
_a^UTbbX^]P[Ua^]ch^d]TTSc^R^\T^dc^UbT[U\PST
aTbcaXRcX^]bfWXRWPaTWP\_TaX]Vh^daRPaTTaVa^fcW
8]b^\T\PccTabh^dPaTaT`dXaTSc^QTU[dT]cP]S
`dXRZfXccTSQdch^daR^]UdbX^]P]SSdP[XchX]\X]S
ZTT_bX]cTaad_cX]Vh^d2daQh^daTg_T]SXcdaT:TT_
h^daThTbP]STPab^_T]c^QTPfPaT^UcWT
^__^acd]XcXTbR^\X]Vh^dafPh>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]c
_a^\XbTbPaT]^c\PSTc^QTQa^ZT]8Uh^dPaTS^X]V
b^h^d\PhWPeTc^_PhX]cTa\b^UaT[PcX^]bWX_b

CWXbfTTZh^d\PhUTT[ST_aTbbTSP]SV[^^\hPbcWX]Vb
PaT]^cV^X]Vh^dafPhB^\TWTP[cWXbbdTb\PhRa^_d_
^dc^UcWTQ[dT3^]^cf^aah*cWXbXbPcT\_^aPah_WPbT
H^da\TSXRP[cTbcbfX[[R^\T^dcUX]TBcaTbbXbPQXVVTa
PX[\T]cCWT_a^UTbbX^]P[[XUTf^d[SbTTPaXbTP]Sb^
f^d[Sh^dCWTaTfX[[QT\^]Th_aTbcXVTP]SW^]^daX]
fWPch^dPaTRdaaT]c[h_dabdX]VCW^bTX]QdbX]TbbR^d[S
TPa]V^^S\^]ThCPZTcX\T^dcU^aWTP[X]VP]SV^U^a
\PbbPVTcWTaP_h>]cWTT\^cX^]P[Ua^]ccWXbXbUPXa[hP
V^^SfTTZ0]Tf[^eTa^\P]RTXb^]cWTRPaSb<PaaXTS
R^d_[Tb\dbcWPeTPR^]RTa]P]Scahc^d]STabcP]ScWT
UTT[X]Vb^UcWT^cWTa?^bbXQ[hcWTaTXbPR^\\d]XRPcX^]
VP_cWPc\dbcQTb^acTS^dcCWXb_a^QPQ[hXbcWTa^^c
RPdbT^USXbcP]RTP]SXbfWPcXb\PZX]VcWT\Xb^[PcTS

H^daWTP[cWbXcdPcX^][^^ZbV^^ScWXbfTTZH^dfX[[QT
UX[[TSfXcWT]TaVhP]ST]cWdbXPb\1dcQTRPaTUd[fWT]
TgTaRXbX]VcWTaTRP]QT\X]^ab_aPX]^aX]YdaXTb8cXb
X\_^acP]cc^bcPacP]TfWTP[cWaTVX\TXUh^dWPeTQTT]
[PXSQPRZP]SRPbdP[X]cWTaTRT]c_Pbc>]cWTf^aZ
Ua^]ch^d\PhT]R^d]cTaP_Tab^]^UX]U[dT]RTP]S
[TPSTabWX_bZX[[bfW^f^d[S[XZTc^\T]c^ah^dH^d
]TTSWXb_aTbT]RTc^VdXSTh^dX]cWTaXVWcSXaTRcX^]8U
h^dWPeTQTT]UPRX]Vb^\TRWP[[T]VTbPcf^aZ^aX]
QdbX]TbbcWT]cWXbXbcWTcX\TU^ah^dc^VTc
W^[SR^]ca^[^UcWTbXcdPcX^]H^dfX[[QTV^P[^aXT]cTS
P]SeTaheXbX^]Pah>]cWTaT[PcX^]bWX_Ua^]ccWXbfTTZ
fX[[QTP\PVXRP[^]TCWXbXbPcX\Tc^cadbch^da
X]bcX]Rcb

;dRZh]d\QTa 
;dRZhR^[^da >UUfWXcT
;dRZhSPh <^]SPh

;dRZh]d\QTa "
;dRZhR^[^da ATS
;dRZhSPh FTS]TbSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa
;dRZhR^[^da 8]SXV^
;dRZhSPh 5aXSPh
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CWXbfTTZh^daWTP[cWfX[[QTV^^SXUh^d_PhPccT]cX^]
CWTfTTZbcPacbfXcWcWTRaTPcXeTT]TaVhP]Sh^dfX[[UTT[
PRcXeTPVX[TP]ST]cWdbXPbcXR1dcPbcWTfTTZ
_a^VaTbbTbb^\TWTP[cWXbbdTb\PhRa^_d_CWTaTXbP
RdaTU^aTeTahcWX]V1T_^bXcXeTTeTahcWX]VfX[[V^fT[[
>]cWT_a^UTbbX^]P[Ua^]cXUh^dPaT]^cSTSXRPcTSc^h^da
f^aZh^d\XVWcWPeTc^_PhU^aXc?T^_[TPaTfPcRWX]V
h^dP]SVXeX]V\X]dcTc^\X]dcTSTcPX[bc^cWTWXVWTa
PdcW^aXcXTbH^d\XVWcQT`dTbcX^]TSU^ah^da
XaaTVd[PaXcXTbX]SdcXTbP]SUX]P]RTb>]cWTaT[PcX^]bWX_
Ua^]ccWXbXbPWXVW[hT\^cX^]P[cX\TCWX]VbRP]`dXRZ[h
QTR^\TWTPcTSP]Sd]R^\U^acPQ[TCPZTPQaTPZXUh^d
]TTSc^?XRZh^daQPcc[TbP]SQTbdaTc^caTPch^da[^eTa
[XZTPUaXT]S

>]cWTWTP[cWUa^]ccWXbfTTZ\PhQTc^dVW^]h^d
?P]XRZX]VPccWXb_^X]cX]cX\TfX[[^][h\PZTcWX]Vb
f^abT0UcTaTeTahRaXbXbcWTaTXbP_a^\XbT^UPV^^S
cX\T7^fTeTaXcST_T]Sb^]fWPch^dS^PQ^dcXc1T
_^bXcXeTPQ^dch^dabXcdPcX^]P]SaTPRW^dcc^cWT^cWTab
U^aWT[_?aPRcXbX]V\TSXcPcX^]fX[[QTPVaTPcQ^^bcTa>]
cWTRPaTTaUa^]ccWX]Vb\Ph]^cQTcWPcVaTPc8c\PhQT
cWPch^dPaTR[^bTc^R^\_[TcX]VP_a^YTRc^acPbZQdcPaT
UPRTSfXcWhTcP]^cWTaRWP[[T]VT^acPbZPch^da
f^aZ_[PRTH^d]TTSc^QTaTbX[XT]cP]S]^cQTX]cX\XSPcTS
Qh^cWTab_d[[X]Vh^dS^f]>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^d
fX[[UX]Sh^dabT[UX]R^]U[XRcfXcW^cWTabH^d]TTSc^
d]STabcP]ScWPc^_T]R^\\d]XRPcX^]fXcWh^da_Pac]Ta
RP]WT[_aTb^[eTP[[cWTSXUUTaT]RTb

;dRZh]d\QTa "
;dRZhR^[^da ?TPRW
;dRZhSPh BPcdaSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa #
;dRZhR^[^da 6aTT]
;dRZhSPh CWdabSPh
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H^dacT]bX^]fX[[aTU[TRcX]h^daf^aZ5^[[^fh^da
X]cdXcX^]fWT]XcR^\Tbc^h^daWTP[cW8UPSXPV]^bXb
S^Tb]³cUTT[aXVWcS^]^cWTbXcPcTc^VTcPbTR^]S
^_X]X^]5^acW^bTfW^R^]bd\TP[R^W^[^aSadVbcWXb
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abits die hard. You may strive to
get over them, but you won’t be
able to hold it for long unless you
make corrections at the base level.
Remember, the root of inherent habit
tendencies lie in the thought seeds that
are firmly embedded in the inner realms
of the mind. As and when they get a congenial ground, they spring into action.
Something like a wheat seed, which if
kept on a table, remains inert. If it somehow reaches the earth mass, it will sprout
into a plant when it has access to water.
Someone holding a coveted position
in an international organisation fearing
loss of job came asking three years back:
“My performance at works is commendable, and is duly acknowledged by my
superiors. Yet, why do I come under such
threat?
“Will I be able to retain my position?” Well, the reason lies in your selfundoing acts. You are primarily an
escapist. Whenever you come under negative bind for whatever reasons, your
inherent sense of fear and insecurity
overtakes your thought plane. To forget
that, your get into self-indulgences,
which you take to extremes. You, thus,
invite your own problem. But given pre-
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sent astrological directions, as of now
your job is secure.” I observed. “Agreed
sir. But how could you pinpoint my
problem with such clarity?” He asked.
“A horoscope speaks of the basic fabric of one’s making that throws light on
your virtues and attributes; as well as
habits and attitudes. Coming as they may
as Karmic carryover from the past, they
are imprinted in the inner realms of your
mind as thought-seeds. Given a congenial trigger, they come into play.” I
replied. Assured of his job security, he
asked: “Suggest me some remedial measures — stone or a puja — that may help
me avoid such situations in future.”
He was given a process, which
involved self-reflecting on his thought
patterns so as to resolve them through
relevant educative inputs that may help
get over the past hangups. Also, to train
the mind living mindfully in the present.
“Why put me under such process? I
promise you to overcome my self-indulgences. I am strong enough to hold on to
my promise,” he then said. “Well, that
will not suffice. You need to resolve them
from the root level, otherwise, it will
erupt in future also.” I observed. He did
not pay attention to my counsel. No

wonder, he came under similar spell
twice in between.
Let us now look at his astrological
pointers. He is born in Aquarius lagna, a
fixed sign, which makes him a stubborn
character. The lagna lord Saturn conjunct the Sun brings in a sense of fear
and insecurity having a hardened attitude. Moon placed adverse to Saturn
brings in a negative mind-set. Given an
adverse situation, he may become selfpitying. The Sun placed adverse to mischievous Neptune makes him habitually
an escapist, who remains stuck to his
self-delusionary perceptions. He may
not acknowledge truth on its first
appearance and will rather prefer pursuing his own self-beliefs till pushed to the
wall.
Moon is ill-disposed off to Venus
identified with sensuous pleasure, which
is conjunct Rahu. Venus is also involved
in exchange with Mars, a planet identified with animalistic instincts. This combination, in the first place, brings in selfindulgent tendencies. Second, he remains
vulnerable to unpredictable mood
swings. Third, he is too much touchy and
sensitive, whereby he gets over-exercised
even on trivial issues, over which he
keeps mulling for long.
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Intelligence signifying Mercury is illdisposed of to Mars, which makes him
restless, irritable and bad tempered. He,
thus, given an adverse situation, loses his
sense of alert, vital to mindful living.
Mercury placed adverse to Jupiter
accounts for his insensible reasoning and
judgment. What further compounds his
problem is his inflated ego, coming as it
may with Mars placed adverse to Jupiter.
That binds him to his self-defined beliefs
and perceptions, not open to look
beyond for a reality check. He is averse to
listening or counsel. He can’t digest anything that is not in line with his perception. If all that would not be enough
Moon posited in Sagittarius sign and also
averse to Saturn implies that he will not
be able to keep up the promises he
makes.
With exalted Jupiter and Moon over
the head, the positives in him are strong
enough to make him a good professional.
But his overpowering negatives would
not allow him a free run, unless he
resolves them from the root level. The
result is there to see.
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